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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The West Griffin Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) Plan 
provides a series of strategic actions for revitalizing the 
northern entrance to the City.  Griffin Technical College 
and the University of Georgia-Griffin (UGA) provide 
enormous promise for future community development in 
this area, especially given the anticipated growth of the 
University.  The plan builds on the idea of a “Campus 
Gateway” within a new Town Center and the proposed 
reconfiguration of the existing Expressway US 19/41 
into a true boulevard, divided with a median down the 
center and paths encouraging bicycle and pedestrian use. 

Though benefiting from the important asset the two 
schools represent, the City is grappling with economic 
and visual blight from commercial and retail vacancies 
and a neighborhood suffering from neglect of tenant-
occupied single-family homes.  The market findings in 
this report substantiate that the study area qualifies 
as a “redevelopment area” per criteria established in 
Georgia’s Redevelopment Powers Law. 

After eight months of intensive community involvement, 
field work, and analysis, the West Griffin LCI proposes 
a set of specific transportation, design and land use 
projects, as expressed through a Master Plan, and 
presents a complete Redevelopment Plan that follows 
the State of Georgia requirements for a Tax Allocation 
District (TAD).  

A TAD allows the City to direct incremental increases 
in tax revenue to specific infrastructure improvements 
within the study area. In turn, this investment sends 
market signals about the value of return developers 
could make by pursuing new development projects, for 
example to turn–over vacant sites or underperforming 
sites.  The City can partner with private investors to 
create the more livable environment desired by residents, 
visitors and business owners.  An Executive Summary 
for the Redevelopment Plan and the Plan itself are found 
as an attachment to this report.  The City Board of 
Commissioners conducted a public hearing on December 
8, 2009, and voted to approve the plan.

The recommendations in both the Redevelopment Plan and 
the West Griffin LCI Plan focus on completing the area’s 
network of walkways and a fundamental improvement 
along US 19/41 (N Expressway) to transform this 
corridor into a boulevard by adding a landscaped median 
and providing pedestrian and bicycle options.  As the 
single most strategic improvement that could stimulate 
change in the study area, a new look, feel and function 

for the corridor will send market signals about the type 
of built product that could be supported in this area. The 
creation of a Town Center is a real option to consider, 
given new connectivity and supporting streetscape.  
Further, the promise of TAD dollars provides certainty 
for the market that the City will secure capital to make 
planned improvements a reality.

LIVABLE CENTERS 
Through its Livable Centers Initiative program, The 
Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) promotes the 
development of action plans to enhance livability, 
connectivity and mobility within activity centers and along 
corridors throughout the Atlanta region, while identifying 
development and redevelopment opportunities.  Following 
ARC conceptual framework, the West Griffin LCI Plan:

 • Encourages a diversity of residential neighborhoods, 
employment, shopping and recreation choices within 
a new activity center;  and creates the conditions 
for mixed-income neighborhoods that support the 
concept of “aging in place”;

 • Provides access to a range of travel modes including 
transit, roadways, walking and biking to enable 
access to all uses within the study area; and

 • Follows through a process promoting involvement of 
all stakeholders (including those not often involved in 
such planning efforts).  Specific additional outreach 
efforts included on-site meetings at all the Hispanic 
businesses within the study area to talk with shoppers 
and business owners in Spanish to understand issues 
and opportunities. 

This LCI study includes the creation of a Redevelopment 
Plan and is therefore different from a conventional LCI 
effort. Nonetheless, the plan was drafted with the aim to 
meet all of the following goals:

 • Encourage a diversity of medium to high density, 
mixed income neighborhoods, employment, 
shopping and recreation choices at the transit 
stations, corridor, activity and town center level.

 • Provide access to a range of travel modes including 
transit, roadways, walking and biking to enable 
access to all uses within the study area.

 • Encourage integration of land use policy/regulation 
with transportation investments to maximize the 
use of alternate modes.

1 This analysis is derived from the Spalding County Transportation Plan.
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 • Through transportation investments, increase the 

desirability of redevelopment of land served by 
existing infrastructure at transit stations, corridors, 
activity and town centers.

 • Preserve the historical characteristics of transit 
stations, corridors, activity centers and town centers, 
and create a community identity.

 • Develop a community-based transportation 
investment program (TIP) at the transit station, 
corridor, activity and town center level that will 
identify capital projects, which can be funded in the 
annual TIP.

 • Provide transportation infrastructure incentives for 
jurisdictions to take local actions to implement the 
resulting transit station, corridor, activity or town 
center study goals.

 • Provide for the implementation of the Regional 
Development Plan policies, quality growth initiatives 
and Best Development Practices in the study area 
and at the regional level.

 • Develop a local planning outreach process that 
promotes the involvement of all stakeholders 
particularly low income, minority and traditionally 
underserved populations

 • Provide planning funds for development of transit 
station, corridor, activity and town centers that 
showcase the integration of land use policies/
regulations and transportation investments with 
urban design tools.

CONCEPT AND MASTER PLAN 
The West Griffin LCI recommendations include 
broad land use changes, gateway, streetscapes and 
transportation enhancements as identified on the Concept 
Plan. A more detailed Master Plan shows how a well-
designed, new Town Center could link existing university 
campuses, creates a focal point along the N Expressway 
and integrate existing disparate uses over time.  

As alluded to earlier, an important transportation issue 
involves the future of a reconfigured split of the US 19/41 
business route.  The Concept Plan indicates one possible 
scenario favored by local government stakeholders, but 
one which has not gained full consensus by all. This 
improvement is a diamond interchange west of the 
existing business/expressway split.  If implemented, the 

interchange project would ease the existing traffic choke 
points caused by the existing configuration.  

The Concept Plan also presents recommended locations 
for creating gateways and way-finding signage.  The 
plan describes urban design recommendations including 
these types of unifying markers, which will visually link 
the area and provide a distinct sense of identity.  The 
plan recommends a dedicated project to establish the 
design or logo thematic and a plan identifying strategic 
locations that can increase in phases.  Street name signs 
will prepare the framework for displaying an identifier 
symbol or logo in a way that complements way-finding 
and gateway design so that these features punctuate the 
study area with reminders that “pieces” – individual 
uses and roadways – work together to create an urban 
“whole.”

From the Concept Plan, a detailed Master Plan was 
created with assistance from community members 
through an intensive Saturday charette and refinements 
through regular meetings with the Core Committee.  It 
was further informed by the recommended Development 
Program, presented in summary form further below and 
in detail in Section 2 and Section 4.

The Master Plan recommends a new Town Center, 
redevelopment along the North Expressway and 
redevelopment of the former mill site.  The plan suggests 
two new land classifications – a high density mixed-use and 
a neighborhood mixed-use.  The likelihood of actualizing 
the Master Plan depends on both implementation 
of the TAD and whether the priority projects in the 
Transportation Plan move into construction as a way to 
encourage private development.  

Examples of gateway markers announcing arrival
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Concept Plan Map

Concept plan
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TRANSPORTATION PLAN
Two maps represent the complete set of recommended 
transportation improvements; the first identifies the        
bicycle and pedestrian plan to complete the sidewalk 
network; and the second identifies roadway improvements.   
Project numbers correspond to the project list and cost 
estimate sheet attached to the Executive Summary.   In 
addition to the focus on the N Expressway, the Plan 
works to integrate both sides of the Expressway through 
an inviting road and walkway network.  Specifically, 
recommended improvements to Experiment Street 
could make it the preferred local route for both auto and 
pedestrian to the Historic Downtown. A multi-use path 
along Ellis Road would connect to Experiment Street, 
linking both the new Town Center and campus users to 
Downtown via bicycle options. Further, to create east-
west integration, the plan recommends an extension of 
Lyndon Avenue which intersects with Experiment Street 
on the east to move across the expressway through the 
new Town Center focal point.

Streetscape improvements for Experiment Street 
will help further define the study area as a unique, 
pedestrian-oriented place and also invite the linkage to 
the Downtown.

Example of wayfinding with unifying design features

Gateway markers communicate community vision

Example of gateway markers
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Master Plan
Note: UGA Griffin Campus Long Term Planning 

Site Plan and Griffin Technical College 2030 

Master Plan obtained from respective colleges 

website. They are included as reference for 

visioning future development and ensuring 

integration

Master plan
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The Core Committee and community debated the various 
design options for the N Expressway corridor.   The 
Existing Conditions report documents the safety and 
design problems facing this aging commercial corridor, 
and the community spoke strongly about providing safe 
bicycle and pedestrian facilities.  Based on automobile 
trip travel  data and peak travel observations, two options 
emerged and were presented with illustrations; the Core 
Committee and stakeholders rejected one option which 
involved a “road diet” – removing an entire travel lane in 
each direction to obtain right-of-way (ROW) that could 
then be used for bicycle lanes and wider, safer sidewalks 
with landscaping zones.  

Instead, the preferred option recommends a median 
and multi-use trail which would maintain 2 northbound 
through lanes, 2 southbound through lanes, divided by 
a landscaped median and featuring a multi-use path 
with streetscape improvements on the west side of the 
roadway.  This option removes the existing center two-
way left-turn lane in favor of creating the pedestrian 
refuge in the center and landscaping for a boulevard feel.

A median will provide pedestrians a refuge when crossing 
multiple lanes of traffic and will reduce the left-turn 
traffic along the roadway.  Full median openings would 
be located at all signalized intersections.  Some other 
roadways and/or major driveways would also have full 
or partial median openings.  The Core Committee and 
consultant team recognize that property owners will likely 
want data to show them the benefits of the recommended 
changes; conducting the recommended traffic signal 
warrant studies and traffic analysis will be useful for 
affected property owners, so that they can evaluate the 
collective gain as more auto travelers choose to stop in 
a more attractive environment and more bicycle and 
pedestrians users begin to use the improved roadway.

 A multi-use path along Experiment Street

Existing condition of Experiment Street
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Bike and Pedestrian 
Recommendations 

Bike and pedestrian recommendations
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Transportation recommendations

Transportation Recommendations
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The Plan recommends the multi-use trail with improved 
streetscape for the west side of the roadway for two 
reasons. First, ROW can likely be obtained easier on the 
west side of the roadway where large existing buffers 
can be transformed and excessive surface parking can 
be converted without impact.  Second, a number of 
major destinations are located along the west side of the 
roadway, including Griffin Tech, Volunteer Park, Orrs 
Elementary School, Faith Christian Academy, and the 
vacant/underutilized retail sites that could be redeveloped 
(former Wal-Mart site and adjacent shopping center).  

The project list presents recommended actions and 
projects in order of priority, considering both impact 
and funding sources criteria.   While the projects along 
N Expressway will make the greatest long term impact 
on the area, planning and implementation will take 
longer than the other priority that emerged for the area 
- Experiment Street.  As a state route, the N Expressway 
improvements will require coordination with GDOT and 
the future of the desired “diamond” interchange will 
likely push construction. 

The recommended projects, however, include measures 
that will both inform the planning for N Expressway and 
provide inputs for more immediate improvements, such as 
the traffic signal warrant studies and access management 
actions included in Section 4.2 of the report. 

The consultant team recommends components of the 
overall N Expressway project as individual projects, such 
as the N Expressway median, N Expressway multi-use 
trail, and N Expressway intersections, so that planning 
can move forward even as the team anticipates these to 
be combined for implementation purposes. This results 
in multiple projects having the same project number but 
different phase numbers.

N Expressway (US 19/41) Improvements: Median and Multi-Use Trail

Existing condition of N Expressway 
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While the Experiment Street projects are moving 
forward, coordination can take place with GDOT to 
determine exactly what Department officials will allow 
along N Expressway. Also during this time, the signal 
warrant studies can be done at N Expressway and 
Varsity Road and at N Expressway and Lyndon Avenue. 
Additionally, the City can look at getting supplemental 
funding for project TI-2, an access management study on 
N Expressway and Taylor Street. Signal warrant studies 
and an access management study can help guide exactly 
what should be done along N Expressway and give GDOT 
justification for allowing these projects to move forward.

DEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING 
The City faces several challenges in achieving revitalization 
within the study area.  Poor and substandard housing 
characterizes an existing single family neighborhood 
suffering from disinvestment and neglect.  The City of 
Griffin is committed to providing for housing choice and 
options for all residents, as demonstrated by its housing 
grant program for affordable housing and for housing 
improvements.  An important dimension of the vision 
for the study area includes the integration of residential 
improvements with the economic potential of the campus 
gateway, new Town Center and Expressway corridor.

To prepare a viable Development Program, current 
market conditions were analyzed and an extensive 
Redevelopment Plan has a detailed set of attachments 
documenting market data.   This section summarizes 
how the recommended development plan may impact the 
study area in terms of:

 • increase in number of housing units;
 • types of housing;
 • number of new jobs;
 • job/housing balance; and 
 • amount of non-residential development.

The Existing Conditions Sections 2.7 and 2.8 provide 
detailed demographic and market data.  In summary, the 
future market demand showed potential for additional 
multi-family housing and some additional retail.  The 
following table reports the potential in terms of type and 
scale; this future demand analysis was used to prepare 
the recommended Development Program.

Total New Demand 2009-2019

From Current Unmet Demand 142,773 SF

From All Market Areas 10-year 
Growth 

72,537 SF

Retail 215,309 SF

Local Office 19,319 SF

Office --- SF

Residential:  Single Family Homes 947 Units

Residential:  Townhouses 64 Units

Residential:  Apartments 826 Units
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The following table shows the number of housing proposed 
by the development program.

The following table shows types of housing units proposed 
by 2015, which includes 620 units by 2010, and 285 
units by 2015 (905 total). The development program 
proposes mainly multi-family units along with some 
single-family detached units. 

The following table shows that approximately 3,000 new 
jobs are projected from the proposed development by 
2030. 

The following jobs/housing ratio table indicates that 
the ratio of jobs and housing in 2025 will be 1.00 for 
the study area. A ratio of 1.00 suggests a job for each 
housing unit. A jobs/housing balance can be defined as 
an adequate provision of employment in a defined area 
that generates enough local workers to fill the housing 
supply. The definition of an area can be stated in terms of 
an optimal “commute shed” around employment centers 
that conforms to expressed commuter preferences about 
home-to-work commute distances. 

The following table shows the projection of non-residential 
development in the study area in the next 5 and 10 years 
(2015 and 2020). 
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RECOMMENDED DEVELOPMENT      
PROGRAM 
Based on the above analysis and through the community 
input process, the development program below was 
developed and provides the basis for the Concept Plan 
and Master Plan.

Town Center:  Development of a predominantly high 
density residential mixed-use with approximately 200 
market rate but affordable apartment units that can 
tap into the students of both adjacent postsecondary 
educational institutions (Griffin Tech and UGA) as well 
as non-student residents seeking affordable housing near 
employment, retail, services and the area’s roadway 
network.

In addition to apartments, the “town center” design 
would accommodate approximately 25,000 square feet 
of food and general merchandise retail and services as 
well as 15,000 square feet of space for local office uses.

Supermarket: It appears likely that either the existing 
Kroger market will relocate to a site near the Lowe’s - 
Home Depot retail cluster or a competitor, likely a Publix 
supermarket, will enter the Griffin market in or near that 
same location within the next several years.

Hotel and Conference Center: The Griffin market area 
lacks meeting facilities that can accommodate groups 
in the critical 200 - 500 person market category with 
on-site overnight hotel rooms for at least a significant 
portion of meeting and conference attendees.

Entertainment Venue: While no specific type of venue 
is projected, Griffin could use a moderately-sized public 
gathering and entertainment venue – quite possibly an 
amphitheater or other facility capable of hosting musical 
events. The West Griffin area appears to have several 
sites that could accommodate such a venue.

N Expressway Corridor: There is a need for new infill and 
significant renovation of existing commercial structures 
to replace functionally and/or structurally obsolete 
facilities and businesses along this high traffic corridor. 
Opportunities exist for replacing free-standing structures 
and outdated strip centers with new street-front retail 
and services space designed to conform to new urbanist/
town center standards and design themes.

Ellis Road Corridor: New residential development geared 
toward the expanding UGA campus.

Senior Housing: Mid-rise rental and/or condo senior 
housing that could accommodate a range of markets 

from active seniors to assisted living.

Rushton Mill: The Rushton Mill appears to have good 
potential for a conversion into lofts, live-work space, 
retail, office and exhibit space. Its market potential should 
increase significantly as greenspace, sidewalks and other 
improvements are introduced into the neighborhood, and 
as new markets are generated by a proposed commuter 
rail line, downtown revitalization and UGA/Griffin Tech 
expansions.

Experiment Street Corridor: New infill development 
geared toward specialty food and retail, as well as 
community residents’ needs.

West Griffin Neighborhood: New and renovated housing 
within the interior residential areas of the West Griffin 
area, with a range of housing types (single family 
detached, townhomes and apartments).

Taylor Street Corridor: New commercial development 
similar to that projected to occur along the N Expressway.

There is no assurance that these projects will occur. 
However, the criteria referenced indicate that reasonable 
projections can be made that such projects can occur 
within the TAD area, particularly if the TAD itself were 
in place to facilitate them.
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The following table presents the above recommendations 
in tabular format with associated square footage.

Projected Development Programs    
Sites Retail Office / Meeting Hotel Townhome MF Condo MF Apts SFD

SF SF Rooms Units Units Units Units

1 Town Center  25,000  15,000  30  200 

2 Supermarket  65,000 

3 Hotel & Conf Cntr  6,000  20,000  125 

4 N Exwy Corridor  17,000  50  150 

5 Ellis Rd Corridor  50  25 

6 Senior Housing  100 

7 Rushton Mill  5,000  20,000  60 

8 Experiment Corr  7,000  40 

9 W Griffin Neigh  50  100  50 

10 Taylor Corridor  25,000  15,000 

TOTALS  150,000  70,000  125  220  60  550  75 

REDEVELOPMENT REPORT AND 
RECOMMENDED TAX ALLOCATION 
DISTRICT
The West Griffin Village Redevelopment Report and 
Tax Allocation District (TAD) Redevelopment Plan was 
prepared after a thorough understanding of existing 
market conditions and future market demand in the study 
area.  Please see the Executive Summary and Report for 
the full set of recommendations.  Below is a summary of 
the TAD area and implication for the City of Griffin.

City of Griffin TAD Capacity

The City of Griffin is prohibited by State law from 
including more than 10 percent of its property tax base 
in all of the Tax Allocation Districts in the aggregate that 
it may create. Based on a reported total assessed tax 
value in 2009 of $566,014,649 (net Maintenance and 
Operation base), the City could establish a TAD or group 
of TADs as of December 31, 2009, that in the aggregate 
encompass property assessed at up to $56,601,464 in 
taxable value.

The West Griffin Village TAD encompasses $31,573,360 
in assessed value, or 5.578 percent of the City’s net 
Maintenance and Operations (“M&O”) digest of 
$566,014,649. Although it would be the second TAD 
district created by the City as of December 31, 2009, 

the West Griffin Village TAD does not violate the 10 
percent limit. The combined values of the City’s TAD 
#1 and TAD #2 (the West Griffin Village TAD) total 
$56,533,185, or 9.988 percent of the City’s 2009 
net M&O digest. Therefore, the West Griffin Village 
TAD meets the Redevelopment Powers Law provision 
regarding the City’s tax digest limit on TAD’s, also know 
as the City’s TAD Capacity.

Basic Economic Impact of West Griffin Village TAD

Some of the basic long-term and short-term benefits of 
the proposed TAD to various local entities include the 
following:

City of Griffin and Spalding County

 • Long-term and short-term: Increased Special 
Purpose Local Option Sales Tax revenue

 • Long-term and short-term: Infrastructure 
Improvements including road, bridges, and sewer

 • Long-term: Receipt of the entire tax increment after 
TAD bonds are paid and the Tax Allocation District 
terminates

 • Long-term and short-term: Decrease in crime

 • Long-term and short-term: Area becomes an 
economically positive part of City of Griffin and 
Spalding County
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TAD Boundary Map

TAD boundary map
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Griffin-Spalding County School System

 • Long-term and short-term: Increased SPLOST 
revenue

 • Short-term: TAD funded projects could include 
allowances for capital improvements to TAD area 
schools in need of expansion and/or renovation

 • Long-term: Receipt of the entire tax increment after 
TAD bonds are paid and the TAD terminates

Tax Base Increase: The impact of the TAD on the tax 
base within its boundaries is summarized in the following 
table, which shows among other things the proportion 
of increased market and assessed value associated with 
new development and the proportion associated with 
appreciation of existing properties within the TAD area – 
appreciation which is projected to occur at a significantly 
higher rate than if the TAD were not established.

“Halo Effect”: A TAD usually will have the same 
impact on properties that lie immediately adjacent to it.  
Due to improvements within the TAD itself, properties 
surrounding the TAD will increase in value at a higher 
than normal rate. This is known as the “Halo Effect” and 
has been seen most vividly in areas surrounding TADs 

such as the Atlantic Station TAD, the Atlanta BeltLine 
TAD and the Eastside TAD, among others within the 
metro area.

Sales Tax Revenues: Additionally, sales tax revenues will 
be generated by new retail development that would not 
occur without the creation of the TAD. Sales tax revenues 
generated by LOST, SPLOST, ELOST or by regular sales 
tax levies in the amount of 1 percent of sales are projected 
for the West Griffin Village TAD, which indicates that the 
TAD will generate a total of $6.825 million in new sales 
tax revenues over the 25 year life of the TAD for each 
entity receiving a 1 percent share of sales tax revenues.

Quality of Life: Perhaps the greatest positive impact 
of the West Griffin Village TAD will be on the overall 
increase in area appearance, parks and open spaces, 
improved schools, quality job creation, decreases in 
crime, increases in pedestrian-oriented safety features 
and the area’s basic quality of life.
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Land use, zoning and housing initiatives
Project 
ID

Description/Action Cost Year Responsible 
Party(ies)

Potential 
Funding 
Source(s)

LU-1 Update Future Land Use Map. Amend 
the Comprehensive Plan's Future Land 
Use map to reflect new land use for the 
LCI study area to accommodate mixed 
use, pedestrian friendly sustainable 
environments and to require local street 
grid connections, as per Master Plan.

Staff time 2010 Planning & 
Development

LU-2 Once LCI study reviewed and adopted, 
amend Comprehensive Plan to incorporate 
the LCI recommendations as policy or 
incorporate the Master Plan.

Staff time 2010 Planning & 
Development

LU-3 Revise Zoning Regulations. Develop zoning 
regulations to implement the LCI Plan: 
use, height, setbacks, parking, inter parcel 
connectivity, streets, signage, open space 
to promote and encourage the desired 
character for the LCI area. May require 
modifications to existing zoning districts. 

$20,000 2010 Planning & 
Development

ARC LCI 
Supplemental 
Study

LU-4 Develop Design Guidelines. Develop 
guidelines (including access management, 
if such study conducted) for the LCI Study 
Area to ensure the quality and character 
of development to reflect the community's 
vision as articulated in LCI study.

$15,000 2011 Planning & 
Development

ARC LCI 
Supplemental 
Study

LU-5 Develop Gateway program (schedule, 
location, design of marker(s), cost 
estimates).

$15,000 2011 Planning & 
Development

Local, Signature 
Community 
Program

LU-6 Develop Wayfinding Signage program 
(schedule, location, sign design, cost 
estimates).

$15,000 2011 Planning & 
Development

Local, Signature 
Community 
Program

LU-7 Develop an appropriate greenspace 
acquisition plan, focusing on the Menkin 
Lake property, and including coordination 
with the Spalding County Master Plan.

Staff time 2012 Planning & 
Development, 
Public Works

Local, Signature 
Community 
Program
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Economic development initiatives
Project 
ID

Description/Action Cost Year Responsible 
Party(ies)

Potential Funding 
Source(s)

EDI-1 Prepare W. Griffin Village TAD Redevelopment 
Plan. Obtain City approval of creation of TAD 
as of 12/31/2009.

Staff 2009 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-2 Seek Spalding County and Griffin-Spalding 
School System participation in TAD.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-3 Designate DDA as City Redevelopment Agency 
for implementing West Griffin Village TAD 
as well as N. Hill Street TAD. Revise DDA 
boundaries and authority as necessary.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-4 Supplement DDA staff to carry out TAD 
implementation tasks.

$30,000 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

City with 
reimbursement 
from TAD 
revenues

EDI-5 Prepare strategy and financing structure(s) to 
form public-private partnerships for key area 
redevelopment projects.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues

EDI-6 Investigate private redevelopment interest in 
Town Center MXD, housing, retail.

Staff Start 
2010

City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues

EDI-7 Identify private interests with the capacity to 
participate in the area’s redevelopment.

Staff Start 
2010

City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues

EDI-8 Identify options and prepare strategy for 
assembling key area redevelopment sites.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues, 
SPLOST, private 
debt/equity

EDI-9 Prepare schedule and processes for 
coordinating redevelopment initiatives of 
the two TADs, Downtown projects and other 
economic development initiatives.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues

EDI-10 Promote the DCA designated Enterprise and 
Opportunity Zones that are in and surrounding 
the W Griffin areas so that investors can 
benefit from eligible tax credits.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-11 Continue to implement housing assistance 
programs and promote the success stories 
resulting from the program to provide visible, 
tangible signals to the market and community.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-12 Create a Community Improvement District 
(CID) to serve the N Expressway (US 19/41) 
corridor and the Taylor Street (SR 16) corridor 
in the study area.

Staff, 
Private

2013 City/
Planning & 
Development

Private
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Transportation initiatives
Project 
ID

Description/Action Cost Year Responsible 
Party(ies)

Funding Source

TI-1 Revise parking standards, focusing on 
landscaping standards and potentially including  
shared use parking options.

$20,000 2011 City City/ARC

TI-2 Access Management study on N Expressway 
(US 19/41) from Taylor Street (SR 16) to Ellis 
Street and on Taylor Street (SR 16) from the 
US 19/41 Bypass to Hill Street.

$100,000 2010 City City/ARC
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Five year implementation plan

Note:  All costs are in 2010 dollars.  Exact determination of ROW needs will be done after design is complete.  Costs provided are based on other similar projects.

Note:  A single project ID is intended to represent one complete project.  Most projects are broken into phases to allow flexibility in implementation.  If a portion of a project cannot be implemented with the rest of the overall project, due to either a lack of funding or 
other external reasons, the remaining phases can move forward.  Final decisions regarding project phasing implementation must be made before ARC LCI or other implementation funding is applied for.

Project 
ID

Description/Action Type of 
Improvement

Engineering 
Year

Engineering 
Costs

ROW 
Year

ROW 
Costs

Construction 
Year

Construction 
Costs

Total Project 
Costs

Responsible 
Party

Funding 
Source

Local Source & Match 
Amount

T-1 Phase 1A, Experiment Street - Multi-use path with streetscape elements (landscaping, 
lighting, street furniture) on the west side of roadway from Lovers Lane to Broad 
Street (east of study area) 

Bike/Pedestrian 2011 $445,000 2012 $450,000 2013 $2,224,000 $3,119,000 City LCI TAD, General Fund $623,800

T-1 Phase 1B, Ellis Road and Experiment Street Intersection Improvements - Convert 
intersection to a roundabout that includes Drewery Avenue; improve pedestrian 
amenities; gateway signage and wayfinding signage

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian

2012 $400,000 2013 $100,000 2013 $1,000,000 $1,500,000 City LCI TAD, General Fund $300,000

T-1 Phase 2, Experiment Street and 13th Street Intersection Improvements - Remove 
curb cut for Easy Shop Supermarket on Experiment Street, close Ray Street to 
vehicular traffic at Easy Shop Supermarket, add lane markings to 13th Street east of 
Experiment Street (2 southbound lanes, 1 northbound lane), add crosswalks/ramps, 
add wayfinding signage

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian

2013 $5,700 2014 $2,000 2015 $30,000 $37,700 City LCI TAD, General Fund $7,540

T-2 Phase 1A, N Expressway (US 19/41) Landscaped Median - Using existing two-way 
left-turn lane ROW, from Taylor Street (SR 16) to Ellis Road

Roadway 
Operations

2014 $19,000 2015 $5,000 2016 $93,000 $117,000 City/GDOT GDOT/TE TAD, CID, General 
Fund

$23,400

T-2 Phase 1B, N Expressway (US 19/41)/Hammond Drive Multi-use Trail and Streetscape 
- Multi-use trail with streetscape elements (landscaping, lighting, street furniture) on 
west side of roadway from Ellis Road to Taylor Street (SR 16); 5-ft sidewalk on west 
side of roadway from Poplar Street to Taylor Street (SR 16)

Bike/Pedestrian 2015 $251,000 2016 $125,000 2017 $1,254,000 $1,630,000 City/GDOT GDOT/
LCI

TAD, CID, General 
Fund

$326,000

T-2 Phase 2, N Expressway (US 19/41) and Ellis Road Intersection Improvements - 
Decorative mast arms, internally illuminated street name signs, crosswalks, pedestrian 
countdown signals, gateway signage, and wayfinding signage

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian, 
Signage

2015 $14,000 2016 $3,000 2017 $69,000 $86,000 City/GDOT GDOT/TE TAD, CID, General 
Fund

$17,200
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Long range implementation plan (2016 - 2022)

Project 
ID

Description/Action Type of 
Improvement

Engineering 
Year

Engineering 
Costs

ROW 
Year

ROW 
Costs

Construction 
Year

Construction 
Costs

Total Project 
Costs

Responsible 
Party

Funding 
Source

Local Source & Match 
Amount

T-2 Phase 3, N Expressway (US 19/41) and Taylor Street (SR 16) Intersection 
Improvements - Decorative mast arms, internally illuminated street name signs, 
crosswalks, sidewalks on westbound right-turn island, pedestrian countdown signals, 
gateway signage, and wayfinding signage

Bike/Pedestrian, 
Signage

2016 $14,000 2017 $3,000 2018 $69,000 $86,000 City/GDOT GDOT/
LCI

TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$17,200

T-2 Phase 4, Wayfinding Signage - Add wayfinding signage at the following intersections 
along N Expressway: Flynt Street, Varsity Drive, Lyndon Avenue

Signage 2016 $5,000 2017 $1,000 2018 $15,000 $21,000 City LCI TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$4,200

T-2 Phase 5A, N Expressway (US 19/41) and Varsity Road Intersection Improvements 
- Conduct traffic signal warrant study and add signal if warranted, add westbound 
left-turn lane, improve pedestrian amenities

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian

2016 $32,000 2017 $8,000 2018 $150,000 $190,000 City/GDOT GDOT/
LCI

TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$38,000

T-2 Phase 5B, Varsity Road - 5-ft sidewalk on the south side of roadway from Griffin Tech 
parking lot driveway to N Expressway

Bike/Pedestrian 2016 $14,000 2017 $4,000 2018 $70,000 $88,000 City LOCAL TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$17,600

T-2 Phase 5C,Varsity Road Extension - Extend roadway east to Melrose Avenue. Roadway 
extension should have 11-ft travel lanes, bicycle lanes, and sidewalks with streetscape 
amenities

Roadway 
Capacity, Bike/
Pedestrian

2017 $79,000 2018 $20,000 2019 $395,000 $494,000 City LCI TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$98,800

T-2 Phase 6, N Expressway (US 19/41) and Lyndon Avenue Intersection Improvements 
- Conduct traffic signal warrant study and add signal if warranted, add westbound 
left-turn lane, improve pedestrian amenities, improve drainage

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian

2017 $32,000 2018 $8,000 2019 $150,000 $190,000 City/GDOT GDOT/
LCI

TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$38,000

T-2 Phase 7, Pedestrian underpass - Widen and extend the staircases to open them up for 
safety, improve them aesthetically, and add ADA compliant ramps

Bike/Pedestrian 2017 $120,000 2018 $50,000 2019 $1,500,000 $1,670,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$334,000

T-3 Ellis Road Multi-use Trail and Streetscape - North side of roadway from N 
Expressway (US 19/41) to Experiment Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2018 $206,000 TBD $52,000 TBD $1,032,000 $1,290,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$258,000

T-4 Phase 1, Taylor Street (SR 16) Landscaped Median - Using existing two-way left-turn 
lane ROW, from N Expressway (US 19/41) to Hill Street 

Roadway 
Operations

2019 $26,000 2020 $7,000 2021 $131,000 $164,000 City/GDOT GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$32,800

T-4 Phase 2, Taylor Street (SR 16) Streetscape - Both sides of roadway from traffic signal 
at Lowe’s to 8th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2019 $242,000 2020 $60,000 2021 $1,209,000 $1,511,000 City/GDOT GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$302,200

T-5 Lyndon Avenue Extension - Extend roadway west into the redevelopment of the 
existing retail sites. Roadway extension should have 11-ft travel lanes, bicycle lanes, 
and sidewalks with streetscape amenities

Roadway 
Capacity, Bike/
Pedestrian

2020 $240,000 2021 $56,000 2022 $1,119,000 $1,415,000 Private 
Developer

Private 
Developer

Private Developer $283,000

T-6 US 19/41 Bypass and Taylor Street (SR 16) Intersection Improvements; This is 
Project SP-021 in the ARC RTP

Roadway 
Operations

2020 $724,600 2021 $926,000 2022 $3,623,000 $5,273,600 GDOT Federal/
State

N/A N/A

T-7 Phase 1A, Flynt Street/Solomon Street Bicycle Lanes - 5-ft bicycle lanes on both sides 
of roadway from Orrs Elementary School driveway west of Spalding Drive to 10th 
Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $157,000 2022 $71,000 2023 $1,416,000 $1,644,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$328,800

T-7 Phase 1B, Wall Street Bicycle Share the Road Signage - From 18th Street to 10th 
Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $3,000 2022 $400 2023 $8,000 $11,400 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$2,280

T-7 Phase 2A, Flynt Street Streetscape and Sidewalk- From Orrs Elementary School 
driveway west of Spalding Drive to N Expressway, streetscapes on north side of 
roadway, 5-ft sidewalk on south side of roadway

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $76,000 2022 $19,000 2023 $380,000 $475,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$95,000

T-7 Phase 2B, Flynt Street/Solomon Street Streetscape and Sidewalk - Streetscape on 
both sides of roadway from N expressway to 18th Street; 5-ft sidewalks on the north 
side of roadway from 18th Street to 16th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $85,000 2022 $21,000 2023 $426,000 $532,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$106,400
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Long range implementation plan (2016 - 2022) [CONTINUED]

Note:  All costs are in 2010 dollars.  Exact determination of ROW needs will be done after design is complete.  Costs provided are based on other similar projects.

Project 
ID

Description/Action Type of 
Improvement

Engineering 
Year

Engineering 
Costs

ROW 
Year

ROW 
Costs

Construction 
Year

Construction 
Costs

Total Project 
Costs

Responsible 
Party

Funding 
Source

Local Source & Match 
Amount

T-8 Phase 1, Water Works Road Streetscape - Streetscape on both sides of roadway from 
Spalding Drive to N Expressway

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $51,000 2022 $13,000 2023 $256,000 $320,000 City LOCAL SPLOST, General 
Fund, CID

$64,000

T-8 Phase 2, Spalding Drive Streetscape/ Sidewalk - Streetscape on both sides of roadway 
from Flynt Street to Taylor Street (SR 16); 5-ft sidewalk on both sides of roadway 
from Varsity Drive to Flynt Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $91,000 2023 $23,000 2024 $455,000 $569,000 City LOCAL SPLOST, General 
Fund, CID

$113,800

T-8 Phase 3A, June Street Sidewalk - 5-ft sidewalk on the south side of roadway from N 
Expressway to Melrose Avenue

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $23,000 2023 $6,000 2024 $114,000 $143,000 City LOCAL SPLOST, General 
Fund, CID

$28,600

T-8 Phase 3B, Baker Street Sidewalk - 5-ft sidewalk on the north side of roadway from N 
Expressway to Melrose Avenue

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $24,000 2023 $6,000 2024 $118,000 $148,000 City LOCAL SPLOST, General 
Fund, CID

$29,600

T-9 Lyndon Avenue Streetscape - Both sides of roadway from N Expressway to 
Experiment Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $200,000 2023 $50,000 2024 $996,000 $1,246,000 City LOCAL TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$249,200

T-10 13th Street Streetscape - East side of roadway from Poplar Street to Experiment 
Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $162,000 2023 $41,000 2024 $811,000 $1,014,000 City LOCAL TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$202,800

T-11 Phase 1, Melrose Avenue Sidewalk - 5-ft sidewalk on west side of roadway from Flynt 
Street to Lyndon Avenue

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $97,000 2023 $24,000 2024 $483,000 $604,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$120,800

T-11 Phase 2, Melrose Avenue Streetscape - Streetscape on both sides of roadway from 
Lyndon Avenue to Ellis Road

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $159,000 2023 $40,000 2024 $797,000 $996,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$199,200

T-11 Phase 3, Melrose Avenue Bicycle Share the Road Signage - From Flynt Street to Ellis 
Road

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $3,000 2023 $400 2024 $8,000 $11,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$2,200

T-12 Phase 1, Hillwood Avenue - 5-ft sidewalk on both sides of roadway from N 
Expressway to 19th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $114,000 2023 $28,000 2024 $568,000 $710,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$142,000

T-12 Phase 2, Broad Street - 5-ft sidewalk on both sides of roadway from Hillwood Avenue 
to 16th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $153,000 2023 $38,000 2024 $765,000 $956,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$191,200

T-12 Phase 3, 19th Street - 5-ft sidewalk on west side of roadway from Broad Street to 
Hillwood Avenue

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $17,000 2023 $4,000 2024 $85,000 $106,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$21,200

T-12 Phase 4, Wright Street - 5-ft sidewalk on south side of roadway from 19th Street to 
16th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $51,000 2023 $13,000 2024 $256,000 $320,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$64,000

T-13 17th Street - 5-ft sidewalk on the east side of roadway from Taylor Street (SR 16) to 
Ellis Road

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $159,000 2023 $40,000 2024 $795,000 $994,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$198,800

T-14 Ray Street Sidewalk - 5-ft sidewalk on the south side of roadway from 17th Street to 
Experiment Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $68,000 2023 $17,000 2024 $341,000 $426,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$85,200

T-15 18th Street Sidewalks - 5-ft sidewalks on both sides of roadway from Poplar Street to 
Taylor Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $42,000 2023 $11,000 2024 $210,000 $263,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$52,600

T-16 Phase 1, Shoal Creek Greenway - Multi-use trail adjacent to Shoal Creek from N 
Expressway to the intersection of Hammock Street and 15th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $195,000 2023 $49,000 2024 $977,000 $1,221,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$244,200

T-16 Phase 1, Hammock Street Bicycle Share the Road Signage - From 15th Street to 
Experiment Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $3,000 2023 $400 2024 $8,000 $11,400 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$2,280

Totals $4,802,300 $2,395,200 $24,406,000 $31,603,100
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1PROJECT INTRODUCTION

West Griffin Activity Center LCI Study Area
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1PROJECT INTRODUCTION
The West Griffin Activity Center LCI study area is 
located just west of the downtown Central Business 
District (CBD) of City of Griffin. It is connected to the 
surrounding region by a transportation corridor - North 
Expressway US 19/41. As the primary northern entrance 
to the city, and as the location of University of Georgia 
(UGA)-Griffin and Griffin Technical College, the study 
area plays a unique role for the community. 

Despite having tremendous potential to thrive as an 
active commercial center, the study area lacks economic 
activities and growth. Relocation of the Wal-Mart Store, 
the closing of Ruston Mill and the downsizing of Springs 
Industry are a few of the indications of the devastated 
economic condition of the area. Besides the economic 
conditions the residential neighborhood in the area 
suffers from a lack of pedestrian oriented environment. 
The study area is divided into two areas that do not 
have any pedestrian connectivity due to the expressway 
running through the center of the area. 

The purpose of the LCI study is to establish the area as 
an economic activity center, and lay the groundwork for 
establishing innovative infrastructure financing. The 
intent of the study is to identify catalytic transportation 
projects to improve connectivity between the UGA and 
Griffin Tech;  to explore opportunity of redeveloping 
underutilized properties; to stabilize the existing 
residential neighborhood and  to provide housing choices 
for the community. The study will also explore and 
recommend opportunities to transform the study area into 
a livable, walkable and less auto-oriented community.  

The following section provides an inventory of existing 
land use, transportation and market conditions of 
the study area in order to explore opportunities of 
redevelopment and growth in the area. Section 3 and 4 
present the Concept and Master Plan, with associated 
recommendations.
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2.9 Transportation and Circulation
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2EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.1 STUDY AREA CONTEXT
The West Griffin Activity Center LCI study area boundary 
is defined as east of US 19/41, south of Lovers Lane, 
west of Experiment Street and 13th Street and north of 
SR 16 (West Taylor Street).

The study area is comprised of the University of Georgia 
- Griffin campus, Griffin Technical College, Rushton 
Mill, highway commercial along SR 16, underutilized 
commercial development along North Expressway, very 
few multi-family residential developments, mill housing 
type single-family neighborhoods, highway commercial, 
public and private schools and an active use park with 
mulit-use fields. 

North Expressway bisects the study area and intersects 
with US 19/41 to the north and SR 16 (West Taylor 
Street) to the south. The Griffin Town Center LCI study 
area abuts east along 13th Street. The City’s water 
treatment facility is also located within the study area.

Griffin Technical College 

University of Georgia - Griffin Campus
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2EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.2 HISTORIC RESOURCES
Although the study area has several significant places 
of character, they are often isolated. The aesthetic and 
historic significance of the sites are under utilized and 
often go without notice by those outside the community.

Local church on Drewery Lane

Rushton Mills Redevelopment on Lyndon Avenue

Old Rex Theater on Experiment Street

Reuse of Former High School on Spalding Drive

Community Cemetery on Melrose Avenue

Griffin’s Water Treatment Facility on North Expressway
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2EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.3 NATURAL RESOURCES
EXISTING NATURAL HIGHLIGHTS:
 • The study area has significant mature tree cover 

throughout the residential areas.

 • Connecting waterways course through the residential 
area, from the north including University of Georgia 
campus, south to SR 16 and west to HWY 19/41.

 • Rural type view sheds of agriculture fields.

Pond located on UGA campus

Typical street trees

Mankin Lake on Pollards Place

Typical water course with area

Small creek along Lyndon Avenue

Large Post Oak
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2EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.4 LAND USES AND ZONING
EXISTING LAND USE HIGHLIGHTS:
 • The study area comprises 339 parcels totaling 

approximately 827 acres of land.

 • Residential uses are the largest in the study area 
dominated by single family neighborhoods which 
occupy over 236 acres.

 • Highway 16 West and North Expressway contain 
the majority of the retail and commercial uses in the 
study area, covering approximately 204 acres.

 • There is very little residential density within walking 
distance of the UGA campus and Griffin Technical 
College.

 • There is no mixed-use development; only single-use 
development exists.

 • The study area has one public park with multi-use 
fields.

Volunteer Park

SR 16 (West Taylor Street) Commercial

Single-family residential

New construction

Single-family residential
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2EXISTING CONDITIONS

Existing Land Use

Existing land use map
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2EXISTING CONDITIONS

Future Land Use
(Current official policy)

Future land use map
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2EXISTING CONDITIONS

Existing Zoning

Existing zoning map
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2EXISTING CONDITIONS

Expansive parking under utilized; void of landscape or pedestrian  
connectivity with site services or surrounding land uses.

Typical highway commercial; excessive signage, single-story build-
ings without mass and unattractive streetscape.

Isolated commercial; no vehicular or pedestrian connectivity. Lack of transition buffer from commercial to residential land 
uses. Lackluster streetscape include overhead utilities and store 
front parking. 

Few pockets of high density residential are isolated without con-
nectivity to surrounding commercial, schools and park.

Buffers needed for transition between land uses. Sidewalk abuts 
street creating dangerous and uninviting perception.

2.5 URBAN DESIGN ISSUES
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2EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.6 STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES 
AND OPPORTUNITIES
As with any community, city or market area, the 
redevelopment potential of the West Griffin Activity 
Center study area is affected by a number of factors, 
which can be categorized for purposes of assessment as 
Strengths, Weaknesses, and Opportunities. To this list we 
add development “Generators” – those physical and/or 
market factors that can provide a basis for realizing the 
Opportunities that a community such as West Griffin may 
have.

STUDY AREA STRENGTHS
Strengths are those attributes that currently do, or 
potentially could, attract people – consumer markets – to 
residential and commercial (retail, services, office, hotel) 
offerings within the community, city or, in this case, 
West Griffin study area. Strengths can be a source of 
new or additional consumers and can attract entirely new 
consumer markets. They can provide the foundation for 
facilitating redevelopment – both private development 
and public improvements – that improves a community 
and the people and businesses within it. Study Area 
strengths include the following:

5

4

3

2

1
1

1

3

Study area strengths

1. High traffic volume: High traffic volumes on W. 
Taylor Street (SR 16) and the North Expressway 
(Business 19/41), as well as along US 19/41 leading 
into the study area at McIntosh Road provide a strong 
“passer-by” market for retail and service-oriented 
businesses.

2. “Brand name” retail: Lowe’s, Home Depot and Sears 
are within the study area, creating a strong brand-
name presence on Taylor Street near the US 19/41 
interchange. 

3. Higher education campuses: Anticipated growth at 
both Griffin Tech and, in particular, the University of 
Georgia Griffin campus could generate both retail and 
residential development, as well as an opportunity for 
“branding” a major gateway into the West Griffin 
and downtown areas.

4. Relatively good housing stock: A relatively high 
percentage of the housing units within the study 
area are in adequate shape and offer potential for 
improvements in the existing residential community.

5. New housing values good: Fair market sale prices of 
the few new residential units built within the study 
area are reasonably high for the area.

MARKET AREA STRENGTHS
The area outside of the study area but immediately 
surrounding it exhibits a number of strengths that can be 
taken advantage of in facilitating redevelopment in the 
West Griffin community. Several reflect the same basic 
types of strengths as those found within the study area 
itself.

1. Traffic volume: In addition to the potential markets 
offered by “passer-by” or “pass-through” consumers 
traveling directly into and through the study area, 
the additional traffic attracted by the shopping 
center cluster at US 19/41 and McIntosh Road that 
would not pass into/through the study area could be 
attracted into the West Griffin area if redevelopment 
and basic improvements were to occur.

2. “Brand Name” retail concentrations: The cluster of 
shopping centers at US 19/41 and McIntosh Road 
immediately north of the study area offer strong 
brand-name retailers, particularly Wal-Mart, Belk, 
Big Lots, Kroger and the Carmike Cinema multiplex. 
The number of free-standing outparcel restaurants is 
also impressive.
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3. Major “convenience” retail concentrations: 

The shopping center cluster described above 
also represents a major regional destination for 
convenience shopping.

4. Proximity to Historic Downtown: The proximity of the 
study area to Griffin’s downtown area – its Historic 
Downtown District in particular – offers tremendous 
potential for mutual positive impacts. Continued 
growth and improvements in Historic Downtown’s 
restaurants, cultural attractions, and historic building 
“stock” will help facilitate improvements in the West 
Griffin community and along W. Taylor Street and 
Experiment Street.   

5. Proximity to higher-income consumer neighborhoods: 
The study area is in close proximity to the relatively 
affluent residential neighborhoods of Griffin’s close-
in South/Southeast quadrant. These neighborhoods 
offer great potential as local retail consumers.

6. Near Regional Medical Center: Spalding Regional 
Medical Center also represents a good opportunity to 
tap into the growing health/medical industry and the 
office, retail and residential market opportunities it 
generates.
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Market area strengths

REGIONAL STRENGTHS
Regional market strengths primarily reflect the 
proximity of Griffin and the West Griffin study area 
to a comprehensive transportation network, major 
employment centers, and a major metropolitan area – 
combined with the “small town” lifestyle and image of 
Griffin and its surrounding communities. Those specific 
regional strengths include:

 • I-75 access
 • SR 16 and SR 20, as well as US 19/41
 • Growth along the US 19/41 corridor
 • Hartsfield-Jackson Airport
 • Metro/South Metro jobs
 • Metro amenities
 • “Small Town” Lifestyle
 • Active Seniors Communities
 • Atlanta International Raceway (AIR)
 • Significant convenience retail

Regional strengths
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STUDY AREA WEAKNESSES
Weaknesses are characteristics and factors that act 
as detriments to a community’s current levels of 
commercial and residential desirability. Weaknesses 
impede improvements to existing businesses and 
residences, prevent commercial and residential upgrades 
and repositioning necessary to attract new markets, act 
as disincentives to investment, and generate social and 
economic conditions that can degrade an area’s image 
to potential visitors, consumers and residences while 
accelerating the deterioration of that area or community. 
Study Area weaknesses include a number of conditions 
that, collectively, support a finding that all or portions of 
the West Griffin community may qualify for the creation 
of one or more Tax Allocation Districts.

This assessment of existing conditions supports the 
conclusion that West Griffin Activity Center community 
as a whole – the Study Area of this LCI report – has not 
been subject to growth and development through private 
enterprise and cannot reasonably anticipate development 
without creation of a Tax Allocation District in all or key 
portions of the Study Area. 

Under the State of Georgia Redevelopment Powers Law, any 
area that meets one of a number of tests stipulated in the  
Redevelopment Powers Law qualifies as a redevelopment 
area for TAD purposes. As is substantiated in the “Key 
Findings within the Redevelopment Area,” the defined 
West Griffin Study Area qualifies as a redevelopment 
area and for a Tax Allocation District designation due 
to factors relating to criteria (A)-(C) and (E)-(H) of 36-
44-3 of the Redevelopment Powers Law. The full wording 
of these criteria is included as Appendix D. Specific 
qualifying conditions that currently exist or are projected 
to exist in the near future in the West Griffin Activity 
Center Study Area include the following: 

 • Structural Age and Deterioration:  

A majority of the retail, office/industrial buildings, and 
apartments were constructed between 20-40 years ago.  
This has created a perception, and a reality in many 
cases, of a lack of reinvestment in the Study Area.  Many 
have experienced only minor improvements since that 
time and, consequently, are out of date and in many cases 
are considered blights on the community.  

 • Commercial Vacancies: 

Several of the buildings in the area are abandoned, and 
no reinvestment in a significant number of the buildings 
is being made, which acts as a deterrent to any buyers 
who may be interested in building or investing in the 
study area.  Ellis Crossing, formerly anchored by a Wal-
Mart, has only one tenant and is effectively abandoned. 
Expressway Village, immediately adjacent and connected 
to Ellis Crossing, is approximately 30% vacant, with the 
remaining space occupied by short-term tenants. Several 
highly-visible free-standing commercial/retail buildings 
along W. Taylor Street are empty. This adds to the 
dilapidated appearance of much of the area, acting as a 
severe constraint on new investment and commercial use.

 • Residential Vacancies/Abandonment:  

The high percentage of residential properties within the 
Study Area that are currently vacant and/or essentially 
abandoned – i.e. not being maintained or actively 
marketed as either sales or rental properties – has a 
negative impact on the attractiveness of the entire Study 
Area as an investment opportunity.
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 • Deteriorated or Dilapidated Residential Structures: 

There is a significant percentage of residential structures 
within the Study Area that qualify as substandard, 
slum, deteriorated or dilapidated. There is in general 
the appearance that reinvestment is not being made into 
updating existing residential structures in most portions 
of the Study Area’s residential neighborhood north of 
Solomon Street.

 • Inadequate Open or Green Space:  

Also another fairly clear issue is the lack of public open 
or green space.  Other than abandoned lots, there is no 
appreciable public park space in the Study Area. 

 • Infrastructure Obsolescence or Disrepair:  

Local infrastructure also needs to be addressed as the 
demands of past developments have strained it. While not 
necessarily aged beyond its lifespan, local infrastructure 

has arguably been overtaxed by the demands made by 
past development.  If the area is to continue to grow and 
flourish, infrastructure needs must be addressed. 

 • High Level of Absentee Ownership:  

The residential community has become largely rental 
even though its stock of single-family detached housing 
remains basically intact. The recent wave of foreclosures 
appears to be accelerating this trend, with numerous 
below-fair-market purchases over the past three years.

 

 • Inadequate Parking, Roadways, Bridges or Public 
Transportation Facilities: 

This relates not only to infrastructure and facilities 
that are inadequate to the task of accommodating 
current traffic volumes, but also to those that would 
be inadequate after proposed redevelopment. A major 
problem is the number of difficult intersections within 
the area. Too many intersections that are essential to the 
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successful redevelopment of the Study Area are currently 
functioning as constraints to that redevelopment, as 
well as to the retention of existing businesses and 
maintenance of the residential portion of the Area. 
Intersections that are particularly difficult to navigate 
include McIntosh Road and US 19/41, the southbound 
separation and northbound merging of US 19/41 and 
Business 19/41 (the North Expressway), Ellis Road at 
the North Expressway, the US 19/41 and W. Taylor 
Street interchange, and the Experiment-Ray-13th 
Street-railroad tracks convergence.

  

 • Congested Access and Egress: 

The current layout of the roadway network is not conducive 
to the efficient flow of traffic into and out of existing or 
potential retail, office and mixed-use projects in the area.  
The existing network of interior and residential streets 
within the area will become even less capable of handling 
both community and pass-through traffic if they are not 
updated or expanded.   

 • Pedestrian and Traffic Safety: 

Traffic conditions are unsafe for those in vehicles as 
well as pedestrians.  The lack of a traffic signal at the 
southbound exit ramp of US 19/41 and W. Taylor Street 
in particular not only impedes potential retail traffic 
along Taylor and into the downtown area, but actually 
creates an exceedingly dangerous left-hand turn onto 
Taylor Street from that ramp. There are few sidewalks 
within the residential portion of the Study Area, and 
pedestrians find few safe, convenient opportunities to 
cross any of the major roads in the Study Area. 

 • Economic Underutilization of Developable Land: 

A significant proportion of developable land within the 
area is underutilized with respect to potential density, 
type of development and/or resulting market and taxable 
values.  Both commercial and residential vacancy rates 
are unacceptably high. The vicinity could support much 
higher densities due to its proximity to US 19/41 and SR 
16, as well as to Interstate 75. 

 • The Current Condition is Less Desirable than Potential 
Redevelopment: 

There are a noticeable number of under-utilized properties 
in the area.  Based on market analyses contained in this 
Study, several sites offer feasible opportunities for the 
development of catalytic redevelopment projects that 
would significantly increase property values, necessary 
services and amenities, and overall quality of life 
standards within the Study Area.
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 • City Redevelopment Priority: 

The City of Griffin has designated redevelopment in the 
Study Area as a priority of the City in its Comprehensive 
Development Plan and in its application for, and current 
administration of an ARC LCI grant for the Study Area.

Based on the conditions described above, the West Griffin 
Activity Center community as a whole faces severe 
economic constraints that, in turn, prevent adequate 
resolutions to the social and economic problems facing 
both the residents and business interests in the Study 
Area. With respect to the potential for the creation of 
a Tax Allocation District in the Study Area, the West 
Griffin community overall qualifies as a Redevelopment 
Area for TAD purposes under the Redevelopment Powers 
Law due to meeting most, if not all, of the general 
criteria cited in that Law, although it is required to meet 
only one.  The overall purpose of the TAD is to address 
and resolve the key challenges, conditions and barriers 
to private investment and development. It could prove to 
be an effective economic redevelopment tool if applied to 
the West Griffin Activity Center community as a whole or 
to certain specific portions of that community.

WEST GRIFFIN DEVELOPMENT 
GENERATORS
Development generators generally refer to the physical 
presence of potential markets upon which an area can 
base its redevelopment efforts. They can include the 
physical presence of a major business or institution in 
close proximity to the area; an infrastructure and can 
support redevelopment, including a comprehensive 
transportation/transit network that provides access 
between the community and potential markets; and 
proximity to other communities that can provide a 
synergistic positive impact on the area in question. Study 
Area development generators include the following:

1. Residential center: The current residents of the 
community provide a moderate consumer base for 
retail and services.

2. UGA: The very existence of the UGA campus adds 
to the attractiveness of the area to developers and 
businesses. Its true strength, however, lies in its 
anticipated growth. A campus of several thousand 
students, along with faculty and staff, would be a 
major factor in the redevelopment of the entire West 
Griffin community. 

3. Griffin Tech: The current number of students, faculty 
and staff at this commuter campus provide a small 
but solid consumer base for area businesses. While 
future growth plans for Griffin Tech do not include 
student housing, the students are a potential market 
for area housing, particularly moderately-priced 
apartments.

4. North retail cluster: The cluster of shopping centers 
at McIntosh Road currently attracts a large of 
number of consumers. Businesses along the North 
Expressway and Taylor Street – particularly the 
Lowe’s/Home Depot cluster – already attract a 
portion of this traffic.

5. 19/41 & 16: U.S. 19/41 and S.R. 16 act as conduits 
through the Study Area, generating potential 
commercial consumers. They also function as 
efficient corridors for destination traffic – i.e. they 
allow relatively easy access to the two major retail 
clusters within or adjacent to the Study Area as well 
as to free-standing businesses and restaurants.

6. Historic Downtown: The Historic Downtown district 
already attracts significant markets to its government 
center, restaurants and shops, daytime employment 
centers and cultural amenities. The Taylor Street 
corridor clearly benefits from these markets, and to 
the extent that it functions as an entry-exit corridor 
to the downtown area, the North Expressway also 
benefits. As the downtown area strengthens its 
destination appeal with additional retail and cultural 
amenities, its positive impact on the commercial 
corridors within the Study Area will increase. If 
linkages between the Study Area and Downtown 
north of Taylor Street can be strengthened, the entire 
West Griffin community could benefit.
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7. Area office workers: Apparently there is a moderately-

strong daytime employee base in proximity to the 
Study Area. To the extent that this base includes 
office-based workers, it generates traffic for area 
restaurants and other food-related businesses.

8. Sun City, Heron Bay: The growing active-seniors 
communities north of Griffin – particularly Sun City 
and Heron Bay – represent new consumers who could 
be attracted to the McIntosh Road retail cluster and 
to the Historic Downtown District. The West Griffin 
community could attract a portion of these residents, 
particularly along the US 19/41 and Taylor Street 
commercial corridors. Experiment Street could 
also function as a major entryway to the Downtown 
District, increasing its potential for new commercial 
businesses.

9. Commuter rail: The planned commuter rail line will 
certainly increase Griffin’s appeal to new markets. 
Retail, cultural and residential offerings could all 
benefit significantly if geared toward these new 
consumers.

10. Medical Center: The Regional Medical Center 
and its surrounding community of health-oriented 
services and supplies should continue to grow as a 
generator of consumers for commercial offerings 
within the Study Area. It could also develop as a 
generator of residential consumers who want to live 
in close proximity to such medical/health services.
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Development generators

WEST GRIFFIN OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities are those potential redevelopment and new 
development projects, improvements and initiatives that 
could be achieved in a community. Based on identified 
Strengths, Weaknesses and Generators, the West Griffin 
community opportunities will be shaped by several 
demographic and market factors.  In the Study Area and 
associated market areas, growth over the next ten years 
– and probably the next 25 years – will be influenced by 
several consumer-strength and consumer-choice factors:

 • As will be identified in the Demographic Profile section 
of this Existing Conditions Report, current projections 
show limited growth in all residential and commercial 
areas based on corresponding limited growth of the 
existing base of consumers area commercial and 
residential products/offerings.

 • A modest increase in household income, however, 
should result in a corresponding moderate increase 
in consumer commercial and residential purchasing 
power.

 • At the same time as the moderate increases 
in purchasing power occur, however, regional 
market competition – particularly around the I-75 
interchanges at the edge of the Griffin regional 
market area – will certainly increase with respect to 
(1) convenience retail and services and (2) lodging 
facilities.
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Given both these projected consumer-base and 
competitive-market limitations, the true potential for 
residential and commercial improvements and growth 
within the West Griffin area is linked primarily to 
attracting (1) new residential and commercial markets 
and (2), for retail and services, a greater share of the 
existing regional market – i.e. attracting more people 
within the 5-to-10 mile “ring” from Griffin. 

With these considerations in mind, opportunities in the 
West Griffin area include the following:

1. Campus Gateway:  The locations of the University of 
Georgia Griffin campus and Griffin Tech present a 
unique opportunity to create a “Campus Gateway” at 
either the North Expressway-Ellis Road intersection 
or at US 19/41 and the North Expressway-Business 
19/41 southbound separation and northbound 
merge. With its location and design, this gateway 
could establish an image for the entire West Griffin 
community, particularly if its design motif were to be 
incorporated throughout the Study Area – even along 
the North Expressway, Taylor and Experiment Street 
corridors. 

2. Town Center: The nearly-abandoned Ellis Crossing 
shopping center offers an excellent site for a 
mixed-use development that combines significant 
multifamily rental units with on-site retail in a 
“Town Center” design. Such a development would 
be even more significant if it encompassed the 
adjacent site currently occupied by the Expressway 
Village shopping center. A Town Center development 
incorporating both sites would allow it to connect 
the UGA and Griffin Tech campuses. While the 
apartments could provide housing for students of both 
institutions, its greatest impact on the West Griffin 
community would be to enhance the “campus” image 
and “gateway” concept.

3. Entry to Historic Downtown along Experiment 
Street: : Experiment Street could and should function 
as a major entry corridor from US 19/41 north of 
Griffin into the Historic Downtown District. Rather 
than cannibalizing current traffic into the downtown 
area via the North Expressway and Taylor, an entry 
along Experiment Street would present a much 
easier and more convenient way of entering and 
exiting the downtown. Obviously, extensive visual 
and functional improvements would have to be made 
along Experiment Street, but the resulting corridor 
would have a major positive impact on the West 

Griffin community. 

4. Streetscape improvements: As indicated above, 
the design images established at the Gateway – or 
gateways – could be incorporated into streetscape 
improvements to the North Expressway/Business 
19/41, W. Taylor Street and Experiment Street. 
Such design elements could reflect those of the 
Historic Downtown District, creating an area-
wide image that would be conducive to retail and 
residential development associated with both the 
Historic Downtown and campus/education themes 
and markets.

5. Introduce green spaces and small recreation amenities 
to residential: Parks, green spaces and recreational 
amenities not only increase the quality of life for 
current residents within a community. They also add 
significant value to a residential community’s market 
appeal. They are arguably the best and fastest way 
to improve both the substance and the image of a 
community. 

6. Pursue hotel and conference center potential: Griffin 
currently lacks lodging and meeting space for almost 
any segment of the hotel market. As a consequence, 
it cannot attract a significant number of social, 
educational, governmental, cultural, fraternal, 
corporate/business or religious gatherings, meetings, 
conferences or reunions. Adequate meeting facilities 
with overnight accommodations would attract a 
major market to Griffin that is currently not there. 
If such facilities were developed within either the 
Downtown District or the Study Area itself, the impact 
on the West Griffin community could be substantial. 
Moreover, such facilities would work very well in 
combination with expanded educational campuses at 
UGA and Griffin Tech and especially in combination 
with commuter and inter-city rail.

7. Mill redevelopment - live/work, loft: The 
redevelopment of abandoned mills and factories into 
residential lofts, work spaces or retail – or a mixed-
use combination of functions and products – has 
proven to be a key element in the redevelopment and 
revitalization of older, deteriorating communities 
that once depended upon those mills/factories as 
employment centers. There is one such opportunity 
within the Study Area and another – possibly two – 
immediately adjacent. Redeveloping one or more of 
these mills would not only greatly enhance the image 
of the West Griffin and Downtown communities, 
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but also introduce the type of residential-and-retail 
products that would have particular appeal to the 
new/expanded student and commuter-rail consumer 
markets.

8. Destination retail consistent with historic campus 
image: As mentioned above, an area-wide “historic 
campus” image would be entirely consistent with the 
development of destination retail and amenities such 
as specialty shops, small non-chain restaurants and 
cafes, music venues and theater facilities.

2.7 DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF 
STUDY AREA AND ASSOCIATED 
MARKET AREAS
PURPOSE AND APPROACH
This description and assessment of existing conditions 
within the West Griffin Activity Center provides an 
inventory and analysis of demographic and real estate 
market trends affecting both current development patterns 
in the Study Area’s Secondary Market Area [generally an 
area within a 2-5 mile radius of the interchange at Ellis 
Road and the North Expressway (Business US 19/41)], 
with an emphasis on the redevelopment potential of the 
Study Area itself and immediately adjacent areas over 
the next ten years (2010-2020). This analysis provides 
the framework for future recommendations regarding 
land use and transportation improvements that together 
will create a vibrant, balanced mix of uses benefiting 
local residents, employees, and businesses. The report 
includes the following:

1. Market Area Demographic and Income 
Characteristics: The first section provides an inventory 
of the population, households and housing stock in 
the West Griffin Activity Center Study Area (“Study 
Area”), the 2-mile Primary Market Area, the 2-5 
mile Secondary Market Area and 10-mile Regional 
Market Area. In addition, it presents information on 
the businesses and employment within the study area.

2. Current Market Area Conditions and Trends – The 
second section includes an analysis of the current 
inventory and recent market trends for residential, 
retail, hotel, office and industrial uses within the 
Study Area.

PRIMARY SOURCES OF INFORMATION/
DATA
In identifying and assessing the Study Area’s current 
conditions and projected potential market-based 
development potential over the next ten years, we have 
surveyed numerous sources of information. Principal 
sources include the following:

 • City of Griffin
 • Spalding County
 • ESRI (Economic and Social Research Institute)
 • CoStar
 • Dorey’s Guides: Retail, Industrial, Office

STUDY AREA AND ASSOCIATED 
MARKETS
The following market conditions report examines a 2.03 
square-mile area within the City of Griffin, bounded 
generally by U.S. 19/41 on the west, W. Taylor Street 
on the south, 13th Street on the west, Experiment Street 
on the northeast and the Norfolk-Southern rail line on 
the north, detailed in the map below. For the purposes of 
the market overview, data was compiled for: the Study 
Area, the 2-mile Primary Market Area (a 2-mile radius 
from the Ellis Road-North Expressway intersection), the 
2-5 mile Secondary Market Area, a 10-mile Regional 
Market Area and, for comparative purposes, the City of 
Griffin.

West Griffin Activity Center Study Area 
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Location within City of Griffin

1. The “Primary Market Area” refers to an area that 
a given residential and, in particular, retail project 
should dominate given its proximity to households 
and consumers within two miles of the project. The 
more significant the convenience factor of getting to 
and from the retail center/store is to the consumer 
with respect to a certain category of retail, the 
greater share of all potential consumer spending in 
that particular category that retail can expect to 
attract.

2. The “Secondary Market Area” is the area between 
the 2-mile radius Primary Market Area “ring” and 
the 5-mile radius “ring.” A retail store/center can 
expect to attract a reasonable share of consumer 
dollars within that area 3-to-5 miles away, but it 
cannot expect to dominate as in its 2-mile Primary 
Market. Similarly, current residents in this area 
seeking new homes or apartments will be more likely 
to look at offerings in the general vicinity of their 
current housing.

3. The “Tertiary Market Area” is the area between the 
5-mile radius “ring” and the 10-mile radius “ring.” 
As stated above, this area functions as an active 
potential market base for both commercial (retail 
and office) and residential development, given the 
relative densities of Griffin and Spalding County. It is 
significant that this Tertiary Market Area effectively 
reaches to I-75 to the east, particularly given the 
drive-time convenience of Highways 16 (directly 
connecting into the Study Area) and 20 (a relatively-
efficient connection via Hwy 19/41). 
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West Griffin Activity Center market areas

We believe that this approach – which places more 
significance on the outlying Tertiary Market Area than 
would be placed on it in markets with greater residential 
density – more accurately captures the true market 
potential of the West Griffin Study Area, particularly 
with respect to retail and residential markets. Specific 
relevant market areas are defined as follows:

a. Population Characteristics

The purpose of the following section is to describe the 
population living in the Primary (2 miles), Secondary 
(2-5 miles) and Tertiary (5-10 miles) market areas of 
the West Griffin Study Area. It includes an analysis of 
population growth, race and ethnicity, age distribution 
and educational attainment. The data source is ESRI, 
a nationally recognized socioeconomic and demographic 
information source. 

Population Growth: Low-to-moderate population growth 
is projected in the Study Area as well as its Primary 
and Secondary Market Areas. This is to be expected 
in heavily developed areas where (1) industrial and 
commercial development dominated the first generation 
of development and (2) fewer developable sites remain. 

Of interest regarding future market potential is the much 
higher rate of growth in the Tertiary Market Area (5-10 
miles), projected to be at 2.7% annually over at least the 
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next five years and more likely the next ten. This high 
rate of growth will provide the majority of the additional 
15,500 persons anticipated in the Study Area’s combined 
market areas by 2019.

Age: As a group, Study Area residents are slightly 
younger than the overall 2-mile Primary Market Area 
or the City. They are significantly younger, at an average 
age of 31.5, than the Secondary (38.2) and Tertiary 
(38.4) market areas. 

Unlike any other market segment, the Tertiary (5-10 
miles) Market Area is projected to growth significantly 
older over the next five years, perhaps reflecting the 
increase in active-seniors housing communities such as 
Sun City.

Race and Ethnicity: The Study Area is more ethnically 
diverse than the City overall, where 43.67% of residents 
identify as white. According to ESRI (Economic and 
Social Research Institute) estimates, in 2009, 29.2% of 
Study Area residents identify themselves as white, 65.4% 
as African American and 5.3% as Hispanic. 

The Study Area has a higher proportion of African-
American residents than any of its market areas, 
although that proportion is only slightly higher than the 
2-mile Primary Market and does somewhat reflect the 
City’s majority African-American population.
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The Secondary and Tertiary markets are significantly 
more white than black. Given the importance of these 
markets – particularly the large Tertiary Market 5-10 
miles from the Study Area, both commercial and 
residential development in the West Griffin area will 
face significant product and price-point challenges in 
attracting the larger, more affluent outlying markets 
while maintaining dominant market share of its Primary 
Market.

Summary Descriptions: Population Characteristics

 • Study Area Population: In the identified market 
area, the current year population is 4,619. In 2000, 
the Census count in the market area was 4,462. 
The rate of change since 2000 was 0.37% annually. 
The five-year projection for the population in the 
market area is 4,667, representing a change of 0.21 
percent annually from 2009 to 2014. Currently, the 
population is 47.7% male and 52.3% female.

 • 2-mile Primary Market Area Population: In the 
identified market area, the current year population 
is 21,585. In 2000, the Census count in the market 
area was 19,988. The rate of change since 2000 
was 0.83% annually. The five-year projection 
for the population in the market area is 22,188, 
representing a change of 0.55 percent annually 
from 2009 to 2014. Currently, the population is 
47.2 percent male and 52.8 percent female.  

 • 2-5 mile Secondary Market Area Population: In the 
identified market area, the current year population 
is 24,245. In 2000, the Census count in the market 
area was 21,978. The rate of change since 2000 
was 1.07 percent annually. The five-year projection 
for the population in the market area is 25,248, 
representing a change of 0.81 percent annually 
from 2009 to 2014. Currently, the population is 
48.6 percent male and 51.4 percent female.

 • 5-10 mile Tertiary Market Area Population: In the 
identified market area, the current year population 
is 39,885. In 2000, the Census count in the market 
area was 27,905. The rate of change since 2000 
was 3.94 percent annually. The five-year projection 
for the population in the market area is 45,588, 
representing a change of 2.71 percent annually 
from 2009 to 2014. Currently, the population is 
49.8 percent male and 50.2 percent female. 

 • City of Griffin Population: In the identified market 
area, the current year population is 24,327. 
In 2000, the Census count in the market area 
was 23,451. The rate of change since 2000 was 
0.4 percent annually. The five-year projection 
for the population in the market area is 24,975, 
representing a change of 0.53 percent annually 
from 2009 to 2014. Currently, the population is 
47.5 percent male and 52.5 percent female.
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Population table

Population Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2000  4,462  19,988  21,978  27,905  23,451 

2009  4,619  21,585  24,245  39,885  24,327 

2014  4,667  22,188  25,248  45,588  24,975 

2000-09 Annual Growth 0.37% 0.83% 1.07% 3.9% 0.40%

2009-14 Annual Growth 0.21% 0.55% 0.81% 2.7% 0.53%

2009-14 Net Growth  48  603  1,003  5,703  648 

2019  4,716  22,805  26,287  52,109  25,644 

2014-19 Net Growth  49  617  1,039  6,521  669 

2009-19 Net Growth  97  1,220  2,042  12,224  1,317 

Median age table

Median Age Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2009 31.5  32.5  38.2  38.4  34.9 

2014 31.6  32.6  38.8  39.4  34.9 

Ethnicity table

Ethnicity: 2009 Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

White only 29.2% 33.2% 67.9% 85.0% 43.6%

Black only 65.4% 62.7% 28.8% 12.4% 52.6%

Hispanic origin 5.3% 2.9% 2.1% 1.7% 2.8%

Ethnicity: 2014

White only 25.6% 29.4% 64.5% 82.6% 40.6%

Black only 68.1% 65.9% 31.5% 14.4% 55.0%

Hispanic origin 6.1% 3.4% 2.6% 2.1% 3.2%
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b. Household Characteristics

As with population growth, the outlying markets – 
particularly the Tertiary Market – represent the future 
with respect to market growth in “rooftops,” which 
especially reflect retail potential, including potential 
patrons of cultural and entertainment venues.

Summary Descriptions: Household Characteristics

 • Study Area Households:  The household count in this 
market area has changed from 1,590 in 2000 to 
1,642 in the current year, a change of 0.35 percent 
annually. The five-year projection of households 
is 1,662, a change of 0.24 percent annually from 
the current year total. Average household size is 
currently 2.77, compared to 2.77 in the year 2000. 
The number of families in the current year is 1,009 
in the market area.
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 • 2-mile Primary Market Area Households: The 
household count in this market area has changed 
from 7,178 in 2000 to 7,788 in the current year, 
a change of 0.89 percent annually. The five-year 
projection of households is 8,038, a change of 

0.63 percent annually from the current year total. 
Average household size is currently 2.77, compared 
to 2.78 in the year 2000. The number of families in 
the current year is 5,115 in the market area.

 • 2-5 mile Secondary Market Area Households: The 
household count in this market area has changed 
from 8,411 in 2000 to 9,426 in the current year, 
a change of 1.24 percent annually. The five-year 
projection of households is 9,878, a change of 
0.94 percent annually from the current year total. 
Average household size is currently 2.57, compared 
to 2.61 in the year 2000. The number of families in 
the current year is 6,693 in the market area.

 • 5-10 mile Tertiary Market Area Households: The 
household count in this market area has changed 
from 10,007 in 2000 to 14,273 in the current year, 
a change of 3.91 percent annually. The five-year 
projection of households is 16,309, a change of 
2.7 percent annually from the current year total. 
Average household size is currently 2.79, compared 
to 2.79 in the year 2000. The number of families 
in the current year is 11,130 in the market area.

 • City of Griffin Households: The household count in 
this market area has changed from 8,876 in 2000 to 
9,309 in the current year, a change of 0.52 percent 
annually. The five-year projection of households 
is 9,619, a change of 0.66 percent annually from 
the current year total. Average household size is 
currently 2.54, compared to 2.60 in the year 2000. 
The number of families in the current year is 6,110 
in the market area.

Households table

Households Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2000  1,590  7,178  8,411  10,007  8,876 

2009  1,642  7,788  9,426  14,273  9,309 

2014  1,662  8,038  9,878  16,309  9,619 

2000-09 Annual Growth 0.35% 0.89% 1.24% 3.91% 0.52%

2009-14 Annual Growth 0.24% 0.63% 0.94% 2.70% 0.66%

2009-14 Net Growth  20  250  452  2,036  310 

2019  1,682  8,294  10,351  18,633  9,941 

2014-19 Net Growth  20  256  473  2,324  322 

2009-19 Net Growth  40  506  925  4,360  632 
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c. Housing Tenure and Value Characteristics 

While there are slightly more new housing units than new 
households (above) projected in all submarkets over the 
next ten years, the number of new housing units generally 
reflects the growth in households projected above in 
“Household Characteristics.” As with new household 
formation, the pace of construction of new housing units 
is projected to be relatively slow in all submarkets – as 
well as the City overall – except for the Tertiary market 
area between five and ten miles from the Study Area. 
In that market, both the annual rate of growth and the 
overall number of new units projected for that submarket 
over the next five-to-ten years are projected to be 
substantial even though the basic economic slowdown has 
significantly slowed the projected rate of growth in that 
submarket from 4.40% annually in the period 2000-09 
to 2.69% in the 2009-19 period.

Housing units table

Housing Units Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2000  1,754  7,849  8,899  10,639  9,636 

2009  1,892  8,874  10,340  15,677  10,529 

2014  1,912  9,157  10,846  17,900  10,879 

2000-09 Annual Growth 0.85% 1.37% 1.68% 4.40% 0.99%

2009-14 Annual Growth 0.21% 0.63% 0.96% 2.69% 0.66%

2009-14 Net Growth  20  283  506  2,223  350 

2019  1,932  9,449  11,377  20,441  11,243 

2014-19 Net Growth  20  292  531  2,541  364 

2009-19 Net Growth  40  575  1,037  4,764  714 

Housing units - 2009 table  

Housing Units:  2009 Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

Owner Occupied Units  530  3,230  6,287  11,899  4,454 

Renter Occupied Units  1,112  4,561  3,143  2,367  4,854 

Vacant Units  250  1,083  910  1,411  1,221 

Owner Occupied Units 28.0% 36.4% 60.8% 75.9% 42.3%

Renter Occupied Units 58.8% 51.4% 30.4% 15.1% 46.1%

Vacant Units 13.2% 12.2% 8.8% 9.0% 11.6%

The level of vacancies in housing units has risen sharply 
from 2000 to 2009 in all submarkets. In at least the 
Secondary and Tertiary markets and possibly the City 
overall, the greatest portion of that surge no doubt 
occurred during the past 24 months as the momentum 
of new residential construction continued to add housing 
units to existing supply for at least six months after 
demand had dramatically slowed in the 3rd and 4th 
quarters of 2007.

There was new housing construction in the Study Area 
itself and in the overall 2-mile Primary Market, and 
the same addition to supply months after demand had 
effectively dried up probably contributed significantly to 
the vacancy levels in those two submarkets. In addition, 
however, those respective vacancy levels may also have 
been driven in part by the abandonment of existing units 
for whatever reason – e.g. structural deterioration, owner 
financial difficulties, generational/family factors.
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Looking only at occupied housing units, one can more 
accurately identify the “own-or-rent” housing preferences 
within each submarket. Admittedly, “preference” with 
respect to renters may be more or a financial necessity 
than a true choice. Nonetheless, the preferences shown 
in the occupied-housing data probably gives a reasonably 
good indication of the type of new housing development 
– owned or rented – that would be acceptable in each 
submarket. 

2009 Owned/Rented Housing: Occupied Units
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At this point in time, indications are that the potential 
residential market for the Study Area and, to a slightly 
lesser extent, lies more in rental housing than owner-
occupied housing.

Occupied housing units table

Occupied Housing Unit Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2009 Owned 32.3% 41.5% 66.7% 83.4% 47.9%

2014 Owned 31.8% 41.4% 66.0% 83.9% 47.2%

2009 Rented 67.7% 58.5% 33.3% 16.6% 52.1%

2014 Rented 68.2% 58.6% 34.0% 16.1% 52.8%

Household size table

Market Area

Household size Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2000  2.81  2.78  2.61  2.79  2.64 

2009  2.81  2.77  2.57  2.79  2.61 

2014  2.81  2.76  2.56  2.80  2.60 

Median home value table

Median Home Value Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2000  $56,875  $73,558  $94,307  $92,066  $89,936 

2009  $65,417  $82,125  $106,257  $109,293  $102,308 

2014  $70,233  $87,702  $112,022  $117,489  $108,801 

2000-09 Annual Growth 1.57% 1.23% 1.33% 1.92% 1.44%

2009-14 Annual Growth 1.43% 1.32% 1.06% 1.46% 1.24%

2009-14 Net Growth 7.4% 6.8% 5.4% 7.5% 6.3%

2019  $75,400  $93,645  $118,086  $126,320  $115,716 

2014-19 Net Growth  $5,167  $5,943  $6,064  $8,831  $6,915 

2009-19 Net Growth  $9,983  $11,520  $11,829  $17,027  $13,408 
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Median home values within the Study Area are 
significantly below those of the City (64%), Secondary 
(62%) or Tertiary (60%) markets. They are slightly 
better as compared to those within the Primary Market 
(80%), but values clearly lag in comparison to any of its 
potential markets. Median home values are projected to 
increase over the next ten year at a rate second only to 
the outlying Tertiary Market but still will remain low in 
comparison to all of its markets and to the City overall.

Average Home Value may be a better indicator of home 
values within a community. In this measure, the Study 
Area fares slightly better than median home values may 
indicate, and annual growth over the next ten years is 
projected to be higher than any of its related market areas 
– including the Tertiary Market – or the City overall. 

By 2019, the Average Home Values within the Study 
Area are projected to rise from 74% of the City to 79%; 
from 91% of the Primary Market to 95%; and from 74% 
of the Secondary  Market to 79%. It will remain the 
same 69% of the Tertiary Market as it is now.

Average Home Value
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Average home value table

Average Home Value Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2000  $84,439  $93,489  $116,138  $113,946  $114,053 

2009  $91,054  $99,777  $122,923  $132,592  $122,719 

2014  $98,949  $106,407  $129,022  $143,799  $129,315 

2000-09 Annual Growth 0.84% 0.73% 0.63% 1.70% 0.82%

2009-14 Annual Growth 1.68% 1.29% 0.97% 1.64% 1.05%

2009-14 Net Growth 8.7% 6.6% 5.0% 8.5% 5.4%

2019  $107,545  $113,450  $135,402  $155,984  $136,248 

2014-19 Net Growth  $8,596  $7,043  $6,380  $12,185  $6,933 

2009-19 Net Growth  $16,491  $13,673  $12,479  $23,392  $13,529 

Summary Descriptions: Housing Tenure and Value 
Characteristics

 • Study Area Housing: Currently, 28.0 percent of the 
1,892 housing units in the market area are owner 
occupied; 58.8 percent, renter occupied; and 13.2 
percent are vacant. In 2000, there were 1,754 
housing units— 30.2 percent owner occupied, 61.0 
percent renter occupied and 8.8 percent vacant. 
The rate of change in housing units since 2000 is 
0.82 percent. Median home value in the market 
area is $65,417, compared to a median home value 
of $162,279 for the U.S. In five years, median 
home value is projected to change by 1.43 percent 
annually to $70,233. From 2000 to the current 
year, median home value changed by 1.52 percent 
annually.

 • 2-mile Primary Market Area Housing: Currently, 
36.4 percent of the 8,874 housing units in the 
market area are owner occupied; 51.4 percent, 
renter occupied; and 12.2 percent are vacant. 
In 2000, there were 7,849 housing units— 38.7 
percent owner occupied, 53.3 percent renter 
occupied and 8.0 percent vacant. Median home 
value in the market area is $82,125, compared to a 
median home value of $162,279 for the U.S. In five 
years, median home value is projected to change by 
1.32 percent annually to $87,702. From 2000 to 
the current year, median home value changed by 
1.23 percent annually.
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 • 2-5 mile Secondary Market Area Housing: 

Currently, 60.8 percent of the 10,340 housing 
units in the market area are owner occupied; 30.4 
percent, renter occupied; and 8.8 percent are 
vacant. In 2000, there were 8,899 housing units— 
63.4 percent owner occupied, 30.7 percent renter 
occupied and 6.0 percent vacant. Median home 
value in the market area is $106,257, compared 
to a median home value of $162,279 for the U.S. 
In five years, median home value is projected to 
change by 1.06 percent annually to $112,022. 
From 2000 to the current year, median home value 
changed by 1.33 percent annually.

 • 5-10 mile Tertiary Market Area Housing: 
Currently, 75.9 percent of the 15,677 housing 
units in the market area are owner occupied; 
15.1 percent, renter occupied; and 9.0 percent 
are vacant. In 2000, there were 10,639 housing 
units— 77.8 percent owner occupied, 16.2 percent 
renter occupied and 5.9 percent vacant. The rate of 
change in housing units since 2000 is 4.28 percent. 
Median home value in the market area is $109,293, 
compared to a median home value of $162,279 
for the U.S. In five years, median home value is 
projected to change by 1.46 percent annually to 
$117,489. From 2000 to the current year, median 
home value changed by 1.87 percent annually.

 • City of Griffin Housing: Currently, 42.3 percent of 
the 10,530 housing units in the market area are 
owner occupied; 46.1 percent, renter occupied; and 
11.6 percent are vacant. In 2000, there were 9,636 
housing units— 39.6 percent owner occupied, 
52.5 percent renter occupied and 7.9 percent 

vacant. The rate of change in housing units since 
2000 is 0.96 percent. Median home value in the 
market area is $102,308, compared to a median 
home value of $162,279 for the U.S. In five years, 
median home value is projected to change by 1.24 
percent annually to $108,801. From 2000 to the 
current year, median home value changed by 1.4 
percent annually.

d. Household Income Characteristics

Median household incomes increase significantly as the 
Study Area market area expands into its Secondary 
(2-5 miles) and Tertiary (5-10 miles) market areas. The 
median household income in the Study Area is $32,517, 
or 81 percent of the City’s median income of $40,227. 
Median household incomes in the Secondary and Tertiary 
market areas are $51,808 and $54,484 respectively. The 
projected annual growth in median household income 
within the Study Area is projected to grow over the next 
five years at an annual rate of 1.88 percent – higher than 
the City or any of its associated market areas.

Household incomes in the Study Area are a bit stronger 
than home values in its related markets or the City 
overall, indicating that there may be factors other than 
basic income that are depressing housing values, such 
as a high number of foreclosures and subsequent below-
market-rate sales. 

Median household income table

Median Household Income Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2000  $25,425  $27,317  $40,728  $44,370  $30,091 

2009  $32,517  $35,149  $51,808  $54,484  $40,227 

2014  $35,684  $38,281  $54,385  $55,916  $43,603 

2000-09 Annual Growth 2.77% 2.76% 2.64% 2.24% 3.28%

2009-14 Annual Growth 1.88% 1.72% 0.98% 0.52% 1.62%

2009-14 Net Growth 9.7% 8.9% 5.0% 2.6% 8.4%

2019  $39,167  $41,688  $57,103  $57,385  $47,251 

2014-19 Net Growth  $3,483  $3,407  $2,718  $1,469  $3,648 

2009-19 Net Growth  $6,650  $6,539  $5,295  $2,901  $7,024 
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Median Household Income in the Study Area is 93% of 
that within its Primary Market Area, and 81% of the 
City overall. However, it is only 63% of its Secondary 
Market and 60% of its Tertiary Market. As in several 
other income- and value-related categories, the rate of 
annual increase in median household income is projected 
to be significantly higher than in any other market area. 
By 2019, median household income within the Study 
Area should be $39,167, which is a substantial increase 
of $6,650 per household over that ten-year period. 

Average household income, a better indicator of potential 
market strength, rises in the Study Area and each of the 
market areas. As with median household income, the 
Study Area’s projected growth in average household 
income is higher than any of its market areas, with a 
projected annual increase of 1.06 percent.

Average household income table

Average Household Income Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2000  $32,395  $34,478  $50,437  $52,659  $40,645 

2009  $41,482  $44,433  $61,599  $61,724  $52,169 

2014  $43,735  $46,477  $63,696  $64,314  $54,375 

2000-09 Annual Growth 2.71% 2.78% 2.18% 1.73% 2.74%

2009-14 Annual Growth 1.06% 0.90% 0.67% 0.83% 0.83%

2009-14 Net Growth 5.4% 4.6% 3.4% 4.2% 4.2%

2019  $46,103  $48,606  $65,859  $67,028  $56,669 

2014-19 Net Growth  $2,368  $2,129  $2,163  $2,714  $2,294 

2009-19 Net Growth  $4,621  $4,173  $4,260  $5,304  $4,500 

Per capita income table

Per Capita Income Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

2000  $12,105  $12,880  $19,242  $19,092  $15,563 

2009  $15,527  $16,707  $23,844  $22,088  $20,076 

2014  $16,372  $17,575  $24,813  $23,008  $21,061 

2000-09 Annual Growth 2.73% 2.85% 2.35% 1.59% 2.79%

2009-14 Annual Growth 1.07% 1.02% 0.80% 0.82% 0.96%

2009-14 Net Growth 5.4% 5.2% 4.1% 4.2% 4.9%

2019  $17,267  $18,490  $25,822  $23,967  $22,092 

2014-19 Net Growth  $895  $915  $1,009  $959  $1,031 

2009-19 Net Growth  $1,740  $1,783  $1,978  $1,879  $2,016 

Average Household Income
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Per Capita Income rises at a greater rate than in any 
of its related markets and the City overall, although its 
actual dollar increase over the next ten years is projected 
to be less – but not substantially so – than any of those 
markets.

Generally, household income characteristics – 
particularly when combined with household values – 
indicate reasonably-strong growth in the Study Area. The 
problem remains, however, that this growth is built upon 
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a significantly lower starting point. Nor is it clear that 
the growth will occur evenly throughout the residential 
community.

Summary Descriptions: Household Income 
Characteristics

 • Study Area Households by Income: Current median 
household income is $32,517 in the market area, 
compared to $54,719 for all U.S. households. 
Median household income is projected to be 
$35,684 in five years. In 2000, median household 
income was $25,425, compared to $17,909 
in 1990. Current average household income is 
$41,482 in this market area, compared to $71,437 
for all U.S. households. Average household income 
is projected to be $43,735 in five years. In 2000, 
average household income was $32,395, compared 
to $21,690 in 1990. Current per capita income 
is $15,527 in the market area, compared to the 
U.S. per capita income of $27,277. The per capita 
income is projected to be $16,372 in five years. 
In 2000, the per capita income was $12,105, 
compared to $8,549 in 1990.

 • 2-mile Primary Market Area Households by 
Income: Current median household income is 
$35,149 in the market area, compared to $54,719 
for all U.S. households. Median household income 
is projected to be $38,281 in five years. In 2000, 
median household income was $27,317. Current 
average household income is $44,433 in this 
market area, compared to $71,437 for all U.S. 
households. Average household income is projected 
to be $46,477 in five years. In 2000, average 
household income was $34,478. Current per capita 
income is $16,707 in the market area, compared 
to the U.S. per capita income of $27,277. The per 
capita income is projected to be $17,575 in five 
years. In 2000, the per capita income was $12,880.

 • 2-5 mile Secondary Market Area Households 
by Income: Current median household income is 
$51,808 in the market area, compared to $54,719 
for all U.S. households. Median household income 
is projected to be $54,385 in five years. In 2000, 
median household income was $40,728. Current 
average household income is $61,599 in this 
market area, compared to $71,437 for all U.S. 
households. Average household income is projected 
to be $63,696 in five years. In 2000, average 
household income was $50,437. Current per capita 

income is $23,844 in the market area, compared 
to the U.S. per capita income of $27,277. The per 
capita income is projected to be $24,813 in five 
years. In 2000, the per capita income was $19,242.

 • 5-10 mile Tertiary Market Area Households by 
Income: Current median household income is 
$54,484 in the market area, compared to $54,719 
for all U.S. households. Median household income 
is projected to be $55,916 in five years. In 2000, 
median household income was $44,370, compared 
to $31,707 in 1990. Current average household 
income is $61,724 in this market area, compared 
to $71,437 for all U.S. households. Average 
household income is projected to be $64,314 in 
five years. In 2000, average household income was 
$52,659, compared to $34,926 in 1990. Current 
per capita income is $22,088 in the market area, 
compared to the U.S. per capita income of $27,277. 
The per capita income is projected to be $23,008 
in five years. In 2000, the per capita income was 
$19,092, compared to $11,993 in 1990.

 • City of Griffin Households by Income: Current 
median household income is $40,227 in the market 
area, compared to $54,719 for all U.S. households. 
Median household income is projected to be 
$43,603 in five years. In 2000, median household 
income was $30,091, compared to $21,785 
in 1990. Current average household income is 
$52,169 in this market area, compared to $71,437 
for all U.S. households. Average household income 
is projected to be $54,375 in five years. In 2000, 
average household income was $40,645, compared 
to $28,474 in 1990. Current per capita income 
is $20,076 in the market area, compared to the 
U.S. per capita income of $27,277. The per capita 
income is projected to be $21,061 in five years. 
In 2000, the per capita income was $15,563, 
compared to $10,695 in 1990.
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e. Employment Characteristics

While the Study Area is transitioning from its original 
identify and actual function as a mill community, it still 
retains an employment profile that is significantly less 
white-collar and more blue-collar in the types of work 
that they do than the City overall or any of the Study 
Area’s related market areas.
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Employment table

Employment Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

White Collar 37.2% 43.9% 53.0% 53.0% 52.8%

Services 24.9% 21.2% 15.8% 15.8% 17.3%

Blue Collar 37.9% 34.9% 31.2% 31.2% 30.0%

Employment by industry table

Employment by Industry Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

Construction 10.2% 9.4% 9.5% 12.1% 8.1%

Manufacturing 21.6% 18.1% 12.1% 10.7% 15.8%

TCU 4.2% 7.0% 7.7% 11.5% 5.7%

Wholesale 0.9% 1.9% 3.0% 3.2% 2.1%

Retail 15.5% 13.6% 13.9% 12.4% 14.4%

FIRE 2.6% 4.6% 6.9% 6.0% 6.1%

Services 39.3% 39.6% 40.3% 37.3% 41.0%

Government 2.6% 4.9% 5.6% 6.2% 4.6%

TOTAL  1,592  7,344  9,712  16,613  8,612 

Construction  162  690  923  2,010  698 

Manufacturing  344  1,329  1,175  1,778  1,361 

TCU  67  514  748  1,910  491 

Wholesale  14  140  291  532  181 

Retail  247  999  1,350  2,060  1,240 

FIRE  41  338  670  997  525 

Services  626  2,908  3,914  6,197  3,531 

Government  41  360  544  1,030  396 

With respect to the industries in which residents of each 
area work, the following breakdown indicates the same 
high proportion of residents working within service 
industries, although at a level similar to those in the City 
and related markets. The “Services” industries definition 
may be misleading, however. Perhaps more reflective of 
employment characteristics and skills of the residents 
of each area are those percentages in FIRE (Financial, 
Insurance and Real Estate), Manufacturing, TCU and 
Government.
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Summary Descriptions: Employment Characteristics

 • Study Area Population by Employment

Total Businesses 389

Total Employees 2,965

Currently, 77.6 percent of the civilian labor force in the 
identified market area is employed and 22.4 percent 
are unemployed. In comparison, 89.4 percent of the 
U.S. civilian labor force is employed, and 10.6 percent 
are unemployed. In five years the rate of employment 
in the market area will be 84.6 percent of the civilian 
labor force, and unemployment will be 15.4 percent. 
The percentage of the U.S. civilian labor force that 
will be employed in five years is 92.9 percent, and 7.1 
percent will be unemployed. In 2000, 59.5 percent of 
the population aged 16 years or older in the market area 
participated in the labor force, and 0.0 percent were in 
the Armed Forces. In the current year, the occupational 
distribution of the employed population is:

 √ 37.2 percent in white collar jobs (compared to 
61.5 percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 24.9 percent in service jobs (compared to 17.1 
percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 37.9 percent in blue collar jobs (compared to 
21.4 percent of U.S. employment)

In 2000, 57.1 percent of the market area population 
drove alone to work, and 0.5 percent worked at home. The 
average travel time to work in 2000 was 24.9 minutes in 
the market area, compared to the U.S. average of 25.5 
minutes.

 • 2-mile Primary Market Area Population by 
Employment

Total Businesses 1,109

Total Employees 11,229

Currently, 79.6 percent of the civilian labor force in the 
identified market area is employed and 20.4 percent 
are unemployed. In comparison, 89.4 percent of the 
U.S. civilian labor force is employed, and 10.6 percent 
are unemployed. In five years the rate of employment 
in the market area will be 86.2 percent of the civilian 
labor force, and unemployment will be 13.8 percent. 
The percentage of the U.S. civilian labor force that 
will be employed in five years is 92.9 percent, and 7.1 
percent will be unemployed. In 2000, 57.3 percent of 
the population aged 16 years or older in the market area 

participated in the labor force. In the current year, the 
occupational distribution of the employed population is:

 √ 43.9 percent in white collar jobs (compared to 
61.5 percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 21.2 percent in service jobs (compared to 17.1 
percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 34.9 percent in blue collar jobs (compared to 
21.4 percent of U.S. employment)

In 2000, 66.3 percent of the market area population 
drove alone to work, and 0.9 percent worked at home. The 
average travel time to work in 2000 was 25.3 minutes in 
the market area, compared to the U.S. average of 25.5 
minutes.

 • 2-5 mile Secondary Market Area Population by 
Employment

Total Businesses 692

Total Employees 8,698

Currently, 85.9 percent of the civilian labor force in the 
identified market area is employed and 14.1 percent 
are unemployed. In comparison, 89.4 percent of the 
U.S. civilian labor force is employed, and 10.6 percent 
are unemployed. In five years the rate of employment 
in the market area will be 90.7 percent of the civilian 
labor force, and unemployment will be 9.3 percent. The 
percentage of the U.S. civilian labor force that will be 
employed in five years is 92.9 percent, and 7.1 percent 
will be unemployed. In 2000, 61.7 percent of the 
population aged 16 years or older in the market area 
participated in the labor force, and 0.1 percent were in 
the Armed Forces. In the current year, the occupational 
distribution of the employed population is:

 √ 53.0 percent in white collar jobs (compared to 
61.5 percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 15.8 percent in service jobs (compared to 17.1 
percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 31.2 percent in blue collar jobs (compared to 
21.4 percent of U.S. employment)

In 2000, 78.7 percent of the market area population 
drove alone to work, and 1.7 percent worked at home. The 
average travel time to work in 2000 was 25.8 minutes in 
the market area, compared to the U.S. average of 25.5 
minutes.
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 • 5-10 mile Tertiary Market Area Population by 

Employment

Total Businesses 602

Total Employees 3,741

Currently, 89.3 percent of the civilian labor force in the 
identified market area is employed and 10.7 percent 
are unemployed. In comparison, 89.4 percent of the 
U.S. civilian labor force is employed, and 10.6 percent 
are unemployed. In five years the rate of employment 
in the market area will be 93.0 percent of the civilian 
labor force, and unemployment will be 7.0 percent. The 
percentage of the U.S. civilian labor force that will be 
employed in five years is 92.9 percent, and 7.1 percent 
will be unemployed. In 2000, 67.3 percent of the 
population aged 16 years or older in the market area 
participated in the labor force, and 0.0 percent were in 
the Armed Forces. In the current year, the occupational 
distribution of the employed population is:

 √ 51.9 percent in white collar jobs (compared to 
61.5 percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 14.8 percent in service jobs (compared to 17.1 
percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 33.3 percent in blue collar jobs (compared to 
21.4 percent of U.S. employment)

In 2000, 81.4 percent of the market area population 
drove alone to work, and 1.3 percent worked at home. The 
average travel time to work in 2000 was 31.3 minutes in 
the market area, compared to the U.S. average of 25.5 
minutes.

 • City of Griffin Population by Employment

Total Businesses  1,411

Total Employees 14,731

Currently, 81.8 percent of the civilian labor force in the 
identified market area is employed and 18.2 percent 
are unemployed. In comparison, 89.4 percent of the 
U.S. civilian labor force is employed, and 10.6 percent 
are unemployed. In five years the rate of employment 
in the market area will be 87.8 percent of the civilian 
labor force, and unemployment will be 12.2 percent. 
The percentage of the U.S. civilian labor force that 
will be employed in five years is 92.9 percent, and 7.1 
percent will be unemployed. In 2000, 57.2 percent of 
the population aged 16 years or older in the market area 
participated in the labor force, and 0.1 percent were in 

the Armed Forces. In the current year, the occupational 
distribution of the employed population is:

 √ 52.8 percent in white collar jobs (compared to 
61.5 percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 17.3 percent in service jobs (compared to 17.1 
percent of U.S. employment)

 √ 30.0 percent in blue collar jobs (compared to 
21.4 percent of U.S. employment)

In 2000, 68.6 percent of the market area population 
drove alone to work, and 0.9 percent worked at home. The 
average travel time to work in 2000 was 23.4 minutes in 
the market area, compared to the U.S. average of 25.5 
minutes.

f. Education Characteristics

The “education gap” between Study Area residents 
and residents in its related market areas and the City 
overall is apparently in the relatively high proportion 
of residents with only a high school degree (42%) and 
low percentages with 4-year college degrees or advanced 
degrees. Surprisingly, the Secondary Market and City 
overall show educational attainment strength that 
one might have expected in the more-affluent Tertiary 
Market.
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Summary Descriptions: Education Characteristics

 • Study Area Population by Education: In 2009, the 
educational attainment of the population aged 25 
years or older in the market area was distributed 
as follows:

 √ 39.1 percent had not earned a high school 
diploma (16.2 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 42.0 percent were high school graduates only 
(29.8 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 2.7 percent had completed an Associate degree 
(7.2 percent in the U.S.)
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 √ 4.9 percent had a Bachelor’s degree (17.0 

percent in the U.S.) 

 √ 1.3 percent had earned a Master’s/
Professional/Doctorate Degree (9.8 percent in 
the U.S.)

 • 2-mile Primary Market Area Population by 
Education: In 2009, the educational attainment of 
the population aged 25 years or older in the market 
area was distributed as follows:

 √ 34.9 percent had not earned a high school 
diploma (16.2 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 38.2 percent were high school graduates only 
(29.8 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 3.9 percent had completed an Associate degree 
(7.2 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 7.0 percent had a Bachelor’s degree (17.0 
percent in the U.S.) 

 √ 2.6 percent had earned a Master’s/
Professional/Doctorate Degree (9.8 percent in 
the U.S.)

 • 2-5 mile Secondary Market Area Population by 
Education: In 2009, the educational attainment of 
the population aged 25 years or older in the market 
area was distributed as follows:

 √ 22.8 percent had not earned a high school 
diploma (16.2 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 32.5 percent were high school graduates only 
(29.8 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 5.7 percent had completed an Associate degree 
(7.2 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 13.3 percent had a Bachelor’s degree (17.0 
percent in the U.S.) 

 √ 7.7 percent had earned a Master’s/
Professional/Doctorate Degree (9.8 percent in 
the U.S.)

 • 5-10 mile Tertiary Market Area Population by 
Education: In 2009, the educational attainment of 
the population aged 25 years or older in the market 
area was distributed as follows:

 √ 21.8 percent had not earned a high school 
diploma (16.2 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 42.7 percent were high school graduates only 
(29.8 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 6.0 percent had completed an Associate degree 
(7.2 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 8.1 percent had a Bachelor’s degree (17.0 
percent in the U.S.) percent had earned a 
Master’s/Professional/Doctorate Degree (9.8 
percent in the U.S.)

 • City of Griffin Population by Education: In 2009, 
the educational attainment of the population aged 
25 years or older in the market area was distributed 
as follows:

 √ 29.8 percent had not earned a high school 
diploma (16.2 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 33.2 percent were high school graduates only 
(29.8 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 4.4 percent had completed an Associate degree 
(7.2 percent in the U.S.)

 √ 12.1 percent had a Bachelor’s degree (17.0 
percent in the U.S.) percent had earned a 
Master’s/Professional/Doctorate Degree (9.8 
percent in the U.S.)

Education attainment table

Education Attainment Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

High School Graduate 42.0% 38.2% 32.5% 42.7% 33.2%

4-yr College Degree 4.9% 7.0% 13.3% 8.1% 12.1%

Advanced Degree 1.3% 2.6% 7.7% 3.1% 5.5%
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g. Summary of Demographic Profile

Key Factors in Study Area Market Potential

 • Population

Low-to-moderate population growth is projected in the 
Study Area as well as its Primary and Secondary Market 
Areas.

Of interest regarding future market potential is the much 
higher rate of growth in the Tertiary Market Area (5-10 
miles), projected to be at 2.7% annually over at least the 
next five years and more likely the next ten. 

Future market potential is the much higher rate of growth 
in the Tertiary Market Area (5-10 miles), projected to be 
at 2.7% annually over at least the next five years and 
more likely the next ten. 

The Study Area has a higher proportion of African-
American residents than any of its market areas, 
although that proportion is only slightly higher than the 
2-mile Primary Market and does somewhat reflect the 
City’s majority African-American population. 

The Secondary and Tertiary markets are significantly 
more white than black. Given the importance of these 
markets – particularly the large Tertiary Market 5-10 
miles from the Study Area, both commercial and 
residential development in the West Griffin area will 
face significant product and price-point challenges in 
attracting the larger, more affluent outlying markets 
while maintaining dominant market share of its Primary 
Market.

 • Households

As with population growth, the outlying markets – 
particularly the Tertiary Market – represent the future 
with respect to market growth in “rooftops,” which 
especially reflect retail potential, including potential 
patrons of cultural and entertainment venues.

As with new household formation, the pace of construction 
of new housing units is projected to be relatively slow in 
all submarkets – as well as the City overall – except for 
the Tertiary market area between five and ten miles from 
the Study Area. In that market, both the annual rate of 
growth and the overall number of new units projected 
for that submarket over the next five-to-ten years are 
projected to be substantial

 • Housing Preference

At this point in time, indications are that the potential 
residential market for the Study Area and, to a slightly 
lesser extent, lies more in rental housing than owner-
occupied housing. 

 • Home Values

Median home values within the Study Area are 
significantly below those of the City (64%), Secondary 
(62%) or Tertiary (60%) markets. They are slightly 
better as compared to those within the Primary Market 
(80%), but values clearly lag in comparison to any of its 
potential markets. Median home values are projected to 
increase over the next ten year at a rate second only to 
the outlying Tertiary Market but still will remain low in 
comparison to all of its markets and to the City overall.

Average Home Value may be a better indicator of home 
values within a community. In this measure, the Study 
Area fares slightly better than median home values may 
indicate, and annual growth over the next ten years is 
projected to be higher than any of its related market areas 
– including the Tertiary Market – or the City overall. 

By 2019, the Average Home Values within the Study 
Area are projected to rise from 74% of the City to 79%; 
from 91% of the Primary Market to 95%; and from 74% 
of the Secondary  Market to 79%. It will remain the 
same 69% of the Tertiary Market as it is now.

 • Household Income

Household incomes in the Study Area are a bit stronger 
than home values in its related markets or the City 
overall, indicating that there may be factors other than 
basic income that are depressing housing values, such 
as a high number of foreclosures and subsequent below-
market-rate sales. 

Median Household Income in the Study Area is 93% of 
that within its Primary Market Area, and 81% of the 
City overall. However, it is only 63% of its Secondary 
Market and 60% of its Tertiary Market. As in several 
other income- and value-related categories, the rate of 
annual increase in median household income is projected 
to be significantly higher than in any other market area. 
By 2019, median household income within the Study 
Area should be $39,167, which is a substantial increase 
of $6,650 per household over that ten-year period. 

Generally, household income characteristics – 
particularly when combined with household values – 
indicate reasonably-strong growth in the Study Area.  The 
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problem remains, however, that this growth is built upon 
a significantly lower starting point. Nor is it clear that 
the growth will occur evenly throughout the residential 
community.  

 • Employment

While the Study Area is transitioning from its original 
identify and actual function as a mill community, it still 
retains an employment profile that is significantly less 
white-collar and more blue-collar in the types of work 

that they do than the City overall or any of the Study 
Area’s related market areas. 

 • Education

The “education gap” between Study Area residents and 
residents in its related market areas and the City overall 
is apparently in the relatively high proportion of residents 
with only a high school degree (42%) and low percentages 
with 4-year college degrees or advanced degrees.

West Griffin and market area summary profile table

West Griffin and Market Area 
Summary Profile:

Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

Population 4,619 21,585 24,245 39,885 24,327

Households 1,642 7,788  9,426 14,273 9,309

HH Income $ 41,482 $ 44,433 $ 61,599 $ 61,724 $ 52,169

PC Income $ 15,527 $ 16,707 $ 23,844 $ 22,088 $ 20,076

Home Value $ 91,054 $ 99,777 $ 122,923 $ 132,592 $ 122,719

% Owned 32% 42% 67% 83% 48%

% Rented 68% 58% 33% 17% 52%

% Vacant 13.2% 12.2%  8.8% 9.0% 11.6%

% Ethnicity (W / B / H) 29 / 65 / 5 33 / 63 / 3 68 / 29 / 2 85 / 12 / 2 44 / 53 / 3

West Griffin and market area annual percentage growth: 10 year summary profile table

West Griffin and Market Area Annual % 
Growth: 10 - yr Summary Profile

Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

Population 0.21% 0.55% 0.81% 2.70% 0.53%

Households 0.24% 0.63% 0.94% 2.70% 0.66%

HH Income 1.06% 0.90% 0.67% 0.83% 0.83%

PC Income 1.07% 1.02% 0.80% 0.82% 0.96%

Home Value 1.68% 1.29% 0.97% 1.64% 1.05%

West Griffin and market area growth: 10 year summary profile table

West Griffin and Market Area # 
Growth: 10 - yr Summary Profile

Market Area

Study Area 2-mile 2-5 miles 5-10 miles City

Population 97 1,220 2,042 12,224 1,317

Households 40 506   925 4,306 632

HH Income $ 4,621 $ 4,173 $ 4,260 $ 5,304 $ 4,500

PC Income $ 1,740 $ 1,783 $ 1,978 $ 1,879 $ 2,016

Home Value $ 16,491 $ 13,673 $ 12,479 $ 23,392 $ 13,529
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2.8 MARKET CONDITIONS AND 
TRENDS
Note regarding data sources and submarket definitions:

Submarkets for different types of development – retail, office, industrial, etc. – can be and usually are geographically 
defined somewhat differently by different data sources. In fact, even the same data source may define submarkets 
differently. In the retail and office analyses below, CoStar – a recognized leader in real estate data – is a major data 
source. For both retail and office data, CoStar references (1) the “Metro Atlanta” market and (2) the “South Metro” 
submarket. For retail, however, the smallest submarket within South Metro that captures conditions within the West 
Griffin market area is the one defined by CoStar as the “W. Henry/Spalding” submarket. For office, the smallest 
submarket is “Spalding County”” – obviously a smaller geographic area. A second major source of local data is 
Dorey’s, an Atlanta-based company that publishes separate retail, office and industrial guides on a quarterly basis. 
Its smallest submarket for retail is “Griffin/Spalding County.” Since it does not incorporate West Henry County into 
its aggregate data, it probably provides a more-accurate picture of retail conditions and trends in the West Griffin 
Market Area. On the other hand, Dorey’s smallest office submarket that includes Griffin is its entire “Airport/South 
Atlanta” market. Its listing of individual office parks and buildings is excellent, but its aggregate data (e.g. vacancy 
rate, average rent rate) is probably not as localized – and therefore not as accurate – as CoStar’s data with respect 
to office conditions that impact the West Griffin Market Area.

In this section, the performance of the West Griffin 
Market Area is examined in terms of several key land 
uses: retail, office, residential and hotel. There appears to 
be no reason to examine potential industrial development 
within the area, although a more-detailed analysis of local 
market conditions for all these uses, including industrial, 
is being prepared as part of the Market Demand report. 
The purpose of this section is to present an overview of 
the area’s real estate market to serve as the basis for that 
Market Demand analysis, which will project growth and 
redevelopment potential within the Study Area and, to a 
lesser extent, its 2-mile Primary Market area.

Summary conditions: Total metro Atlanta retail market (mid-year 2009) table
Source: CoStar

A. Retail Market Conditions

Metro Atlanta has undergone – and is still undergoing 
– the same adverse economic conditions that have been 
seen throughout the nation over the past two years. 
Both the South Metro submarket and the West Henry/
Spalding County segment of that submarket reflect those 
metro-wide conditions.
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Summary conditions: South metro market table
Source: CoStar

Existing retail market conditions in the Griffin area 
reflect the same basic conditions that exist in both the 
overall Metro Atlanta market and South Metropolitan 
major submarket. Over the past two years, the retail 
sector has adjusted to adverse market conditions in the 
three basic ways that markets everywhere adjust:

1. Deliveries of new retail space have plummeted in 
response to absorption that slowed dramatically in 
2008 and plunged into negative territory in the first 
half of 2009.

Absorptions and deliveries: Metro Atlanta
Source: CoStar

Absorptions and deliveries: South metro
 Source: CoStar
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2. Construction starts have effectively zeroed out. 

Similar construction trends can be seen in the 
Summary Conditions table for the South Metro 
market.

Historical construction starts and deliveries: Metro Atlanta
Source: CoStar

3. Average annual quoted rental rates per square foot 
have dropped.

In fact, rental rates in the South Metro market have 
shown a dramatic downward trend that is even more 
dramatic than that of the overall Metro Atlanta market:

Quoted rental rate trend: South metro market
Source: CoStar

Summary Profile: South Metro Market and W. Henry/
Spalding Submarket

With respect to its defined “Griffin/Spalding County” 
retail submarket, Dorey’s Atlanta Retail Space Guide 
indicated a significantly bleaker vacancy rate of 17.1% 
(as compared to CoStar’s 8.5% rate for its overall “West 
Henry/Spalding” submarket, although both data sources 
reported approximately the same existing inventory). 
Based on site-visit surveys by the LCI Team, it appears 
that the higher vacancy rate of 17.1% more accurately 
reflects current conditions in the West Griffin Market 

Area itself, which includes the essentially-empty Ellis 
Crossing – which at 172,500 square feet easily exceeds 
the reported 117,700 vacant square feet as reported by 
CoStar.   

South metro market and W. Henry/Spalding 
submarket profile table
Source: CoStar

South Metro 
Market

W. Henry/
Spalding 

Submarket

Existing Inventory 26,396,540 
SF

1,385,443 SF

Vacant Square Feet 2,781,053 
SF

117,728 SF

Vacancy % 10.5 % 8.5 %

YTD Net Absorption (175,777) 
SF

15,083 SF

Avg. Quoted Rates/
SF/Yr

$ 14.57 $ 15.44

Year-to-Date 
Delivered

126,916 SF 0 SF

Under Construction 18,214 SF 0 SF

Pre-leased (of under 
construction)

74 % N/A
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Currently, no retail development is underway in the Study 
Area itself.  Area shopping centers include the following:

Retail centers profile table

Retail Center Leasable SF Yr Built Est. Occupancy Rent/SF (NNN) Major Anchor

Griffin Crossroads 473,263 2003 98 % $ 14.00 Wal-Mart

Spalding Village 235,318 1989 90 % $ 12.00 – 14.00 Kroger

North Griffin Square 226,561 1980 97 % $ 12.00 Belk

Ellis Crossing 172,547 1986 5 % $ 4.00 – 6.00**

Spalding Square 104,195 2001

Expressway Village 81,400 60 % $ 6.00 – 12.00**

North Griffin Place 12,150 1987 100%

North Griffin II 10,617 100% $ 10.00

D. Office Market Conditions

As with the retail sector, Metro Atlanta has undergone 
– and is still undergoing – the same adverse economic 
conditions that have been seen throughout the nation over 
the past two years. Both the South Atlanta submarket 
and the Spalding County segment of that submarket 
reflect those metro-wide conditions.

Summary conditions: Total metro Atlanta office 
market (mid-year 2009) table
Source: CoStar
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Summary conditions: South metro market table
Source: CoStar

As with retail, existing office market conditions in the 
Griffin area reflect the same basic conditions that exist 
in both the overall Metro Atlanta market and South 
Metropolitan major submarket. Over the past two years, 
the office sector has adjusted to adverse market conditions 
in the three basic ways that markets everywhere adjust:

1. Deliveries of new office space have plummeted in 
response to absorption that slowed dramatically in 
2008 and plunged into negative territory in the first 
half of 2009.

Office space absorptions and deliveries: Metro Atlanta
Source: CoStar

Office space absorptions and deliveries: South metro
Source: CoStar
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2. Construction starts have effectively zeroed out.

Historical office space construction starts and deliveries: Metro 
Atlanta
Source: CoStar

Similar construction trends can be seen in the Summary 
Conditions table for the South Metro market.

3. Average annual quoted rental rates per square foot 
have dropped.

Quoted rental rate trend: South metro market
Source: CoStar

In fact, rental rates in the South Metro market have 
shown a dramatic downward trend that is even more 
dramatic than that of the overall Metro Atlanta market:

South Metro Vacancy Spalding Co. Vacancy

Existing Inventory: Class A 1,414,236 SF 30.8 % 0 SF

Existing Inventory: Class B 11,662,786 SF 14.2 % 131,036 SF 43.1 %

Existing Inventory: Class C 5,274,017 SF 17.2 % 70,737 SF 20.6 %

Existing Inventory: Total 18,351,039 SF 16.3 % 201,773 SF 35.2 %

Source: CoStar

Clearly neither Griffin nor Spalding County overall 
is currently seen as a Class A office market, and both 
the Class B and Class C office markets are suffering 
extremely high vacancy rates. Griffin does have the 
potential to develop a viable Class A/B office market 
over the next ten years, however. The Market Demand 
report now being prepared will identify those conditions 
and initiatives that could provide a foundation for that 
office market development.
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D. Industrial Market Conditions and Trends

Regardless of current or future market conditions, no 
industrial development is anticipated within the Study 
Area due to a combination of three primary factors:

1.  There are no developable sites of sufficient size to 
accommodate any significant industrial development 
of any type. 

2. Greater value will be generated by redevelopment 
and infill development within the Study Area that 
is geared toward retail, office, lodging/meeting 
facilities, higher-density residential and mixed-use 
products.

3. The development of industrial product of any type 
within the Study Area is not supported by the City of 
Griffin, as reflected in its Future Land Use planning. 
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This section includes:

 • An assessment of the significance of the study area in 
terms of its transportation context;

 • A brief review of prior transportation plans, studies, 
and recommendations;

 • A summary of transportation improvement projects 
affecting the study area;

 • An overview of the existing conditions of transportation 
and circulation facilities; and,

 • Information regarding emerging transportation issues 
and long range plans.

TRANSPORTATION CONTEXT
From a regional perspective, the prominent aspects of the 
study area include the following:

 • Located approximately 39 miles from Atlanta’s 
Central Business District (CBD) and approximately 
53 miles from Macon’s CBD

 • Nearby access to I-75, approximately 11 miles away 
at the SR 16 at I-75 interchange, which connects to 
Metro Atlanta, Metro Macon, and the rest of the state

 • Direct access to US 19/41 which is part of the National 
Highway System and part of the ARC-identified 
Regional Strategic Transportation System (RSTS) 
and connects the area to Metro Atlanta, Macon, and 
destinations further to the north and south

 • Other ARC RSTS roadways in the area include SR 16, 
SR 92, and SR 155 providing connections to Newnan, 
Fayetteville, McDonough, and other surrounding cities

 • No existing fixed transit service operates in the study 
area

 • A Norfolk-Southern freight rail line passes through 
the study area providing rail access for local industries 
and potentially for future commuter service

PRIOR PLANS AND STUDIES
Prior transportation plans and studies addressing the 
study area were reviewed as a starting point for this effort.  
The following section summarizes prior transportation-
related analysis and recommendations as they apply to 
the current planning effort.

Spalding County Comprehensive Transportation Plan, 
2008

The Spalding County CTP is an effort to develop a 
comprehensive approach to transportation issues and 
future investments in the county. 

Existing and future traffic congestion is not problematic 
in most of the LCI study area.  During the AM peak hour, 
traffic congestion in the study area is minimal.  During 
the PM peak hour, some specific locations have traffic 
congestion problems using 2005 traffic volumes.  These 
are primarily along N Expressway (US 19/41) at Ellis 
Street and at the US 19/41 bypass interchange.  The 
intersection of W Taylor Street (SR 16) at N Expressway 
(US 19/41) also experiences traffic congestion in both 
the 2005 and 2030 analysis years.  These locations are 
shown in the following maps from the Spalding County 
CTP.

Spalding County 2005 PM Peak V/C and LOS
Source: Spalding County CTP

2.9 TRANSPORTATION 
AND CIRCULATION
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Spalding County 2030 PM Peak V/C and LOS
Source: Spalding County CTP

Even with relatively low levels of traffic congestion, the 
CTP identified a number of intersections within the study 
area that are considered high crash locations.  These 
high crash locations are primarily along N Expressway 
(US 19/41) and W Taylor Street (SR 16), the primary 
commercial corridors within the study area. Experiment 
Street also has multiple intersections that are either 
considered high crash locations or have had pedestrian 
crashes.  This is due primarily to the angled design of the 
roadway and its intersections.  The following map from 
the Spalding County CTP shows the high crash locations 
within the study area.

Road and Pedestrian Safety – City of Griffin
Source: Spalding County CTP

The following map from the Spalding County CTP shows 
the existing bicycle and pedestrian facilities in the study 
area.  As the map shows, there are a number of roadways 
that do not have sidewalks within the study area.  There 
are no bicycle facilities within the study area.  There is 
also a proposed multi-use trail that ends to the northwest 
of the study area, at the Griffin city limits.

City of Griffin Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
Source: Spalding County CTP

Spalding County is served by a regional 5311 demand 
response transit system implemented in 2006.  This 
system does not have fixed service, but does provide 
appointment based service to individuals within the 
County.  The system serves Butts, Lamar, Pike, Spalding, 
and Upson Counties and is operated by the Council on 
Aging Transportation Service and administered by 
McIntosh Trail Regional Development Center (MTRDC).

No scheduled, fixed route transit exists in the City of 
Griffin or Spalding County at this time.  The CTP identified 
a need for additional transit facilities connecting to 
the surrounding area as well as providing local service 
within the City of Griffin and Spalding County.  The CTP 
recommended fixed-route transit service within Spalding 
County.  The recommended transit would serve a core 
area that would include part of the LCI study area as 
well as downtown Griffin, the N Expressway (US 19/41) 
corridor, business and industrial parks, and other 
activity centers.  This core service could be augmented 
by additional service along major roadways coming from 
outside of the core area.
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Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) Regional 
Transportation Plan (RTP)

The ARC RTP is the long-range, regional transportation 
plan for Metro Atlanta.  This plan was investigated 
in order to assess the potential impact of regionally 
significant projects on the LCI study area.  Most projects 

in the study area focus on intersection operations 
improvements, with only one long-term project focusing 
on roadway capacity.  Some projects located outside the 
study area were also analyzed if they are likely to impact 
overall transportation patterns in the LCI study area.  
The following table provides additional details about 
these projects.

Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) local projects

ARC ID Project Type Completion 

Date

Project 
Status

Project Description Location/ Project 
Start

Project 
End

SP-070 Studies 2010

P
ro

gr
am

m
ed The purpose of the project is to study the Southern/ Roosevelt 

Railroad corridor to identify alternate scenarios for implementing 

multiple modes of transportation to the Central Business District 

(CBD) in downtown Griffin. The identified railroad corridor 

provides a direct link to the Atlanta to Macon Commuter Rail 

Station located in the City of Griffin and serves two large scale 

developments of regional impact (DRI). 

Downtown Griffin Northeast 

Spalding 

County/ 

Southern 

Henry 

County

SP-068A Roadway 

Operational 

Upgrades

2010

P
ro

gr
am

m
ed This project will upgrade traffic signals and/or pedestrian signals 

at 17 key intersections in the City of Griffin and represents Phases 

I of a two phased plan aimed at upgrading signals to MUTCD 

Standards, providing a safer pedestrian and vehicular environment, 

improving traffic flow, relieving congestion and minimizing conflicts 

along Taylor Street, Poplar Street, Solomon Street, and Broad 

Street corridors. 

Two intersections in 

study area - Solomon 

Street at 13th Street, 

Broad Street at 13th 

Street.

SP-069A Roadway 

Operational 

Upgrades

2011

P
ro

gr
am

m
ed This project will improve the alignment and operation at 5 key 

intersections in the City of Griffin and represents Phase I of a two 

phased plan aimed at minimizing conflict, improving sight distance, 

radii and overall safety for all users.

One intersection 

in study area - 

Experiment Street at 

13th/Ray Street.

AR-268B Fixed 

Guideway 

Transit 

Capital

2011

P
ro

gr
am

m
ed Commuter Rail Service - Atlanta/Griffin/Macon (Stations and park 

and ride lots for Lovejoy section) (Outside study area)

Atlanta Lovejoy

SP-069B Roadway 

Operational 

Upgrades

2012

P
ro

gr
am

m
ed This project will improve alignment and operation at 5 key 

intersections in the City of Griffin and represents Phase II of a two 

phased plan aimed at minimizing conflict, improving sight distance, 

radii and overall safety for all users.

Two intersections 

in study area - 

Experiment Street 

at 14th Street, 

Experiment Street at 

Elm Street.

SP-021 Roadway 

Operational 

Upgrades

2013

Lo
ng

 R
an

ge This project will improve operations on US 19 at SR 16. The scope 

of work includes adding turn lanes on US 19 and will address 

bottleneck, non-recurring congestion, safety, improve traffic flow, 

etc.

Intersection of US 19 

& SR 16

SP-022 General 

Purpose 

Roadway 

Capacity

2020

Lo
ng

 R
an

ge This project will widen US 19/SR 3 from 4 to 6 lanes. The project 

is approximately 2.2 miles in length and will relieve both recurring 

and non-recurring congestion in the corridor, improve traffic flow, 

safety, and bottleneck.

North of West Ellis 

Street

North of 

Laprade 

Road
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Transit Planning Board Concept 3

The Transit Planning Board (TPB) is a joint venture 
between the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit 
Authority (MARTA), the ARC, and the Georgia Regional 
Transportation Authority (GRTA).  It’s primarily focused 
on the creation of a regional transit plan and identifying 
new regional sources of funds to implement and operate 
the system.  In August 2008 the TPB approved Concept 
3 as their Regional Vision for Transit in Atlanta and 
submitted it to the ARC for adoption as the transit 
portion of the Regional Aspirations Plan.  No funding 
or time frame for the projects in Concept 3 have been 
identified yet.

Concept 3 includes three projects that pass through or 
near the LCI study area:

 • Commuter Rail between downtown Griffin and the 
City of Atlanta

 • Arterial rapid bus on N Expressway (US 19/41) 
connecting downtown Griffin to Atlanta

 • Arterial rapid bus using a transit way passing through 
Griffin along Taylor Street (SR 16) connecting 
Griffin to Newnan to the west and McDonough to the 
northeast

The map on the following page shows the location of the 
TPB Concept 3 projects that pass through Griffin.
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Transit Planning Board - Adopted 
Concept Plan 3 Map

Transit Planning Board - Adopted Concept Plan 3 Map
Source: Transit Planning Board - Adopted Concept Plan 3 Regional Transit Vision
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
User Characteristics

In order to assess the local transportation system it is 
necessary to consider the relationship of the system to 
its users.

Readily available data regarding localized travel behavior 
is provided by the 2000 US Census which summarizes 
the commute behavior of working residents of the City 
of Griffin.  The following is a summary of relevant facts 
(2000 US Census, Griffin City, and Atlanta, GA MSA):

 • Approximately 63% of Griffin’s residents work in 
Spalding County

 • 69% of residents drove alone to work (compared to 
77% of Metro Atlanta residents)

 • 24% carpooled to work (compared to 14% of Metro 
Atlanta residents)

 • 3% used public transportation (compared to 4% of 
Metro Atlanta residents)

 • 3% walked or biked to work (compared to 1% of 
Metro Atlanta residents)

 • 1% worked from home (compared to 4% of Metro 
Atlanta residents)

 • Less than 1% commuted by other means (compared to 
1% of Metro Atlanta residents)

 • Commute times for the City’s resident’s are as follows 
(note: due to rounding, the total is greater than 100%):

 √ Less than 30 minutes: 70% of residents 
(compared to 51% of Metro Atlanta residents)

 √ 30 to 44 minutes: 13% of residents (compared 
to 25% of Metro Atlanta residents)

 √ 45 to 59 minutes: 8% of residents (compared 
to 12% of Metro Atlanta residents)

 √ 60 or more minutes: 10% of residents 
(compared to 12% of Metro Atlanta residents)

Additionally, Griffin residents are significantly less likely 
to have a vehicle available to them, as nearly 20% of 
households in the city do not have access to a vehicle.  
Approximately 7% of the households in Metro Atlanta 
have no vehicle available.  This statistic underscores 
the importance of providing alternative modes of 
transportation in the City of Griffin, as well as in the LCI 
study area.

Roadway Facilities

The map on the following page serves as a reference for 
the following section.

Like many cities in the State of Georgia, downtown 
Griffin is a central point where a number of regional 
roadways converge.  The West Griffin LCI study area is 
located immediately to the west of downtown Griffin, and 
some of these roadways pass through the study area.

W Taylor Street (SR 16) is the main roadway providing 
access to the study area from the east and west.  N 
Expressway (US 19/41, SR 92/3) provides access to and 
from the north side of the study area.  The US and state 
routes that make up N Expressway merge onto W Taylor 
Street on the south side of the study area, traveling 
east to downtown Griffin.  South of W Taylor Street, 
N Expressway becomes Hammond Drive, a residential 
roadway that connects to Meriwether Street (SR 362).  
The US 19/41 Bypass is a controlled access roadway 
located along the west side of the study area.  This 
roadway moves vehicular traffic at relatively high speeds 
and removes this traffic from downtown roadways.

A Norfolk Southern rail line borders the northeastern 
edge of the study area.  Two at grade rail crossings exist 
connecting the study area to the east.  This rail line, as 
well as the US 19/41 Bypass on the west side of the study 
area, act as barriers between the study area and points to 
the east and west.
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Roadways and Freight Routes Map

Roadways and freight routes map
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Roadways are classified according to the degree to which 
they fulfill two purposes:  movement of traffic, or mobility, 
and access to development. As expressed in the following 
diagram, these functions are inversely related in that the 
more traffic volume a roadway can accommodate, the 
less access it provides (and vice versa).

 Roadway classification by function

Thus, a functional classification system provides a 
hierarchical ranking based on the degree of mobility and 
accessibility that a street provides its users. 

The US 19/41 Bypass is a 4-lane, divided roadway 
classified as an urban freeway/expressway.  The GDOT 
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volume was 
27,400 on this roadway in 2008. This roadway provides 
a high degree of mobility by having no intersections 
and no driveways connecting to it.  However, access is 
very low on this roadway, with access only provided at 
interchanges through the use of on-ramps and off-ramps.

N Expressway (US Hwy 41/19)

N Expressway (US 19/41)

N Expressway (US 41/19) is classified as an urban 
principal arterial.  The GDOT AADT volume was 20,900 
on this roadway in 2008. Based on these volumes, the 
daily level of service (LOS) is B on this roadway.  Excess 
capacity exists along this segment of N Expressway (US 
41/19) which will allow it to accommodate future traffic 
growth.  N Expressway (US 41/19) is a 4-lane roadway 
with a center two-way left turn lane.  With few traffic 
signals, through traffic travel speeds on N Expressway 
(US 41/19) can be relatively high.  This means that 
left turn movements onto and from the roadway can be 
delayed by through traffic and can be relatively unsafe, 
even with the existence of the center two-way left turn 
lane.

N Expressway (US 41/19) has an excessive number of 
curb cuts, as each parcel fronting the roadway typically 
has one or more curb cuts.  Between W Taylor Street 
(SR 16) and Ellis Road, northbound traffic encounters 8 
cross streets and 30 driveways, for a total of 38 access 
points.  Southbound traffic along this same segment 
encounters 5 cross streets and 26 driveways, for a total of 
31 access points.  The Transportation Research Board’s 
Access Management Manual recommends a minimum 
distance between access points of 350 feet (more under 
certain criteria).  The average distance between access 
points for northbound traffic is 132 feet, and the average 
distance between access points for southbound traffic is 
161 feet.  Based on this data, N Expressway (US 41/19) 
has more than twice the recommended number of access 
points.  The excessive number of curb cuts along this 
roadway segment decreases safety and increases traffic 
congestion.
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W Taylor Street (SR 16)

Alternative Transportation

Alternative modes of transportation include any means of 
travel other than traveling in a single occupant vehicle. 
In the Metro Atlanta area this traditionally includes:  
pedestrian, bicycle, heavy rail, commuter bus, local bus, 
carpooling, and vanpooling.

As shown on the Pedestrian Infrastructure Map on the 
following page, sidewalks are present on most major 
roadways within the study area.  However, sidewalks 
are missing along segments of West Taylor Street (SR 
16) and N Expressway (US 19/41).  Sidewalks are also 
lacking near The University of Georgia (UGA) Griffin 
campus, near the Gwinnett Technical College campus, 
and along many of the residential roadways east of N 
Expressway (US 19/41).  The UGA Griffin campus 
and the Gwinnett Technical College campus both have 
the potential to generate significant pedestrian activity 
but a lack of sidewalks within ½ mile of each of these 
campuses hinders this activity.

N Expressway (US Hwy 41/19)

 W Taylor Street (SR 16) is classified as an urban principal 
arterial east of N Expressway (US 19/41), and an urban 
minor arterial west of N Expressway (US 19/41).  The 
GDOT AADT volume for 2008 ranged from 17,600 on 
the western segment of this roadway to 22,800 on the 
eastern segment.  W Taylor Street (SR 16) experiences 
many of the same issues as N Expressway (US 19/41) 
with problematic left turn movements and an excessive 
number of curb cuts.  

The functional classification of all roadways in the study 
area is shown in the GDOT map below. (Note that due to 
the increasingly competitive nature of federal and state 
funding, routes generally must be classified as arterials 
and collectors to qualify for federal assistance to fund 
improvement projects.)

Functional Class Map
Source: Georgia Department of Transportation Functional Classification Map, 
Spalding County
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Pedestrian Infrastructure Map

Pedestian infrastructure map
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It should be noted that even where sidewalks exist, the 
pedestrian environment is generally not very appealing.  
Both West Taylor Street (SR 16) and N Expressway (US 
19/41) are 5-lane roadways with high traffic volumes, 
making them less conducive to pedestrian travel.  The 
sidewalks are typically 5-feet wide and little or no buffer 
is provided between the sidewalks and the roadways.

Experiment Street

There is also an existing pedestrian underpass located 
along N Expressway (US 19/41) at the intersection with 
Water Works Street.  This underpass is currently gated 
and locked, preventing its use by pedestrians.

Pedestrian Underpass, N Expressway (US 19/41)

Dedicated bicycle facilities are rare in the Metro Atlanta 
region. Therefore, it is not surprising that the study area 
is absent of bike lanes, shared-use paths, or multi-use 
trails.  Plans for future bicycle facilities were previously 
described in the summary of the Spalding County CTP.

No existing scheduled transit exists within the LCI study 
area or within the City of Griffin.  A regional demand 
response transit system serves Spalding County as well 
as the surrounding counties of Butts, Lamar, Pike, and 
Upson.  The Georgia Regional Transportation Authority 
(GRTA) operates an express bus service known as 
Xpress that connects suburban parts of Metro Atlanta 
to Downtown Atlanta, Midtown Atlanta, and Buckhead.  
The Xpress system operates the following two routes that 
have stops which can serve commuters from the study 
area:

 • Route 440 – Hampton, Jonesboro to Downtown 
Atlanta (includes Southlake Mall on the reverse 
commute)

 √ Nearest stop is at the Atlanta Motor Speedway 
in Hampton

 • Route 430 – McDonough to Downtown and Midtown 
Atlanta

 √ Nearest stop is near the I-75 and SR 20 
interchange in McDonough

Neither of these routes have stops located in the LCI 
study area or in the City of Griffin.  Local transit users 
from Griffin must drive to one of these locations and then 
take a GRTA Xpress bus to Atlanta.
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ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
The following is a summary of the transportation issues 
and opportunities identified during the data gathering/
review of previous studies, study area field review, and 
public outreach portions of the LCI study:

 • US 19/41 experiences AM peak, midday, and PM 
peak traffic congestion

 • Interchange of US 19/41 Bypass and N Expressway 
(US 19/41) experiences traffic congestion and queuing 
problems

 √ Potential for a redesigned interchange at this 
location, providing access between Ellis Street 
and US 19/41 to the south

 • Left turn movements on N Expressway (US 19/41) 
are problematic to/from cross-streets as well as 
driveways to businesses

 √ Left turn from Varsity Drive onto N Expressway 
(US 19/41) experiences significant queuing – 
potential need for a traffic signal

 √ Intersection of N Expressway (US 19/41) 
and Lynden Avenue has congestion problems 
related to left turns, a high number of crashes, 
and experiences drainage problems – potential 
need for a traffic signal

 • N Expressway (US 19/41) and Taylor Street (SR 16)

 √ Both roadways have access management 
problems with an excessive number of curb 
cuts serving primarily small parcels of land

 √ Both roadways have a center two-way left turn 
lane which creates safety problems

 • No traffic signals or left turn lanes at the interchange 
of US 19/41 Bypass and W Taylor Street (SR 16)

 • All intersections along Experiment Street contain 
operational issues due to roadway alignment

 √ Intersection with 13th Street and Ray Street 
is particularly problematic due to the railroad 
crossing and the Easy Shop Supermarket 
driveways

 √ Turning movements at Ellis Street are 
problematic due to the acute angle of the 
intersection

 • Additional connectivity needs within the residential 
part of the study area – potential to extend Pleasant 
Avenue east to 17th Street

 • Lack of pedestrian connectivity from UGA campus 
and Griffin Technical College to commercial services 
and residential neighborhoods

 • Sidewalks are missing throughout much of the study 
area

 • Intersections lack pedestrian features including 
crosswalks and traffic signals

 • No bicycle infrastructure identified within the study 
area

 • The existing pedestrian underpass located along N 
Expressway (US 19/41) at Water Works Street is not 
currently usable

 • Regional demand response transit system serves 
Spalding County

 √ No existing scheduled fixed route transit in the 
City of Griffin or Spalding County

 • GRTA Xpress bus serves Hampton and McDonough

 • Transit Planning Board Adopted Concept 3 identified 
the need for 

 √ Commuter rail between Griffin and Atlanta

 √ Arterial rapid bus on N Expressway (US 
19/41) and Taylor Street (SR 16)
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3 CONCEPT
The following Concept Plan was developed from a 
consensus obtained through community involvement, 
project core committee discussions, and City staff 
recommendations. 

The Concept Plan identifies recommended development 
type, urban design and transportation improvements. 
Section 4.1 presents the finalized and detailed land-use 
Master Plan.  For detailed mapping of bicycle and road 
improvements, along with a descriptive project list, see 
Section 4.2.  

Design recommendations featured on the Concept Plan 
include locations for Gateway features and Wayfinding 
Signage.  A specific program for each design element is 
recommended in Section 4.3.   The potential interchange 
improvement would alleviate several traffic flow 
issues, and it would also support the intended change 
in character desired for the US19/41 N Expressway, 
however it remains a controversial proposal for affected 
land owners.  Nonetheless, it remains an option under 
consideration and therefore included in the concept.
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Concept Plan

Concept plan
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RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Land Use & Urban Design
4.2 Transportation 
4.3 Redevelopment Plan
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4.1 LAND USE & URBAN DESIGN 

LAND USE
The existing conditions analysis revealed that the West 
Griffin LCI study area, though weighty in residential land 
use, provided little to no integration between residential 
and non-residential land uses. Many designated 
commercial and residential areas are underutilized and/
or vacant without access to meaningful green space or 
public gathering places. The two college campuses are 
isolated without safe pedestrian corridors to nearby 
commercial services or residential areas and are without 
campus student housing.  

The Master Plan illustrates the Development Plan 
recommendations detailed in Section 4.3.  The master 
land use plan recommends creating a new town center at 
the abandoned Wal-Mart site between Ellis Road and the 
Griffin Tech campus.

The plan also recommends three new land use 
designations. The three proposed land uses are Retail 
Mixed Use, High Density Mixed Use and Neighborhood 
Mixed Use. The goal of the mixed use designations is to 
create distinct memorable environments that encourage 
mutually supporting uses, provide safe and convenient 
vehicular and pedestrian access within and between 
developments and enhance the viability of redevelopment 
for the proposed area. 

The Retail Mixed Use category will provide opportunities 
for:

 • higher residential densities

 • a core of commercial uses

 • hotel

 • recreation

 • civic and institutional uses 
The focus of this category is on residential, offices and 
retail services that will attract both area residents and 
visitors from surrounding counties. As indicated in the 
existing conditions market analysis section, multi-family 
residential has current opportunity for growth and could 
possibly provide immediate stimulus for redevelopment 
within the study area. Buildings in this category 
will primarily be multi-story structures with vertical 
integration of uses positioned around meaningful public 
spaces. Pedestrian pathways will interconnect uses within 
developments as well as connect to a public trail system.  

A prominent location recommeded to change from 
commercial to retail mixed use is on a portion of the 
former Wal-Mart site. In addition, the multiple parcels 
located directly across North Expressway, east of the 
former Wal-Mart site, south of Ellis Road, west of Melrose 
Avenue and north of Lyndon Avenue are recommended to 
become a cohesive retail mixed use designation.  

The High Density Mixed Use should be the same as the 
Retail Mixed Use, however the percent mix would favor 
more residential and create incentives for providing 
amenties to serve new residential. The master plan 
identifies the rear portion of the former Wal-Mart site as 
high density mixed use, creating a destination attraction 
that will draw regional interest and afford connectivity 
between the two college campuses. The buildings in 
this high density mixed use will be multi-story with 
vertical integration of uses. The primary focus will be 
to accommodate high density residential with office, 
commercial, institutional, hotel, and recreational uses.

The Neighborhood Mixed Use land use category 
designates compact, mixed-use development for: 

 • multi-family residential development  

 • a mixture of smaller, retail and professional offices 
within walking distance and with convenient access to 
future transit. 

Neighborhood Mixed Use provides a mix of retail, 
service and residential uses that serve the everyday 
needs of the immediate neighborhood.  The scale usually 
includes establishments that are 20,000 square feet or 
smaller, often on shallow lots that do not require large 
use-buffers.

Proximity of this land use category supports connectivity 
of existing single-family residential land use to retail 
services, college campuses and Griffin’s downtown 
district via multi-use trail system. Properties located 
between North Expressway and Melrose Avenue, south 
of Lyndon Avenue and north of West Solomon Street will 
serve the community fabric if changed to neighborhood 
mixed use. 

A small area located west of North Expressway, south of 
Varsity Drive, north of Water Works Road should also 
be converted to neighborhood mixed use. The remaining 
neighborhood mixed use area is located along the west 
side of 13th Street from Experiment Street to West Wall 
Street and includes all lands up to 14th Street south of 
Ray Street. 
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Master Plan
Note: UGA Griffin Campus Long Term Planning 

Site Plan and Griffin Technical College 2030 

Master Plan obtained from respective colleges 

website. They are included as reference for 

visioning future development and ensuring 

integration

Master plan
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provide safe environments for bicyclists and pedestrians 
in a manner that invites these activities, which contribute 
to sustainable and successful communities.  The Design  
Guidelines prepared for the Downtown LCI may have 
elements to include in a set of Design Standards that 
apply to the West Griffin boundary, but the city will 
want to adopt specific standards for properties within the 
boundary to promote the vision. 

The key to successful and sustainable communities are the 
scale of the streets, street grids and network, relationship 
of buildings to streets and with each other, the streetscape 
and landscape, and integrated parking.  Also important 
are a variety of uses and mix of uses and activities, visual 
and aesthetic quality, walkability, a pedestrian-oriented, 
public realm, and open spaces.  These qualities create a  
unique identity and sense of place for a community.

In addition to providing the mix of uses described in 
the previous section and mapped on the Master Plan, 
applicants for new and re-development in the West 
Griffin LCI area should demonstrate the adherence to the 
design recommendations discussed below.

The West Griffin Activity Center has numerous existing 
structures and places that are unique to the area and are 
identified as cultural and historic resources within the 
existing conditions analysis. To retain a sense of place, 
urban design recommendations for the public realm 
should maintain and promote these unique characteristics 
in forming a new identification for the area. 

Gateways 

Presently, the area has few identifiers as the boundaries 
spill over to highway commercial, residential 
neighborhoods, rural lands, etc. The area delineation 
begins with an entrance, a gateway into the West Griffin 
Activity Center. The concept plan indicates three such 
gateways proposed at: 

 • a “Campus Gateway” at the intersection of Ellis Road 
and North Expressway

 • the intersection of North Expressway and SR 16
 • the intersection of Ellis Road and Experiment Street. 

These areas define key “entrances” into the area and help 
create a cohesive identity and perception of quality and 
livability of the community. These gateways may include 
architecturally significant buildings, infrastructure 
improvements, monuments, landscaping and signage. 

The master land use plan captures the community’s desire 
that the interior residential neighborhoods remain single-
family but promote mixed uses at locations identified on 
the map. The change offers a variety of uses in more 
compact spaces providing much desired opportunity for 
new parks and open spaces. Iconic buildings, unique to 
the area, are preserved and repurposed. As an example, 
the existing Rushton Mills site is changed from industrial 
to high density residential land use. This changes allows 
the historic attributes to be preserved while creating an 
unique housing opportunity as  potential loft conversion. 

The prominent commercial corridor along State Route 16 
(West Taylor Street) remains designated as commercial/
retail land use. This encompasses existing commercial, 
residential and open space land use located along SR 16 
north to West Wall Street and south to the LCI boundary 
limits. The main commercial corridor along SR 16 
indicates building massing along the street with rear 
loaded parking.

 • The streetscape along North Expressway will be 
enhanced with building massing, shared parking, 
controlled access, landscaping, pedestrian and bike 
facilities. 

 • Open space corridors with multi-use trails will connect 
varying land uses and provide an important connection 
to Griffin’s downtown district. 

 • The trails, pocket parks, green space, and public 
gathering spaces will provide residents the ability to 
exercise and connect with one another.

 • A new gateway at North Expressway and SR 16 provides 
substantial change from a vehicular dominated use to 
an inviting safe pedestrian environment. Streetscape 
along SR 16 will enhance the experience and unite the 
area with Griffin’s downtown district.

A large privately owned property identified as Mankin 
Lake is designated as open space. The community’s 
value for the existing lake, waterways and tree cover 
motivates this recommendation. The property is adjacent 
to residential neighborhoods and provides the community 
with a sizeable passive park.

URBAN DESIGN
To promote new development initiatives that conform to 
the vision and goals developed by the community through 
the West Griffin LCI process, sound design principles 
need to be clearly articulated.  Design will determine 
whether the US 19/41 corridor and new activity center 
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Gateway Examples 

Wayfinding signage also helps establish a sense of 
“place” and helps people find their way into and around 
the area. The way-finding signage also facilitates visitors 
and residents perception of how the place functions 
independently and within the greater City limits and 
region. Typically, gateways and wayfinding signage are 
located within the public realm known as streetscape. 
The plan recommends a gateway and signage program 

specifically designed for the West Griffin area. 
Streetscapes are regulated through design guidelines or 
other regulatory frameworks that control development, 
signage/advertising, landscaping, walkways/trails, etc. 
Several streets within the study area are designated for 
streetscape improvement. The addition of canopy trees, 
sidewalks, bike lanes, on-street parking, site furnishings, 
lighting, etc. provide tangible value and a recognizable 
framework for theming future public places. A few 
considerations for urban design include area recognition/
identification, elements within the public realm relate to 
one another, and elements experienced and utilized daily 
by the public. 

Wayfinding signage directs visitors to their destinations

 • More aesthetically pleasing than standard roadway 
signage

 • Brands the City

 • Identifies points of interest, including  the following: 
UGA Campus, Griffin Tech Campus, Orrs Elementary 
School, Rushton Mill, Volunteer Park, Downtown 
Griffin
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Public Spaces

Creating attractive and active public spaces will help 
the area achieve its vision. A hierarchy of public spaces 
and gathering spaces should be provided that offer 
opportunity for an array of activities; public plazas, 
extended streetscapes, pedestrian boulevards, civic 
greens and other elements facilitates public activities 
and social interaction. A well defined focal point gives 
a unique identity, orientation and a sense of place, and 
the Master Plan illustrates a public plaza area on a new 
extension of Lyndon Avenue.  Landscape elements such 
as fountains, water bodies, art installations, enhance 
the visual quality and experience of the public realm.  
Such spaces make the community sustainable over long 
periods of time.  Spaces such as amphitheatre or podium 
or civic greens for civic activities should be provided for 
recreation and entertainment.

 

Redevelopment should integrate public assembly space 

Civic Amenities
New investments in civic amenities (community center, 
library, fire station, school, amphitheatre, museum, and 
other public urban-scale facilities) should be considered 
for location in the Town Center.  At West Griffin 
community meetings, participants argued strongly 
for a small amphitheater or other amenity for outdoor 
assembly.  These not only provide an amenity to the 
community, but enrich the public realm and quality of 
life of the residents.  Such diverse activities will render 
uniqueness to the community. These amenities act as a 
catalyst for private development and investment. Public-
private partnership is encouraged in creating these 
amenities that benefit both the public and the private 
sector. People take pride and ownership with these 
facilities and the community. 

Pedestrian Friendly

Quality of space depends on whether people are in it. 
It is critical to give precedence to pedestrians over the 
automobile. This gives opportunity for the pedestrians to 
walk and experience the urban spaces. Pedestrian safety 
is an integral part of this effort, and carefully designed 
pedestrian crossings and traffic calming elements 
should be featured in any redevelopment design. Such 
environments give an alternative option for people to 
walk instead of using their cars. 

Signage

New sign regulations will help to prohibit the post signs 
and excessive signage that lends to an appearance 
of clutter along N Expressway. Orderly but visually 
interesting signage will benefit businesses as well as 
impact the quality of life along the corridor for travelers 
and residents.  New regulations affect signs put in 
place by new businesses, but many existing signs along 
N Expressway will become non-conforming. Several 
measures can encourage replacement of non-conforming 
signs, including:

 • providing a size bonus for a new sign if the old sign is 
removed by a certain date;

 • offering to remove the nonconforming sign without 
charge to the owner;

 • offering a cash incentive or a tax credit for the removal 
of nonconforming signs;

 • conditioning any rezonings, variances, or conditional 
use permits on the removal of nonconforming signs; 
and

 • requiring the removal of nonconforming signs any 
time there is a change in the certificate of occupancy 
or business license for the premise.

The city should investigate costs of a city street name 
program; the program could start at the campus gateway 
area and the campuses may consider a joint effort to 
fund the effort. Street name signs that are internally 
illuminated and/or have the city logo on them distinguish 
the city from the surrounding area, and improve visibility 
at night and during inclement weater.
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Replacing existing roadway lighting with ornamental roadway 
lighting

 

Street name signs with internal lighting

 

Decorative Mast Arm and Pole

Install pedestrian countdown signals to improve pedestrian safety
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4.2 TRANSPORTATION 

INTRODUCTION
The Transportation Plan portion of the LCI study 
identifies ways to improve various transportation 
facilities that enhance mobility within and through 
the West Griffin study area to help the redevelopment 
vision. As with the entire study effort, the elements of 
the transportation plan stem from public participation 
through a series of interviews, workshops, as well as 
research, field observation and technical judgment. The 
Transportation Plan and recommendations presented 
here aim to improve conditions so that the design and 
functionality of the road and pedestrian network serve 
users, provide alternative ways to move throughout the 
area (choice in “modes of mobility”), and enhance the 
aesthetic look and feel of the study area.  

Like many cities in the State of Georgia, downtown 
Griffin is a central point where a number of regional 
roadways converge.  The West Griffin LCI study area is 
located immediately to the west of downtown Griffin, and 
some of these roadways pass through the study area.

APPROACH
The recommendations below reflect an evaluation of 
existing local and regional public planning efforts 
and policies affecting the study area. This assessment 
provided insight into needed changes, as well as any 
existing policies and programs the City would like to 
improve upon.  The Existing Conditions report (Section 2) 
included a review of the Spalding County Comprehensive 
Transportation Plan, the Transit Planning Board’s 
Concept 3, and relevant ARC studies. Each document 
was reviewed to identify strengths and weaknesses of 
existing planning and regulatory programs with regard 
to redevelopment of West Griffin.  

The West Griffin LCI study benefited from a 
comprehensive Redevelopment Plan which lays the 
detailed development framework for implementing a 
strategic plan through the establishment of a TAD.  By 
investing in strategic transportation improvements and 
alternatives, the City of Griffin signals to the market a 
commitment to increasing value in the area in support 
of the TAD redevelopment objectives.  The primary goal 
of the transportation section is to identify an array of 
projects that can be implemented either in anticipation or 

in conjunction with redevelopment efforts. The purpose 
of this planning effort is to create viable transportation 
alternatives and to improve the safety and operation of 
key streets in the study area, focusing on N Expressway 
(US 19/41), Experiment Street and West Taylor Street 
(SR 16).  The City engaged a broad set of stakeholders 
throughout the planning process, and especially benefited 
from representatives from both campuses at all the 
community meetings. 

Although Section 5 consolidates all the recommendations 
into a complete list of initiatives, the end of this section 
includes the Project List for recommended transportation 
projects, so that the reader can easily refer to projects 
labeled on the Recommended Transportation and Bicycle 
and Pedestrian maps.  The Project List presents details 
regarding the project and phasing in tabular format.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction 

The Transportation Plan works to integrate both sides 
of N Expressway through an inviting road and sidewalk 
network and the creation of  multi-modal linkages from 
key destinations within the study area to Downtown 
Griffin.   Although a study for the best location of a 
future commuter rail station linking Griffin to Atlanta 
still needs to be conducted, input during the W Griffin 
LCI study indicated a preference for a Downtown Griffin 
Location.  Recommended improvements to Experiment 
Street could make it the preferred local route for both 
autos and pedestrians from the study area to the Historic 
Downtown, and in the long range, to a commuter rail 
station located there.  

The recommended multiuse path along Experiment 
would constitute one segment of a continuous multi-use 
route that connects north to Ellis Road and continues 
southbound along N Expressway (US 19/41), thus 
connecting Downtown, the UGA-Griffin Campus, the 
proposed new Town Center and Griffin Technical College 
to West Taylor Street (SR 16). 

To create stronger east-west connectivity and integration, 
the plan recommends an extension of Varsity Road and 
an extension of Lyndon Avenue; the Lyndon Avenue 
extension crosses N Expressway (US 19/41) through 
the new Town Center focal point; Lyndon Avenue 
intersects with Experiment Street on the east, thus 
further promoting Experiment Street as an alternative, 
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local route to Downtown Griffin.  The plan also details 
improvements to an existing underground pedestrian 
crossing.

The following two maps represent the complete set of 
recommended transportation improvements; the first 
identifies the bicycle and pedestrian plan to complete 
the sidewalk network and the second identifies roadway 
improvements.  Project numbers correspond to the 
project list and cost estimate sheet attached in Section 
5. Implementation.

Each line item in the project list with a single Project ID 
number is considered one project.  Many of these projects 
are separated into individual phases to provide flexibility 
in implementation.  All phases of each project are 
intended to be designed and built simultaneously.  This 
will simplify the design and construction process and is 
also the least expensive way to implement these projects.  
However, it may prove infeasible to design and construct 
all phases of a project at the same time for some projects 
either due to a lack of funding or other external reasons.  
If these situations occur, the separate phasing of different 
portions of each project will allow some phases to move 
forward even if other phases are delayed and/or removed.  
Final decisions regarding project phasing implementation 
must be made before ARC LCI or other implementation 
funding is applied for.
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Bike and Pedestrian 
Recommendations 

Bike and pedestrian recommendations
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Transportation recommendations

Transportation Recommendations
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 • 12’ wide path with striped separation

 • 4’-5’ wide landscape strip as separation between 

vehicular and pedestrian traffic

 • Site furnishing including benches, trash 

receptacles, doggy pickup station, decorative 

paving, pedestrian scale lighting, wayfinding 

signage, etc

Experiment Street – T1

Experiment Street is the eastern boundary of the study 
area along the east and is adjacent to some of the 
neighborhoods experiencing decline.  The City of Griffin 
has identified the strategic importance of this street, and 
has made investment to improving it by purchasing lots 
along it immediately south of the study area as the first 
step in acquiring needed right-of-way for streetscape and 
an eventual multi-use path along the west side of the 
street.

During the study process, the intersection of Experiment 
Street & 13th Street/Ray Street was identified as having 
operational and safety problems.  This is essentially a 
5-leg intersection that includes a railroad crossing on 
the southbound approach.  Roadway lane and crosswalk 
striping is generally faded and essentially doesn’t exist on 
the southbound approach.  The Easy Shop Supermarket 
is located at this intersection and has curb cuts on 
Experiment Street, 13th Street, Ray Street, and Randall 
Street.  This supermarket, while small, is successful at 
this location.  Vehicle ownership is generally low in the 

surrounding area, so the supermarket gets significant 
amount of pedestrian traffic along with vehicular traffic 
as there are no other supermarkets nearby.  Therefore, 
the continued viability of this supermarket is important 
for the community.  Modifications to this intersection are 
described in phase 2 of this project and took into account 
the needs of pedestrians, vehicular operations, and 
supermarket access for pedestrian and vehicular traffic.  

 • Phase 1A, Experiment Street - Multi-use path with 
streetscape elements (landscaping, lighting, street 
furniture) on the west side of roadway from Lovers 
Lane to Broad Street (east of study area);

 • Phase 1B, Ellis Road and Experiment Street 
Intersection Improvements - Convert intersection to 
a roundabout that includes Drewery Avenue; improve 
pedestrian amenities; gateway signage and wayfinding 
signage; and

 • Phase 2, Experiment Street and 13th Street 
Intersection Improvements - Remove curb cut for Easy 
Shop Supermarket on Experiment Street, close Ray 
Street to vehicular traffic at Easy Shop Supermarket, 
add lane markings to 13th Street east of Experiment 
Street (2 southbound lanes, 1 northbound lane), add 
crosswalks/ramps, add wayfinding signage.

 A multi-use path along Experiment Street

Existing condition of Experiment Street
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N Expressway Improvements –T2

The Core Committee and community struggled with 
various options for the N Expressway as the priority 
corridor.  The existing conditions report documents the 
safety and design problems facing this aging commercial 
corridor, and the community spoke strongly about 
providing safe bicycle and pedestrian facilities.  Several 
recommended improvements will work in conjunction to 
improve the livability of the corridor and improve safety 
(see the “Intersection improvements” and “signal” 
improvements recommended further below).  On the 
project list, project item “T2” has six phases associated 
with it.

Based on traffic data (from the Spalding CTP) and 
peak travel observations, two options emerged and were 
presented with illustrations; the Core Committee and 
stakeholders rejected one option which involved a “road 
diet” – removing an entire travel lane in each direction to 
obtain right-of-way (ROW) that could be used for bicycle 
lanes and wider, safer sidewalk with streetscapes. 

Instead, the preferred option recommends a landscaped 
median in the center of the roadway and a multi-use 
path with streetscape improvements on the west side of 

the roadway.  This option removes the center two-way 
left-turn lane in favor of creating the pedestrian refuge 
in the center and landscaping for a boulevard feel, but 
retains two northbound and two southbound lanes.  The 
preference survey conducted during the process with 
streetscape and street images suggested further support, 
given  recorded preferences for commercial boulevard 
with: a 4-lane divided road with large center landscaped 
median; street trees along boulevard and within median; 
10’ asphalt multi-use trail along one side of boulevard, 
no overhead utilities, limited access with few curb cuts.

Existing condition of N Expressway (US 19/41) 

N Expressway (US 19/41) Improvements: Median and multi-use trail

 • 2 Northbound lanes, 2 Southbound lanes, landscaped 
median

 • Multi-use path with streetscape improvements on the 
west side of the roadway
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A median will provide pedestrians a refuge when 
crossing multiple lanes of traffic and will reduce the left 
turn traffic along the roadway.  Full median openings 
would be located at all signalized intersections.  Some 
other roadways and/or major driveways would also have 
full or partial median openings.  The Core Committee 
recognizes that property owners will likely want data to 
show them the benefits of the recommended changes.  
Conducting the recommended traffic signal warrant 
studies and traffic analysis will be important, since they 
will demonstrate collective gain as more auto travelers 
choose to stop in a more attractive environment and more 
bicycle and pedestrians users begin to use the improved 
roadway.

The Plan recommends the multi-use trail with improved 
streetscape features for the west side of the roadway for 
two reasons. First, ROW can likely be obtained easier 
on the west side of the roadway where large existing 
buffers can be transformed and excessive surface parking 
can be converted without impact.  Second, a number of 
major destinations are located along the west side of 
the roadway, including Griffin Tech, Volunteer Park, 
Orrs Elementary School, Faith Christian Academy, 
and the vacant/underutilized retail sites that could be 
redeveloped into a new Town Center (former Wal-Mart 
site and adjacent shopping center).  

Specific recommendations for studies and intersection 
improvements are recommended as follows: 

Access management standards

An Access Management Plan is highly recommended 
for the N Expressway in conjunction with the median 
improvements. Access management is a term used in 
transportation planning and engineering that involves 
coordination between roadway design and land use to 
improve on a variety of transportation issues. It is a way to 
provide access to land development while simultaneously 
preserving the flow of traffic on the surrounding road 
system in terms of safety, capacity, and speed.

Access management involves changing land use planning 
and roadway design practices that limits the number of 
driveways and intersections on arterials and highways, 
constructing medians to control turning movements, 
encouraging clustered, neo-traditional development, 
creating more pedestrian-oriented street designs, 
improved connectivity and allocation of roadway facilities 
that encourage transportation efficiency. 

Although access management is primarily intended 
to improve motor vehicle traffic flow, it can support 
transportation demand management by integrating 
transportation and land use planning, and by improving 
transportation options. It can help convert automobile-
oriented strip development into more accessible land use 
patterns that are better suited to walking, cycling and 
public transit.

Thus, access management is the systematic control of the 
location, spacing, design, and operation of driveways, 
medians, auxiliary lanes, intersections, traffic signals, 
and street connections.  Effective access management 
can increase public safety, extend the life of major 
roadways, reduce traffic congestion, support alternative 
transportation modes, and improve the appearance and 
quality of the built environment (Transportation Research 
Board, 2003).  The following are ten principles of access 
management.

1. Provide a specialized roadway system. Manage each 
facility according to its function.

2. Limit direct access to major roadways. Higher 
volumes require greater access control.

3. Promote Intersection Hierarchy.  Provide appropriate 
transitions between road classifications.

4. Locate Signals to Favor Through Movements. 
Space intersections for future signalization and 
coordination.

5. Preserve the Functional Area of Intersections.  
Carefully regulate access near intersections

6. Limit the number of Conflict Points.  Simplify the 
driving environment by minimizing opportunities for 
conflict.

7. Separate Conflict Areas.  Curb cuts, crosswalks, 
median breaks, and intersections must be adequately 
spaced to give motorists time to perceive and react to 
a potential conflict.

8. Remove turning vehicles from through traffic lanes. 
Provide adequate deceleration lanes.

9. Use Non-traversable Medians to manage left-turn 
movements.  Minimizing left turns with raised 
medians has been proven to improve safety.

10. Provide a Supporting Street and Circulation System. 
Interconnected streets accommodate development, 
unify property access, support transportation 
alternatives, and provide alternate routes. 
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Local Government Powers of Access Control

Given the planning and land use powers of local 
governments, and the highway planning, improvement 
and operation authority of GDOT, the best access 
management can be achieved in cooperative partnerships 
between the City and GDOT. The development of land 
necessitates the establishment of local streets and access 
to property. The powers of local government to control 
land planning and site development to manage access 
needs are more comprehensive and powerful than GDOT’s. 
Access to roadway facilities can be regulated through the 
use of planning and regulatory measures including land 
division, subdivision regulation, and zoning regulations. 

Subdivision Regulations and Access Controls

State legislation gives Griffin authority to regulate 
subdivisions. Subdivisions can be regulated with regard 
to the following access management techniques:

 • Control the number of access points in relation to road 
deceleration and acceleration lanes to avoid conflict 
points;

 • Ensure design of adequate driveway throat length to 
avoid a conflict with the flow of off-site traffic;

 • Provide adequate driveway spacing requirements, 
corner clearance, and joint and cross access 
configurations;

 • Orient lots, buildings, and access points to local streets 
and not to high-traffic-volume arterials; and

 • Require reverse frontage to ensure that lots abutting 
the roadway obtain access from a local road

Griffin can use the site plan review process to require 
documentation of all access points and the internal 
circulation system. Intersection controls, medians and 
on-site circulation controls can be required to ensure that 
access and design standards for roadways are followed, 
and that lots are not configured in a manner that 
encourages inadequate spacing between access points.  
Also, subdivisions should avoid out-parcels, or out-lots, 
that are on the perimeter of a larger parcel and break its 
frontage along the roadway. This type of lot is sometimes 
created along a shopping center and sold to capitalize 
on highly valued locations (i.e., building pads with high 
visibility from an adjacent roadway or intersection).

Access Controls

Access control guidelines can specify the location and 
design requirements of all access points along a major 
roadway. The guidelines can control the number of access 

points in relation to road deceleration and acceleration 
lanes to avoid or minimize conflict points. Guidelines 
typically include specific design criteria for access points.  
These ensure adequate driveway throat length to avoid 
conflicts with the flow of off-site traffic, adequate driveway 
spacing requirements, sufficient corner clearances, 
and joint and cross access configurations.  As property 
owners apply for new driveway permits, these guidelines 
can be enforced and applied. For existing driveways that 
may not currently meet the standards, conformance 
may be achieved when new permit requests are made, 
land use intensities change, or site improvements are 
initiated.  Guidelines can be incorporated into an Overlay 
district or mixed-use zoning districts using road type 
or classification criteria to trigger the requirement of 
employing the standards into a proposed development 
project.

Intersection improvements

 • N Expressway (US 19/41) and Ellis Road  T2-2
 • N Expressway (US 19/41) and Varsity Road T2-5A
 • N Expressway (US 19/41) and Lyndon Avenue  T2-6A

Traffic signal warrant studies

Conduct traffic signal warrant studies at the intersection 
of N Expressway (US 19/41) and Varsity Road and at N 
Expressway (US 19/41) and Lyndon Avenue.

Varsity Road extension to Melrose Avenue - T2 (Ph. 5B)

Roadway extension should have 11-ft travel lanes, 
bicycle lanes, and sidewalks with streetscape amenities. 
Roadway connects Griffin Tech, N Expressway (US 
19/41), and existing residential development.

W Taylor Street (SR 16) - T4 and T6

Stakeholders dedicated a lot of attention and consideration 
to W Taylor street, as a heavily trafficked commercial 
corridor with viable but aesthetically unappealing and 
older commercial.  Re-inventing this commercial street 
to encourage integration between the study area and 
the rest of the city was an important issue during the 
community input process.

 • Add streetscape to both sides of road from Lowes to 
8th Steeet

 • Add a landscaped median on Taylor Street (SR 16) 
from N Expressway (US 19/41) to Hill Street, using 
existing two-way left turn lane ROW

 • Intersection Improvement: at US 19/41 Bypass and 
Taylor Street (SR 16)
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Pedestrian underpass - T5

The City would like to make the underpass usable, based 
on the illustration prepared for the study.

 • The main way this would be done is by widening 
and extending the staircases and improving them 
aesthetically.  This openness provides more of a sense 
of safety and helps to reduce unwanted activity in the 
tunnel.  This expansion requires more ROW.

 • Rakestraw’s Collision on the east side of N Expressway 
(US 19/41) might be reluctant to give up their 
property as this would impact their parking lot and 
likely would not increase their customer base even if 
pedestrian activity increased (additional pedestrians 
don’t typically increase sales at car repair shops).

 • It is unclear yet if the water works site would be 
significantly impacted by an expansion of the staircase 
on the west side of N Expressway (US 19/41).

N Expressway pedestrian underpass / potential improvements

The existing pedestrian underpass is not safe. Renovation 
would allow safe pedestrian crossing separate from 
vehicular traffic. Potential improvements may include:

 • Widen both entrances so that visibility is improved for 
travel in and out of underpass

 • Cutting back existing grade also allows natural light 
into the underpass as its orientation is east and west.

 • New decorative fencing, theme columns and lighting 
create aesthetic value, adding interest to North 
Expressway streetscape

 • Masonry accents add character to existing concreate 
finishes

 • Landscape ground cover softens graded bank while 
maintaining openness into area

 • Wayfinding signage consistent with city branding  
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Sidewalk network - T7, T8, T12 – T15

Overall, the existing sidewalk infrastructure is fairly 
comprehensive; however, the opportunity exists to 
greatly enhance the pedestrian environment to make it 
more inviting, safe and complete. Gaps in the sidewalk 
system compromise the existing network while other 
portions of the pedestrian environment can be greatly 
improved through streetscape projects.  In order to 
maximize investment in public infrastructure, the City 
should consider including requirements for sidewalks 
and other amenities in any overlay zoning districts, 
zoning code amendments or development regulations. 
These requirements can go a long way in the provision 
of infrastructure improvements that otherwise may 
be beyond Griffin’s budget or ability to implement in a 
timely fashion. These requirements and design standards 
also provide the City a mechanism to set a standard and 
consistent urban design theme.

The LCI Long Range Implementation Plan identifies 
multiple small sidewalk improvements recommended 
for the study area. Most of these projects are short in 
length and relatively low in cost.  In order to better utilize 
available implementation funds, several sidewalk projects 
have been combined into single, comprehensive street 
projects. The consolidation of multiple small sidewalk 
improvements into one project reduces the logistical 
and bureaucratic hurdles that accompany federal grant 
programs and will allow certain street segments to occur 
in a holistic fashion.  

The Transportation Plan recommends filling in gaps, 
beginning on major roadways and then moving to local 
roadways.  The TAD boundary was drawn specifically 
to allow TAD revenue to be directed to sidewalk needs 
internal to the single family neighborhood in the center 
of the study area.

Multi-use paths, bike lanes, and share-the-road

To create a U-shape, continuous multi-use path through 
the study area, locations are recommended at:

 • Experiment Street - T1 (Phase 1A)

 • N Expressway (US 19/41) - T2 (Phase 1B)

 • Ellis Road  - T3

The multi-use paths provide bicycle infrastructure along 
most of the major roadways in the study area.  The notable 
exception is W Taylor Street (SR 16).  Purchasing ROW 
along this roadway for the addition of bicycle lanes 
would be costly and time-consuming.  Therefore, it is 

recommended that bicycle lanes be constructed on a 
nearby, parallel route, Flynt Street/Solomon Street, to 
provide bicycle access to W Taylor Street (SR 16) as well 
as provide another bicycle connection between the study 
area and downtown.  Purchasing ROW on other small, 
residential roadways would have a significant impact 
on parcels that have existing homes on them.  To avoid 
this conflict, it is recommended that Bicycle Share the 
Road signage be added to these roadways rather than the 
addition of bicycle lanes.  Due to the relatively low traffic 
volumes and automobile speeds on these roadways, bicycle 
traffic can flow safely alongside automobile traffic.  The 
following projects implement these recommendations:

 • Construct 5-ft bicycle lanes on both sides of Flynt 
Street/Solomon Street from the Orrs Elementary 
School driveway west of Spalding Drive to 10th Street 
– T7 (Phase 1A)

 • Add Bicycle Share the Road signage to Wall Street 
from 18th Street to 10th Street – T7 (Phase 1B)

 • Add Bicycle Share the Road signage to Melrose 
Avenue from Flynt Street to Ellis Road – T11 (Phase 
3)

 • Add Bicycle Share the Road signage to Hammock 
Street From 15th Street to Experiment Street – T16 
(Phase 1)

Parking 

Revise parking standards, focusing on landscaping 
standards, required shared use parking options, and 
modern standards of maximum parking versus minimum 
parking.  Regulations that allow easy conversion of 
existing parking into out-parcels or other uses fronting 
the street should be considered as well.

Public Transportation

The City of Griffin needs additional transportation 
options, given that nearly 20% of the households in the 
City do not have access to a vehicle, and yet there exists 
no regular service with scheduled stops. In the study area, 
it does not appear that current densities would support a 
dedicated bus route at this time; the City has discussed a 
potential shuttle system serving the Downtown, but faces 
financial constraints,.  As the Downtown develops and the 
potential new Town Center development begins, analysis 
should be conducted for priority routes and appropriate 
bus stop locations.  Specific details regarding a commuter 
rail line between the City of Griffin and the City of 
Atlanta are very preliminary.  Identification of funding, 
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construction, and implementation of a commuter rail 
line to the City of Griffin will likely take many years.  
However, the LCI study process reinforced that there is 
an interest in additional transit, particularly in the form 
of commuter rail.

IMPLEMENTATION
The project list presents recommend actions and projects 
in order of priority, considering both impact and funding 
sources criteria.  While the projects along N Expressway 
will make the greatest long term impact on the area, 
planning and implementation will take longer than the 
other priority that emerged for the area - Experiment 
Street.  As a state route, the N Expressway improvements 
will require coordination with GDOT and the future of 
the desired “diamond” interchange will likely push 
construction further into the future 

The recommended projects, however, include measures 
that will both inform the planning for N Expressway 
and provide inputs for more immediate improvements, 
such as the traffic signal warrant studies and access 
management planning. 

The team recommends components of the overall N 
Expressway project as individual projects, such as the N 
Expressway median, N Expressway multi-use trail and 
projects, and the N Expressway intersection projects 
so that planning can move forward even as the team 
anticipates these to be combined for implementation 
purposes. This results in multiple projects having the 
same project number but different phase numbers.

While the Experiment Street projects are moving 
forward, coordination can take place with GDOT to 
determine exactly what the Department officials will 
allow along N Expressway. Also during this time the 
signal warrant studies can be done at N Expressway and 
Varsity Road and at N Expressway and Lyndon Avenue. 
Additionally, the City can look at getting supplemental 
funding for project TI-2, an access management study 
on N Expressway and Taylor Street. The signal warrant 
studies and access management study can help guide 
exactly what should be done along N Expressway and 
give GDOT justification for allowing these projects to 
move forward.

Even with thoughful consideration to phasing the project 
list, substantial investment is needed, and the City and 
other stakeholders will need to be resourceful. The city 
has already undertaken one of the most effective measures 
for securing funding by conducting the Redevelopment 
Plan and preparing a TAD, as described in the following 
section. 
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4.3 REDEVELOPMENT PLAN 

INTRODUCTION 

The Development Program reported here provided the 
basis for developing the Concept and Master Plan; the 
infrastructure projects herein reflect those detailed in the 
Transportation Section 4.2 above.

A complete Redevelopment Plan was submitted to the 
City of Griffin Board of Commissioners and approved on 
December 8, 2009; the Redevelopment Plan is presented 
as an Attachment to the West Griffin Activity Center 
LCI.  This section summarizes the plan, explains the 
boundaries of the Tax Allocation District and analyzes 
the basic economic impact of the West Griffin TAD for 
both the City of Griffin and Spalding County, as well as 
the fiscal impact for both the City and the School District.

The Vision and Key Objectives of the West Griffin Village 
Tax Allocation District

The West Griffin Village Tax Allocation District 
Redevelopment Plan seeks to provide City of Griffin 
and the West Griffin community with an effective tool 
for achieving a full realization of this area’s commercial 
and residential development potential, as well as a better 
geographical balance in the development it attracts. The 
West Griffin Village TAD is necessary to spur beneficial 
redevelopment in this area of the City of Griffin.

The fundamental purpose of the West Griffin Village Tax 
Allocation District Redevelopment Plan is to address 
the conclusion that the proposed West Griffin Village 
TAD area overall has not been subject to growth and 
development through private enterprise and cannot 
reasonably anticipate development without approval 
of this Redevelopment Plan. To quote directly from 
the Redevelopment Powers Law, this Redevelopment 
Plan “explains the grounds for a finding by the local 
legislative body that the redevelopment area on the 
whole has not been subject to growth and development 
through private enterprise and would not reasonably 
be anticipated to be developed without the approval of 
the redevelopment plan or that the redevelopment area 
includes one or more natural or historical assets which 
have not been adequately preserved or protected and 
such asset or assets would not reasonably be anticipated 
to be adequately preserved or protected without the 
approval of the redevelopment plan.”

The land area and neighborhoods within the proposed 
West Griffin Village TAD boundaries have been 

examined and analyzed to determine the area’s eligibility 
for inclusion in a redevelopment area under the Georgia 
Redevelopment Powers Law.  A recent analysis conducted 
as part of the West Griffin Activity Center Livable Centers 
Initiative (LCI) study of physical conditions, land use and 
market trends in the proposed West Griffin Village TAD 
findings reveal that this area is economically and socially 
depressed, with conditions contributing to social ills that 
have a deleterious effect upon the economic health and 
safety of the immediate and surrounding communities.  

This assessment of existing conditions supports the 
conclusion that West Griffin Activity Center community 
as a whole – the Study Area of the West Griffin LCI 
study – has not been subject to growth and development 
through private enterprise and cannot reasonably 
anticipate development without creation of a Tax 
Allocation District in all or key portions of the Study 
Area. 

Creation of a West Griffin Village Tax Allocation District 
(TAD) will strengthen City of Griffin’s ability to promote 
truly balanced economic growth by directing one of 
its key economic development tools – a TAD – toward 
revitalizing a collection of neighborhoods that have been 
identified by City of Griffin as being in need of such 
support.

The overall vision and specific recommendations are 
based on findings, goals and objectives contained in 
reports and studies recently completed and adopted by 
the City of Griffin, including the aforementioned West 
Griffin LCI. Those key plans and studies include the 
following:

1. West Griffin Activity Center Livable Center Initiative 
Study (November 2009)

2. City of Griffin Downtown Redevelopment Plan      
(October 2007)

3. City of Griffin Redevelopment Plan for Tax Allocation 
District #1: Downtown Griffin & North Hill Street 
(December 2008)

4. City of Griffin 2024 Comprehensive Plan 

Location and Boundaries of Tax Allocation District

The West Griffin Village TAD is bounded roughly by 
US 19/41 to the west, W. Taylor Street on the south, 
N. 13th Street on the east, Experiment Street to the 
northeast and Lovers Lane/Seaboard Coastline rail line 
to the north.  Key elements of the TAD boundaries are 
as follows:
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 • Wherever possible, the public right-of-way of all 
roadways within the outer boundaries of the TAD are 
included in the TAD, as indicated on the following 
boundary map, even though many properties within 
the primarily-residential portion of the TAD are 
excluded from the TAD. This allows the use of TAD 
funds on public improvements within the right-of-way 
of these streets.

 • The boundary along US 19/41extends to the edge of 
the west right-of-way of that highway and includes the 
interchange at W. Taylor Street.

 • The primarily-apartment properties east of 19/41, 
south of Floyd and north of W. Taylor have been 
excluded from the TAD.

 • The TAD’s southern boundary incorporates all of the 
“commercial cluster” east of 19/41, south of W. 
Taylor and west of Hammond, but east of Hammond 
it includes only those parcels fronting the south side 
of W. Taylor.

 • The TAD boundary along 13th Street extends to the 
east right-of-way of that street; thus, all of the public 
right-of-way/roadway along 13th Street is included 
in the TAD (as indicated above) even though some 
residential properties fronting the west side of 13th 
Street are excluded.

 • The TAD boundary along Experiment Street extends 
to the west/southwest railroad right-of-way, and the 
boundary along Lovers Lane extends to the south edge 
of the railroad.

The West Griffin Village TAD encompasses a total of 
345 individual parcels, 321 (90.7 percent) of which 
are not exempt and therefore are fully taxable. The 
TAD incorporates 497.4 acres, 259.4 (52.2 percent) of 
which are taxable. The Fair Market Value of all taxable 
properties is $119,360,890, with an Assessed Taxable 
Value of $31,573,361.
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TAD boundary map

TAD Boundary Map
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Overview of Tax Allocation Districts

Tax Allocation districts are authorized in Georgia under 
the Redevelopment Powers Law, Title 36, Chapter 
44.  A Tax Allocation District (“TAD”), which uses a 
financing method typically referred to as “tax increment 
financing,” is a tool used to publicly finance certain 
redevelopment activities in underdeveloped or blighted 
areas.  A TAD derives its funding from the increase in 
a defined area’s ad valorem taxes levied by the city (if 
within an incorporated area), county and potentially the 
school system.  These revenues are placed in a special 
redevelopment fund for the area and are used to directly 
pay for the redevelopment costs or to issue bonds to pay 
for redevelopment costs.

Examples of potential projects include the following: 

 • New parks, recreation facilities, and open spaces 

 • Pathways and trails, many linking the area’s parks 

 • Roadway improvements and enhancements

 • Sidewalk and pedestrian-friendly streetscape 
improvements 

 • Land assemblages and/or site preparation for 
redevelopment

 • Construction of new public facilities 

 • Improvements to the area’s basic water, sewer and 
transportation infrastructure 

Legal Basis and Qualifying Conditions for the West 
Griffin Village Tax Allocation District

The fundamental purpose of the West Griffin Village Tax 
Allocation District Redevelopment Plan, adhering to the 
State of Georgia “Redevelopment Powers Law” (OCGA 
36-41-1), is to address the conclusion that the proposed 
West Griffin Village TAD area overall has not been subject 
to growth and development through private enterprise 
and cannot reasonably anticipate development without 
approval of this Redevelopment Plan. To quote directly 
from the Redevelopment Powers Law, this Redevelopment 
Plan “explains the grounds for a finding by the local 
legislative body that the redevelopment area on the 
whole has not been subject to growth and development 
through private enterprise and would not reasonably 
be anticipated to be developed without the approval of 
the redevelopment plan or that the redevelopment area 
includes one or more natural or historical assets which 
have not been adequately preserved or protected and such 
asset or assets would not reasonably be anticipated to be 

adequately preserved or protected without the approval 
of the redevelopment plan.”

The land area and neighborhoods within the proposed 
West Griffin Village TAD boundaries have been 
examined and analyzed to determine the area’s eligibility 
for inclusion in a redevelopment area under the Georgia 
Redevelopment Powers Law.  A recent analysis of physical 
conditions, land use and market trends in the proposed 
West Griffin Village TAD findings reveal that this area 
is economically and socially depressed, with conditions 
contributing to social ills that have a deleterious effect 
upon the economic health and safety of the immediate 
and surrounding communities.  

This assessment of existing conditions supports the 
conclusion that West Griffin Activity Center community 
as a whole – the Study Area of this LCI report – has not 
been subject to growth and development through private 
enterprise and cannot reasonably anticipate development 
without creation of a Tax Allocation District in all or key 
portions of the Study Area. 

Specific qualifying conditions that currently exist or are 
projected to exist in the near future in the West Griffin 
Activity Center Study Area include the following, which 
have been identified as key area weaknesses in the Current 
Market Conditions and Emerging Trends section above:

 • Structural Age and Deterioration:  A majority of 
the retail, office/industrial buildings, and apartments 
were constructed between 20-40 years ago.  This has 
created a perception, and a reality in many cases, of 
a lack of reinvestment in the Study Area.  Many have 
experienced only minor improvements since that time 
and, consequently, are out of date and in many cases 
are considered blights on the community.  

 • Commercial Vacancies: Several of the buildings in 
the area are abandoned, and no reinvestment in a 
significant number of the buildings is being made, 
which acts as a deterrent to any buyers who may be 
interested in building or investing in the study area.    
Ellis Crossing, formerly anchored by a Wal-Mart, 
has only one tenant and is effectively abandoned. 
Expressway Village, immediately adjacent and 
connected to Ellis Crossing, is approximately 30 
percent vacant, with the remaining space occupied 
by short-term tenants. Several highly-visible free-
standing commercial/retail buildings along W. 
Taylor Street are empty. This adds to the dilapidated 
appearance of much of the area, acting as a severe 
constraint on new investment and commercial use.
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 • Residential Vacancies/Abandonment:  The high 
percentage of residential properties within the Study 
Area that are currently vacant and/or essentially 
abandoned – i.e. not being maintained or actively 
marketed as either sales or rental properties – has a 
fundamentally negative impact on the attractiveness 
of the entire Study Area as an investment opportunity.

 • Deteriorated or Dilapidated Residential Structures: 
There is a significant percentage of residential 
structures within the Study Area that that qualify 
as substandard, slum, deteriorated or dilapidated. 
There is in general the appearance that reinvestment 
is not being made into updating existing residential 
structures in most portions of the Study Area’s 
residential neighborhood north of Solomon Street.

 • Inadequate Open or Green Space:  Also another fairly 
clear issue is the lack of public open or green space.  
Other than abandoned lots, there is no appreciable 
public park space in the Study Area. 

 • Infrastructure Obsolescence or Disrepair:  Local 
infrastructure also needs to be addressed as the 
demands of past developments have strained it. 
While not necessarily aged beyond its lifespan, local 
infrastructure has arguably been overtaxed by the 
demands made by past development.  If the area is 
to continue to grow and flourish, infrastructure needs 
must be addressed.  

 • High Level of Absentee Ownership:  The residential 
community has become largely rental even though 
its stock of single-family detached housing remains 
basically intact. The recent wave of foreclosures 
appears to be accelerating this trend, with numerous 
below-fair-market purchases over the past three years.

 • Inadequate Parking, Roadways, Bridges or Public 
Transportation Facilities: This relates not only to 
infrastructure and facilities that are inadequate to 
the task of accommodating current traffic volumes, 
but also to those that would be inadequate after 
proposed redevelopment. A major problem is the 
number of difficult intersections within the area. Too 
many intersections that are essential to the successful 
redevelopment of the Study Area are currently 
functioning as constraints to that redevelopment, as 
well as to the retention of existing businesses and 
maintenance of the residential portion of the Area. 
Intersections that are particularly difficult to navigate 
include McIntosh Road and US 19/41, the southbound 
separation and northbound merging of US 19/41 and 

Business 19/41 (the N Expressway), Ellis Road at the 
N Expressway, the US 19/41 and W. Taylor Street 
interchange, and the Experiment Street-Ray Street-
13th Street-railroad tracks convergence. 

 • Congested Access and Egress: The current layout of 
the road network is not conducive to the efficient flow 
of traffic into and out of existing or potential retail, 
office and mixed-use projects in the area.  The existing 
network of interior and residential streets within the 
area will become even less capable of handling both 
community and pass-through traffic if they are not 
updated or expanded.   

 • Pedestrian and Traffic Safety: Traffic conditions are 
unsafe for those in vehicles as well as pedestrians.  
The lack of a traffic signal at the southbound exit 
ramp of US 19/41 and W. Taylor Street in particular 
not only impedes potential retail traffic along Taylor 
Street and into the downtown area, but actually 
creates an exceedingly dangerous left-hand turn onto 
Taylor Street from that ramp. There are few sidewalks 
within the residential portion of the Study Area, and 
pedestrians find few safe, convenient opportunities to 
cross any of the major roads in the Study Area. 

 • Economic Underutilization of Developable Land: 
A significant proportion of developable land within 
the area is underutilized with respect to potential 
density, type of development and/or resulting market 
and taxable values.  Both commercial and residential 
vacancy rates are unacceptably high. The vicinity could 
support much higher densities due to its proximity to 
US 19/41 and SR 16, as well as to Interstate 75. 

 • The Current Condition is Less Desirable than 
Potential Redevelopment: There are a noticeable 
number of under-utilized properties in the area.  
Based on market analyses contained in this Study, 
several sites offer feasible opportunities for the 
development of catalytic redevelopment projects 
that would significantly increase property values, 
necessary services and amenities, and overall quality 
of life standards within the Study Area.

 • City Redevelopment Priority: The City of Griffin has 
designated redevelopment in the Study Area as a 
priority of the City in its Comprehensive Development 
Plan and in its application for, and current 
administration of, an ARC LCI grant for the Study 
Area.
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Based on the conditions described above, the West Griffin 
community as a whole faces severe economic constraints 
that, in turn, prevent adequate resolutions to the social 
and economic problems facing both the residents and 
business interests in the Study Area. With respect to the 
potential for the creation of a Tax Allocation District 
in the Study Area , the West Griffin community overall 
qualifies as a Redevelopment Area for TAD purposes 
under the Redevelopment Powers Law due to meeting 
most, if not all, of the general criteria cited in that Law, 
although it is required to meet only one.  

Specifically, the West Griffin community qualifies 
as a TAD Redevelopment Area due to meeting the 
following qualifying conditions as defined in Georgia’s 
Redevelopment Powers Law (36-44-3):

An urbanized area as determined by current data from 
the U. S. Bureau of the Census or an area presently 
served by sewer that qualifies as a ‘blighted or distressed 
area,’ a ‘deteriorating area,’ or an ‘area with inadequate 
infrastructure,’ as follows:

(A) A ‘blighted or distressed area’ is an area that is 
experiencing one or more conditions of blight as evidenced 
by:

1. The presence of structures, buildings, or improvements 
that by reason of dilapidation; deterioration; age; 
obsolescence; inadequate provision for ventilation, 
light, air, sanitation, or open space; overcrowding; 
conditions which endanger life or property by fire or 
other causes; or any combination of such factors, are 
conducive to ill heath, transmission of disease, infant 
mortality, high unemployment, juvenile delinquency, 
or crime and are detrimental to the public health, 
safety, morals, or welfare;

2. The presence of a predominant number of substandard, 
vacant, deteriorated, or deteriorating structures; the 
predominance of a defective or inadequate street 
layout or transportation facilities; or faulty lot layout 
in relation to size, accessibility, or usefulness;

3. The existence of conditions through any combination 
of the foregoing that substantially impair the sound 
growth of the community and retard the provision 
of housing accommodations or employment 
opportunities;

(B) A ‘deteriorating area’ is an area that is experiencing 
physical or economic decline or stagnation as evidenced 
by two or more of the following:

1. The presence of a substantial number of structures or 
buildings that are 40 years old or older and have no 
historic significance;

2. High commercial or residential vacancies compared 
to the political subdivision as a whole; 

3. The predominance of structures or buildings of 
relatively low value compared to the value of 
structures or buildings in the surrounding vicinity or 
significantly slower growth in the property tax digest 
than is occurring in the political subdivision as a 
whole;

4. Declining or stagnant rents or sales prices compared 
to the political subdivision as a whole;

5. In areas where housing exists at present or is 
determined by the political subdivision to be 
appropriate after redevelopment, there exists 
a shortage of safe, decent housing that is not 
substandard and that is affordable for persons of low 
and moderate income;  or

6. Deteriorating or inadequate utility, transportation, or 
transit infrastructure; and

(C) An ‘area with inadequate infrastructure’ means an 
area characterized by:

1. Deteriorating or inadequate parking, roadways, 
bridges, pedestrian access, or public transportation 
or transit facilities incapable of handling the volume 
of traffic  into or through the area, either at present 
or following redevelopment; or

2. Deteriorating or inadequate utility infrastructure 
either at present or following redevelopment.

The identification of these qualifying conditions allow the 
City of Griffin Board of Commissioners to reach a finding 
that 

1. The redevelopment area on the whole has not been 
subject to growth and development through private 
enterprise and would not reasonably be anticipated 
to be developed without the approval of the 
redevelopment plan or includes one or more natural, 
historical, or cultural assets which have not been 
adequately preserved or protected and such asset 
or assets would not reasonably be anticipated to be 
adequately preserved, protected, or improved without 
the approval of the redevelopment plan; and

2. The improvement of the area is likely to enhance 
the value of a substantial portion of the other real 
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property in the district.

The overall purpose of the TAD is to address and resolve 
the key challenges, conditions and barriers to private 
investment and development. It would prove to be an 
effective economic redevelopment tool if applied to the 
West Griffin Activity Center community as a whole or to 
certain specified portions of that community.

City of Griffin TAD Capacity

City of Griffin is prohibited by State law from including 
more than 10 percent of its property tax base in all of 
the Tax Allocation Districts in the aggregate that it may 
create. Based on a reported total assessed tax value in 
2009 of $566,014,649 (net Maintenance and Operation 
base), the City could establish a TAD or group of TADs as 
of December 31, 2009 that in the aggregate encompass 
property assessed at up to $56,601,464 in taxable value.

The West Griffin Village TAD encompasses $31,573,360 
in assessed value, or 5.578 percent of the City’s net 
Maintenance and Operations (“M&O”) digest of 
$566,014,649. Although it would be the second TAD 
district created by the City as of December 31, 2009, 
the West Griffin Village TAD does not violate the 10 
percent limit.  The combined values of the City’s TAD 
#1 and TAD #2 (the West Griffin Village TAD) total 
$56,533,185, or 9.988 percent of the City’s 2009 
net M&O digest. Therefore, the West Griffin Village 
TAD meets the Redevelopment Powers Law provision 
regarding the City’s tax-digest limit on TAD’s, also know 
as the City’s TAD Capacity.

Proposed Private Taxable Development Program

Catalyst Private Development Projects 

1. Town Center: Development of a predominantly-
residential mixed use with approximately 200 
market rate but affordable apartment units that can 
tap into the students of both adjacent post-secondary 
educational institutions (Griffin Tech and UGA) 
as well as non-student residents seeking affordable 
housing near employment, retail, services and the 
area’s roadway network. In addition to apartments, 
the “town center” design would accommodate 
approximately 25,000 square feet of food and 
general merchandise retail and services as well as 
15,000 square feet of space for local office uses.

2. Supermarket: It appears likely that either the existing 
Kroger will relocate to a site near the Lowe’s-Home 
Depot retail cluster, or a competitor – likely Publix 

– will enter the Griffin market in or near that same 
location within the next several years.

3. Hotel and Conference Center: The Griffin market 
area lacks meeting facilities that can accommodate 
groups in the critical 200-500 person market 
category with on-site overnight hotel rooms for at 
least a significant portion of meeting and conference 
attendees. 

4. Entertainment Venue: While no specific type of venue 
is projected, Griffin could use a moderately-sized 
public gathering and entertainment venue – quite 
possibly an amphitheater or other facility capable 
of hosting musical events. The West Griffin area 
appears to have several sites that could accommodate 
such a venue.

5. N Expressway Corridor: New infill and significantly 
renovated existing commercial structures replacing 
functionally and/or structurally obsolete facilities 
and businesses along this high-traffic corridor. 
Opportunities for replacing free-standing structures 
and outdated strip centers with new street-front 
retail and services space designed to conform to new 
urbanism/town center standards and design themes.

6. Ellis Road Corridor: New residential development 
geared toward the expanding UGA campus.

7. Senior Housing: Mid-rise rental and/or condo senior 
housing that could accommodate a range of markets 
from active seniors to assisted living.

8. Rushton Mill: The Rushton Mill appears to have good 
potential for a conversion into lofts, live-work space, 
retail, office and exhibit space. Its market potential 
should increase significantly as greenspace, sidewalks 
and other improvements are introduced into the 
neighborhood, and as new markets are generated by 
commuter rail, downtown revitalization and UGA/
Griffin Tech expansions. 

9. Experiment Street Corridor: New infill development 
geared toward specialty food and retail, as well as 
community residents’ needs. 

10. West Griffin Neighborhood: New and renovated 
housing within the interior residential areas of the 
West Griffin area, with a range of housing types 
(single-family detached, townhomes and apartments. 

11. Taylor Street Corridor: New commercial 
development similar to that projected to occur along 
the N Expressway.
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There is no assurance that these projects will occur. 
However, the criteria referenced indicate that reasonable 
projections can be made that such projects can occur 
within the TAD area, particularly if the TAD itself were 
in place to facilitate them. 

Projected Development Programs Table

Proposed Public Redevelopment/Improvement Projects 

 • Improvements to the area’s basic water, sewer and 
transportation infrastructure

 • Roadway improvements and enhancements

 • Sidewalk and pedestrian-friendly streetscape 
improvements

 • Construction of new public facilities

Transportation Projects

1. Add a landscaped median on N Expressway (US 
19/41) from Taylor Street (SR 16) to Ellis Road

2. Add a landscaped median on Taylor Street (SR 16) 
from N Expressway (US 19/41) to Hill Street

3. Extend Varsity Road east to Melrose Avenue. 
Roadway extension should have 11-ft travel lanes, 
bicycle lanes, and sidewalks with streetscape 
amenities

4. Extend Lyndon Avenue west into the redevelopment 
of the existing retail sites. Roadway extension should 

have 11-ft travel lanes, bicycle lanes, and sidewalks 
with streetscape amenities

5. N Expressway (US 19/41) and Ellis Road intersection 
improvements

6. N Expressway (US 19/41) and Varsity Road 
intersection improvements - Conduct traffic signal 
warrant study and add signal if warranted, add 
westbound left-turn lane, improve pedestrian 
amenities 

7. N Expressway (US 19/41) and Lyndon Avenue 
intersection improvements - Conduct traffic signal 
warrant study and add signal if warranted, add 
westbound left-turn lane, improve pedestrian 
amenities, improve drainage

8. N Expressway (US 19/41) and Taylor Street (SR 
16) intersection improvements - Improved pedestrian 
amenities, gateway signage

9. Experiment Street and 13th Street intersection 
improvements - Improve traffic operations/safety and 
improved pedestrian amenities
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10. Experiment Street and Ellis Road intersection 
improvements - Shift intersection north of the power 
substation so that the two roadways meet at a 90 
degree angle; improve pedestrian amenities

11. US 19/41 Bypass and Taylor Street (SR 16) 
intersection improvements

Bicycle & Pedestrian Improvements

1. N Expressway (US 19/41) multi-use trail and 
streetscape - West side of roadway from Taylor Street 
(SR 16) to Ellis Road, includes a multi-use trail with 
streetscape features (landscaping, lighting, street 
furniture)

2. Ellis Road multi-use trail and streetscape - North 
side of roadway from N Expressway (US 19/41) to 
Experiment Street

3. Flynt Street/Solomon Street bicycle lanes - 5-ft 
bicycle lanes on both sides of roadway from school 
driveway west of Spalding Drive to 10th Street

4. Melrose Avenue bicycle share the road signage from 
Flynt Street to Ellis Road

5. W Wall Street share the road signage from 18th 
Street to 10th Street

6. W Taylor Street (SR 16) Streetscape - From traffic 
signal at Lowe’s to 8th Street

7. Sidewalks on local roadways - locations TBD

8. Pedestrian underpass - Widen and extend the 
staircases to open them up and improve them 
aesthetically

9. Gateway Signage - At the intersections of Experiment 
Street and Ellis Road, N Expressway (US 19/41) and 
Ellis Road, and N Expressway (US 19/41) and Taylor 
Street (SR 16)

10. Wayfinding Signage - Multiple intersections.

These specific improvements are subject to change based 
on perceived need and available funding. Anticipated 
costs within general categories of public improvements 
within the TAD are summarized as follows:
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Basic Economic Impact of West Griffin Village TAD 

Some of the basic long-term and short-term benefits of 
the proposed TAD to various local entities include the 
following: 

City of Griffin  and Spalding County

 • Long and Short-term: Increased Special Purpose 
Local Option Sales Tax revenue 

 • Long and Short-term: Infrastructure Improvements 
including road, bridges, and sewer

 • Long-term: Receipt of the entire tax increment after 
TAD bonds are paid and the Tax Allocation District 
terminates

 • Long and Short-term: Decrease in crime

 • Long and Short-term: Area becomes an economically 
positive part of City of Griffin and Spalding County

Griffin-Spalding County School System

 • Long and Short-term: Increased ESPLOST revenue 

 • Short-term: TAD funded projects could include 
allowances for capital improvements to TAD area 
schools in need of expansion and/or renovation

 • Long-term: Receipt of the entire tax increment after 
TAD bonds are paid and the Tax Allocation District 
terminates
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Tax Base Increase: The impact of the TAD on the tax 
base within its boundaries is summarized in the following 
table, which shows among other things the proportion 
of increased market and assessed value associated with 
new development and the proportion associated with 
appreciation of existing properties within the TAD area – 
appreciation which is projected to occur at a significantly 
higher rate than if the TAD were not established.

“Halo Effect”: Moreover, a TAD usually will have that 
same impact on property immediately adjacent to it – 
i.e. because of improvements in the TAD itself, properties 
surrounding the TAD will increase in value at a higher-
than-normal rate. This is known as the “Halo Effect” and 
has been seen most vividly in areas surrounding TADs 
such as the Atlantic Station TAD, the Atlanta BeltLine 
TAD and the Eastside TAD, among others within the 
metro area.
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Sales Tax Revenues: Additionally, sales tax revenues will 
be generated by new retail development that would not 
occur without the creation of the TAD. Sales tax revenues 
generated by LOST, SPLOST, ELOST or by regular sales 
tax levies in the amount of 1 percent of sales are projected 
in the following table for the West Griffin Village TAD, 
which indicates that the TAD will generate a total of 
$6.825 million in new sales tax revenues over the 25-
year life of the TAD for each entity receiving a 1 percent 
share of sales tax revenues: 

Quality of Life: Perhaps the greatest positive impacts 
of the West Griffin Village TAD will be on the overall 
increase in area appearance, parks and open spaces, 
improved schools, quality job creation, decreases in 
crime, increases in pedestrian-oriented safety features 
and the area’s basic quality of life. 
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Supportable Bonds from New Taxable Development 
within the West Griffin Village TAD

The establishment of a West Griffin Village Tax Allocation 
District will allow the City to leverage future property 
tax increases through the issuance of TAD bonds. The 
aggregate amount of a series of proposed bond issues 
of approximately $36,907,103 can be supported by 
projected increases in the area’s aggregate tax base over 
the anticipated 10-12 year initial Development Period. 
During the assumed 25-year life of the TAD a total of 
$64,030,371 in bonds is projected to be issued, supported 
by incremental increases in the district’s taxable property 
values in excess of the current 2009 base brought forth 
by the construction of additional redevelopment projects 
and additional improvements that will follow. However, 
no such additional development past year 12 of the TAD 
is incorporated into this Redevelopment Plan.

Millage Rates Incorporated into TAD Bond Calculations: 

City of Griffin General M&O 8.636

Spalding County General M&O 14.880

Spalding County Board of Education School 
Operations 

18.500

Total 42.016
 

TAD Bonds Summary Table

School System Impact Analysis

1. Estimate of Net New Public School Students

 • Maximum = 1,086 Students: Applying the standard 
factor of 1.2 school-age children per residential unit to 
all of the anticipated new units that will be developed 
within the TAD and assuming that 100 percent of 
all these children will attend a public school, the 
cumulative maximum number of students associated 
with such TAD development can be estimated at 
1,086 between 2012 and 2019. No new residential 
development is anticipated prior to 2012 and none is 
projected after 2019 due to land capacity limitations. 

 • Reduction due to 70% Choosing Public Schools = 
760 Students: Assuming that only 70 percent of 
school-age children within the TAD will actually 
attend public rather than private schools, a total of 
760 net new students can be anticipated as a result of 
TAD residential development.

 • Reduction Due to Type of Residential Unit = 510 
Students: While not documented in Griffin or Spalding 
County overall, there is precedent for assuming that 
certain types of residential units are more likely 
to attract childless households. Such types include 
senior housing, condominium loft units, townhomes 
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and student-oriented apartments. Applying this to 
the residential development program projected for 
the West Griffin Village TAD, one may reduce the net 
new students within the TAD to 510 by netting out the 
following types and numbers of residential units:

 • Combined Reductions: Minimum = 357 Students: 
Applying the assumption that only 70 percent of 
school-age children will attend public schools to the 
510 calculated in the above sensitivity analysis, only 
357 net new students can be projected for the TAD 
area – thus establishing the minimum of the range 
referenced above.

2. Location of School Facilities within the TAD

Orrs Elementary School is the only School System facility 
located within the West Griffin Village TAD. 

3. Estimated E-SPLOST Revenues Generated by TAD 
Redevelopment

Based on net new taxable sales associated with projected 
redevelopment within the West Griffin Village TAD, 
the current E-SPLOST – which ends in June of 2012 
– should generate approximately 35 percent of the 
projected $43,785 in 2012, or approximately $15,300. 
If subsequent five-year E-SPLOST programs are 
approved during the anticipated term of the TAD (through 
2034), the Griffin-Spalding County School System is 
projected to receive net new sales tax revenues from TAD 
redevelopment totaling $7.815 million through 2034.  

4. Average Value of Residential Properties with and 
without TAD Redevelopment

The total Fair Market Value based on 2009 tax 
assessments of all residential property within the West 
Griffin Village TAD is $4,148,071, or an Assessed 
Taxable Value of $1,659,228. There are 101 residential 
properties within the TAD. The average Fair Market 
Value of residential properties within the TAD in 2009 
is $41,070, or an average Assessed Taxable Value of 
$16,428.

The impact of the West Griffin Village TAD on the Fair 
Market Value of the 101 residential properties within 
the TAD, as compared to anticipated growth of 1 percent 
annually in value (except for an anticipated drop to 0.5 
percent in 2011) without the improvements generated by 
the TAD, can be seen in the following table – particularly 
the “Incremental Value with TAD” column at the far 
right:

Within the outer boundaries of the TAD but excluded 
from it are 713 residential properties (parcels) with 
a total Fair Market Value of $34,197,508, or a total 
Assessed Taxable Value of $13,679,003 for an average 
Fair Market Value of $47,963 and average Assessed 
Taxable Value of $19,195.

Thus, there are a total of 814 residential properties 
within the outer boundaries of the TAD – i.e. within the 
overall West Griffin community. Of these, only 101 or 
12.4 per cent are included in the TAD. The average value 
– Fair Market or Assessed Taxable – of those residential 
properties within the TAD is 85.6 per cent of those within 
the West Griffin community but excluded from the TAD.

The impact of the West Griffin Village TAD on the Fair 
Market Value of the 713 residential properties within 
the TAD, as compared to anticipated growth of 1 percent 
annually in value (except for an anticipated drop to 0.5 
percent in 2011) without the improvements generated by 
the TAD, can be seen in the following table:
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Other TAD Considerations

Creation & Termination Dates for TAD: The TAD creation 
date is December 31, 2009. It is anticipated that the 
termination date for the West Griffin Village TAD will be 
December 31, 2034.  

Tax Allocation Increment Base and State Certification:  
The Tax Allocation Increment Base is determined to be 
$31,573,360. Certification by the State Commissioner 
of Revenue will be sought prior to December 31, 2009.
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Project 
ID

Description/Action Cost Year Responsible 
Party(ies)

Potential 
Funding 
Source(s)

LU-1 Update Future Land Use Map. Amend 
the Comprehensive Plan's Future Land 
Use map to reflect new land use for the 
LCI study area to accommodate mixed 
use, pedestrian friendly sustainable 
environments and to require local street 
grid connections, as per Master Plan

Staff time 2010 Planning & 
Development

LU-2 Once LCI study reviewed and adopted, 
amend Comprehensive Plan to incorporate 
the LCI recommendations as policy or 
incorporate the Master Plan.

Staff time 2010 Planning & 
Development

LU-3 Revise Zoning Regulations. Develop zoning 
regulations to implement the LCI Plan: 
use, height, setbacks, parking, inter parcel 
connectivity, streets, signage, open space 
to promote and encourage the desired 
character for the LCI area. May require 
modifications to existing zoning districts. 

$20,000 2010 Planning & 
Development

ARC LCI 
Supplemental 
Study

LU-4 Develop Design Guidelines. Develop 
guidelines (including access management, 
if such study conducted) for the LCI Study 
Area to ensure the quality and character 
of development to reflect the community's 
vision as articulated in LCI study

$15,000 2011 Planning & 
Development

ARC LCI 
Supplemental 
Study

LU-5 Develop Gateway program (schedule, 
location, design of marker(s), cost 
estimates)

$15,000 2011 Planning & 
Development

Local, Signature 
Community 
Program

LU-6 Develop Wayfinding Signage program 
(schedule, location, sign design, cost 
estimates)

$15,000 2011 Planning & 
Development

Local, Signature 
Community 
Program

LU-7 Develop an appropriate greenspace 
acquisition plan, focusing on the Menkin 
Lake property, and including coordination 
with the Spalding County Master Plan.

Staff time 2012 Planning & 
Development, 
Public Works

Local, Signature 
Community 
Program

Land use, zoning and housing initiatives
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Project 
ID

Description/Action Cost Year Responsible 
Party(ies)

Potential Funding 
Source(s)

EDI-1 Prepare W. Griffin Village TAD Redevelopment 
Plan. Obtain City approval of creation of TAD 
as of 12/31/2009

Staff 2009 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-2 Seek Spalding County and Griffin-Spalding 
School System participation in TAD

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-3 Designate DDA as City Redevelopment Agency 
for implementing West Griffin Village TAD 
as well as N. Hill Street TAD. Revise DDA 
boundaries and authority as necessary

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-4 Supplement DDA staff to carry out TAD 
implementation tasks

$30,000 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

City with 
reimbursement 
from TAD 
revenues

EDI-5 Prepare strategy and financing structure(s) to 
form public-private partnerships for key area 
redevelopment projects.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues

EDI-6 Investigate private redevelopment interest in 
Town Center MXD, housing, retail

Staff Start 
2010

City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues

EDI-7 Identify private interests with the capacity to 
participate in the area’s redevelopment

Staff Start 
2010

City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues

EDI-8 Identify options and prepare strategy for 
assembling key area redevelopment sites

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues, 
SPLOST, private 
debt/equity

EDI-9 Prepare schedule and processes for 
coordinating redevelopment initiatives of 
the two TADs, Downtown projects and other 
economic development initiatives

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

TAD revenues

EDI-10 Promote the DCA designated Enterprise and 
Opportunity Zones that are in and surrounding 
the W Griffin areas so that investors can 
benefit from eligible tax credits.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-11 Continue to implement housing assistance 
programs and promote the success stories 
resulting from the program to provide visible, 
tangible signals to the market and community.

Staff 2010 City/
Planning & 
Development

N/A

EDI-12 Create a Community Improvement District 
(CID) to serve the N Expressway (US 19/41) 
corridor and the Taylor Street (SR 16) corridor 
in the study area

Staff, 
Private

2013 City/
Planning & 
Development

Private

Economic development initiatives
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Project 
ID

Description/Action Cost Year Responsible 
Party

Funding Source

TI-1 Revise parking standards, focusing on 
landscaping standards and potentially including  
shared use parking options

$20,000 2011 City City/ARC

TI-2 Access Management study on N Expressway 
(US 19/41) from Taylor Street (SR 16) to Ellis 
Street and on Taylor Street (SR 16) from the 
US 19/41 Bypass to Hill Street

$100,000 2010 City City/ARC
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Project 
ID

Description/Action Type of 
Improvement

Engineering 
Year

Engineering 
Costs

ROW 
Year

ROW 
Costs

Construction 
Year

Construction 
Costs

Total Project 
Costs

Responsible 
Party

Funding 
Source

Local Source & Match 
Amount

T-1 Phase 1A, Experiment Street - Multi-use path with streetscape elements (landscaping, 
lighting, street furniture) on the west side of roadway from Lovers Lane to Broad 
Street (east of study area) 

Bike/Pedestrian 2011 $445,000 2012 $450,000 2013 $2,224,000 $3,119,000 City LCI TAD, General Fund $623,800

T-1 Phase 1B, Ellis Road and Experiment Street Intersection Improvements - Convert 
intersection to a roundabout that includes Drewery Avenue; improve pedestrian 
amenities; gateway signage and wayfinding signage

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian

2012 $400,000 2013 $100,000 2013 $1,000,000 $1,500,000 City LCI TAD, General Fund $300,000

T-1 Phase 2, Experiment Street and 13th Street Intersection Improvements - Remove 
curb cut for Easy Shop Supermarket on Experiment Street, close Ray Street to 
vehicular traffic at Easy Shop Supermarket, add lane markings to 13th Street east of 
Experiment Street (2 southbound lanes, 1 northbound lane), add crosswalks/ramps, 
add wayfinding signage

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian

2013 $5,700 2014 $2,000 2015 $30,000 $37,700 City LCI TAD, General Fund $7,540

T-2 Phase 1A, N Expressway (US 19/41) Landscaped Median - Using existing two-way 
left-turn lane ROW, from Taylor Street (SR 16) to Ellis Road

Roadway 
Operations

2014 $19,000 2015 $5,000 2016 $93,000 $117,000 City/GDOT GDOT/TE TAD, CID, General 
Fund

$23,400

T-2 Phase 1B, N Expressway (US 19/41)/Hammond Drive Multi-use Trail and Streetscape 
- Multi-use trail with streetscape elements (landscaping, lighting, street furniture) on 
west side of roadway from Ellis Road to Taylor Street (SR 16); 5-ft sidewalk on west 
side of roadway from Poplar Street to Taylor Street (SR 16)

Bike/Pedestrian 2015 $251,000 2016 $125,000 2017 $1,254,000 $1,630,000 City/GDOT GDOT/
LCI

TAD, CID, General 
Fund

$326,000

T-2 Phase 2, N Expressway (US 19/41) and Ellis Road Intersection Improvements - 
Decorative mast arms, internally illuminated street name signs, crosswalks, pedestrian 
countdown signals, gateway signage, and wayfinding signage

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian, 
Signage

2015 $14,000 2016 $3,000 2017 $69,000 $86,000 City/GDOT GDOT/TE TAD, CID, General 
Fund

$17,200

Five year implementation plan

Note:  All costs are in 2010 dollars.  Exact determination of ROW needs will be done after design is complete.  Costs provided are based on other similar projects.

Note:  A single project ID is intended to represent one complete project.  Most projects are broken into phases to allow flexibility in implementation.  If a portion of a project cannot be implemented with the rest of the overall project, due to either a lack of funding or 
other external reasons, the remaining phases can move forward.  Final decisions regarding project phasing implementation must be made before ARC LCI or other implementation funding is applied for.
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Project 
ID

Description/Action Type of 
Improvement

Engineering 
Year

Engineering 
Costs

ROW 
Year

ROW 
Costs

Construction 
Year

Construction 
Costs

Total Project 
Costs

Responsible 
Party

Funding 
Source

Local Source & Match 
Amount

T-2 Phase 3, N Expressway (US 19/41) and Taylor Street (SR 16) Intersection 
Improvements - Decorative mast arms, internally illuminated street name signs, 
crosswalks, sidewalks on westbound right-turn island, pedestrian countdown signals, 
gateway signage, and wayfinding signage

Bike/Pedestrian, 
Signage

2016 $14,000 2017 $3,000 2018 $69,000 $86,000 City/GDOT GDOT/
LCI

TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$17,200

T-2 Phase 4, Wayfinding Signage - Add wayfinding signage at the following intersections 
along N Expressway: Flynt Street, Varsity Drive, Lyndon Avenue

Signage 2016 $5,000 2017 $1,000 2018 $15,000 $21,000 City LCI TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$4,200

T-2 Phase 5A, N Expressway (US 19/41) and Varsity Road Intersection Improvements 
- Conduct traffic signal warrant study and add signal if warranted, add westbound 
left-turn lane, improve pedestrian amenities

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian

2016 $32,000 2017 $8,000 2018 $150,000 $190,000 City/GDOT GDOT/
LCI

TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$38,000

T-2 Phase 5B, Varsity Road - 5-ft sidewalk on the south side of roadway from Griffin Tech 
parking lot driveway to N Expressway

Bike/Pedestrian 2016 $14,000 2017 $4,000 2018 $70,000 $88,000 City LOCAL TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$17,600

T-2 Phase 5C,Varsity Road Extension - Extend roadway east to Melrose Avenue. Roadway 
extension should have 11-ft travel lanes, bicycle lanes, and sidewalks with streetscape 
amenities

Roadway 
Capacity, Bike/
Pedestrian

2017 $79,000 2018 $20,000 2019 $395,000 $494,000 City LCI TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$98,800

T-2 Phase 6, N Expressway (US 19/41) and Lyndon Avenue Intersection Improvements 
- Conduct traffic signal warrant study and add signal if warranted, add westbound 
left-turn lane, improve pedestrian amenities, improve drainage

Roadway 
Operations, 
Bike/Pedestrian

2017 $32,000 2018 $8,000 2019 $150,000 $190,000 City/GDOT GDOT/
LCI

TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$38,000

T-2 Phase 7, Pedestrian underpass - Widen and extend the staircases to open them up for 
safety, improve them aesthetically, and add ADA compliant ramps

Bike/Pedestrian 2017 $120,000 2018 $50,000 2019 $1,500,000 $1,670,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$334,000

T-3 Ellis Road Multi-use Trail and Streetscape - North side of roadway from N 
Expressway (US 19/41) to Experiment Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2018 $206,000 TBD $52,000 TBD $1,032,000 $1,290,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$258,000

T-4 Phase 1, Taylor Street (SR 16) Landscaped Median - Using existing two-way left-turn 
lane ROW, from N Expressway (US 19/41) to Hill Street 

Roadway 
Operations

2019 $26,000 2020 $7,000 2021 $131,000 $164,000 City/GDOT GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$32,800

T-4 Phase 2, Taylor Street (SR 16) Streetscape - Both sides of roadway from traffic signal 
at Lowe’s to 8th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2019 $242,000 2020 $60,000 2021 $1,209,000 $1,511,000 City/GDOT GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$302,200

T-5 Lyndon Avenue Extension - Extend roadway west into the redevelopment of the 
existing retail sites. Roadway extension should have 11-ft travel lanes, bicycle lanes, 
and sidewalks with streetscape amenities

Roadway 
Capacity, Bike/
Pedestrian

2020 $240,000 2021 $56,000 2022 $1,119,000 $1,415,000 Private 
Developer

Private 
Developer

Private Developer $283,000

T-6 US 19/41 Bypass and Taylor Street (SR 16) Intersection Improvements; This is 
Project SP-021 in the ARC RTP

Roadway 
Operations

2020 $724,600 2021 $926,000 2022 $3,623,000 $5,273,600 GDOT Federal/
State

N/A N/A

T-7 Phase 1A, Flynt Street/Solomon Street Bicycle Lanes - 5-ft bicycle lanes on both sides 
of roadway from Orrs Elementary School driveway west of Spalding Drive to 10th 
Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $157,000 2022 $71,000 2023 $1,416,000 $1,644,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$328,800

T-7 Phase 1B, Wall Street Bicycle Share the Road Signage - From 18th Street to 10th 
Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $3,000 2022 $400 2023 $8,000 $11,400 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$2,280

T-7 Phase 2A, Flynt Street Streetscape and Sidewalk- From Orrs Elementary School 
driveway west of Spalding Drive to N Expressway, streetscapes on north side of 
roadway, 5-ft sidewalk on south side of roadway

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $76,000 2022 $19,000 2023 $380,000 $475,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$95,000

T-7 Phase 2B, Flynt Street/Solomon Street Streetscape and Sidewalk - Streetscape on 
both sides of roadway from N expressway to 18th Street; 5-ft sidewalks on the north 
side of roadway from 18th Street to 16th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $85,000 2022 $21,000 2023 $426,000 $532,000 City GDOT/TE TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$106,400

Long range implementation plan (2016 - 2022)
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Project 
ID

Description/Action Type of 
Improvement

Engineering 
Year

Engineering 
Costs

ROW 
Year

ROW 
Costs

Construction 
Year

Construction 
Costs

Total Project 
Costs

Responsible 
Party

Funding 
Source

Local Source & Match 
Amount

T-8 Phase 1, Water Works Road Streetscape - Streetscape on both sides of roadway from 
Spalding Drive to N Expressway

Bike/Pedestrian 2021 $51,000 2022 $13,000 2023 $256,000 $320,000 City LOCAL SPLOST, General 
Fund, CID

$64,000

T-8 Phase 2, Spalding Drive Streetscape/ Sidewalk - Streetscape on both sides of roadway 
from Flynt Street to Taylor Street (SR 16); 5-ft sidewalk on both sides of roadway 
from Varsity Drive to Flynt Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $91,000 2023 $23,000 2024 $455,000 $569,000 City LOCAL SPLOST, General 
Fund, CID

$113,800

T-8 Phase 3A, June Street Sidewalk - 5-ft sidewalk on the south side of roadway from N 
Expressway to Melrose Avenue

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $23,000 2023 $6,000 2024 $114,000 $143,000 City LOCAL SPLOST, General 
Fund, CID

$28,600

T-8 Phase 3B, Baker Street Sidewalk - 5-ft sidewalk on the north side of roadway from N 
Expressway to Melrose Avenue

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $24,000 2023 $6,000 2024 $118,000 $148,000 City LOCAL SPLOST, General 
Fund, CID

$29,600

T-9 Lyndon Avenue Streetscape - Both sides of roadway from N Expressway to 
Experiment Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $200,000 2023 $50,000 2024 $996,000 $1,246,000 City LOCAL TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$249,200

T-10 13th Street Streetscape - East side of roadway from Poplar Street to Experiment 
Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $162,000 2023 $41,000 2024 $811,000 $1,014,000 City LOCAL TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$202,800

T-11 Phase 1, Melrose Avenue Sidewalk - 5-ft sidewalk on west side of roadway from Flynt 
Street to Lyndon Avenue

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $97,000 2023 $24,000 2024 $483,000 $604,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$120,800

T-11 Phase 2, Melrose Avenue Streetscape - Streetscape on both sides of roadway from 
Lyndon Avenue to Ellis Road

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $159,000 2023 $40,000 2024 $797,000 $996,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$199,200

T-11 Phase 3, Melrose Avenue Bicycle Share the Road Signage - From Flynt Street to Ellis 
Road

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $3,000 2023 $400 2024 $8,000 $11,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$2,200

T-12 Phase 1, Hillwood Avenue - 5-ft sidewalk on both sides of roadway from N 
Expressway to 19th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $114,000 2023 $28,000 2024 $568,000 $710,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$142,000

T-12 Phase 2, Broad Street - 5-ft sidewalk on both sides of roadway from Hillwood Avenue 
to 16th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $153,000 2023 $38,000 2024 $765,000 $956,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$191,200

T-12 Phase 3, 19th Street - 5-ft sidewalk on west side of roadway from Broad Street to 
Hillwood Avenue

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $17,000 2023 $4,000 2024 $85,000 $106,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$21,200

T-12 Phase 4, Wright Street - 5-ft sidewalk on south side of roadway from 19th Street to 
16th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $51,000 2023 $13,000 2024 $256,000 $320,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$64,000

T-13 17th Street - 5-ft sidewalk on the east side of roadway from Taylor Street (SR 16) to 
Ellis Road

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $159,000 2023 $40,000 2024 $795,000 $994,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$198,800

T-14 Ray Street Sidewalk - 5-ft sidewalk on the south side of roadway from 17th Street to 
Experiment Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $68,000 2023 $17,000 2024 $341,000 $426,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$85,200

T-15 18th Street Sidewalks - 5-ft sidewalks on both sides of roadway from Poplar Street to 
Taylor Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $42,000 2023 $11,000 2024 $210,000 $263,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$52,600

T-16 Phase 1, Shoal Creek Greenway - Multi-use trail adjacent to Shoal Creek from N 
Expressway to the intersection of Hammock Street and 15th Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $195,000 2023 $49,000 2024 $977,000 $1,221,000 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$244,200

T-16 Phase 1, Hammock Street Bicycle Share the Road Signage - From 15th Street to 
Experiment Street

Bike/Pedestrian 2022 $3,000 2023 $400 2024 $8,000 $11,400 City CDBG TAD, General 
Fund, CID

$2,280

Totals $4,802,300 $2,395,200 $24,406,000 $31,603,100

Long range implementation plan (2016 - 2022) [CONTINUED]

Note:  All costs are in 2010 dollars.  Exact determination of ROW needs will be done after design is complete.  Costs provided are based on other similar projects.
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CORE COMMITTEE KICK-OFF MEETING

JULY 31, 2009
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COMMUNITY MEETING #1

AUGUST 13, 2009
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COMMUNITY MEETING #2

AUGUST 22, 2009
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CORE COMMITTEE MEETING

SEPTEMBER 17, 2009
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COMMUNITY MEETING #3

OCTOBER 26, 2009
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OTHER PUBLIC PARTICIPATION




